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Abstract
Two major trends in computing hardware during the last decade have been an increase in
the number of processing cores found in individual computer hardware platforms and an
ubiquity of distributed, heterogeneous systems. Together, these changes can improve not
only the performance of a range of applications, but the types of applications that can be
created.
Despite the advances in hardware technology, advances in programming of such systems
has not kept pace. Traditional concurrent programming has always been challenging, and
is only set to be come more so as the level of hardware concurrency increases. The differ-
ent hardware platforms which make up heterogeneous systems come with domain-specific
programming models, which are not designed to interact, or take into account the different
resource-constraints present across different hardware devices, motivating a need for runtime
reconfiguration or adaptation.
This dissertation investigates the actor model of computation as an appropriate abstraction to
address the issues present in programming concurrent, distributed, and adaptive applications
across different scales and types of computing hardware. Given the limitations of other
approaches, this dissertation describes a new actor-based programming language (Ensemble)
and its runtime to address these challenges. The goal of this language is to enable non-
specialist programmers to take advantage of parallel, distributed, and adaptive programming
without the programmer requiring in-depth knowledge of hardware architectures or software
frameworks. There is also a description of the design and implementation of the runtime
system which executes Ensemble applications across a range of heterogeneous platforms.
To show the suitability of the actor-based abstraction in creating applications for such sys-
tems, the language and runtime were evaluated in terms of linguistic complexity and per-
formance. These evaluations covered programming embedded, concurrent, distributed, and
adaptable applications, as well as combinations thereof. The results show that the actor pro-
vides an objectively simple way to program such systems without sacrificing performance.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Single core Central Processing Units (CPU) were once the champions of increasing applica-
tion performance. This was achieved by increasing the number of instructions executed per
cycle, increasing the depth of pipelines, and performing more speculative execution, granting
more instruction level parallelism at higher clock speeds [1, 2]. From the early 2000s, clock
propagation delay, heat dissipation, energy constraints, and the memory wall [3] have meant
that single core CPUs are no longer the champions of increasing application performance as
their clock speeds are no longer increasing, and the practical limits of instruction level par-
allelism have been reached for sequential applications. Instead, hardware developers have
turned to an army of champions. This has been realised in two ways: an increase in the num-
ber of CPU cores per hardware device, such as multicore CPUs and Graphical Processing
Units (GPU), and the ubiquity of distributed systems composed of heterogeneous hardware
devices - i.e. the many different types of connected computer in the world today.
Multicore processors are capable of concurrently executing many threads of control simul-
taneously, requiring developers to create applications accordingly. Traditional concurrent
programming relies on multiple threads of execution which share state. This approach often
leads to programming errors, such as data race conditions and deadlock. As the number of
cores is set to increase to the hundreds and beyond, the threaded approach to programming
simply does not scale.
As well as increasing the number of processing cores locally, improved battery technology
and low-power micro-controllers have enabled distributed systems of heterogeneous devices
to become embedded in the world around us. These systems consist of many different types
of device, from small battery-powered sensors, to mobile phones and tablets. This range of
devices represents different levels of computing scale, with many different operating condi-
tions, resource constraints, and programming models.
The goal of this work is to ease the burden of programming these concurrent and heteroge-
neous distributed systems such that they can be used by non-specialist programmers. This
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work shows that using an actor-based abstraction to create applications for either individual
systems, or collections of such systems, not only provides a natural way to express solutions
to the problems of such programmers, but does so in a way which is simpler than exist-
ing techniques and easily facilitates new programming options in the general case, such as
runtime application reconfiguration, or adaptation. Here, adaptation refers to the ability for
software to change the topology of connections between communicating entities, and either
install or migrate executing software to remote locations at runtime. Additionally, moving
some of this burden into a runtime which supports the actor-based abstraction, further sim-
plifies the task of the programmer. By presenting a more appropriate programming model,
and pushing complexity into the runtime, this work aims to increase the use of concurrent
and heterogeneous distributed systems.
This goal is to show that by creating applications which are composed of encapsulated actors
which communicate by explicit message passing, not only can one address existing problems
in programming such systems, but one enables a number of these systems to be programmed
collectively. To prove this assertion, this dissertation describe the design and implementation
of an actor-based programming language and runtime system. Using these tools, the actor
abstraction is applied to programming embedded devices, highly concurrent devices, and
adaptive programming of heterogeneous devices at different levels of computing scale.
1.1 Thesis Statement
Hypothesis : The use of encapsulated, shared-nothing loci of computation and explicit mes-
sage passing, found in the actor programming model, will both enable and simplify the
programming of concurrent, distributed, and adaptive applications across heterogeneous
platforms at different levels of computing scale.
This assertion will be demonstrated by
• The creation of a general purpose actor language, with the actor as the unit of adapta-
tion and concurrency
• The creation of a compiler for the actor language that translates applications into an
intermediate language, which is executed by a virtual machine on different classes of
hardware platforms, and enabling actor adaptation across the scale space.
• An evaluation of the application of the actor-based abstraction to embedded program-
ming.
• An evaluation of the application of the actor-based abstraction to kernel-based pro-
gramming.
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• An evaluation of the application of the actor-based abstraction to adaptive program-
ming.
1.2 Contributions
This work contributes to the abstraction of programming concurrent, distributed, and adap-
tive applications in the following ways:
• The development of a new actor-based programming language which natively supports
the discovery and reconfiguration of actors at runtime, as well as a channel-based
abstraction of the network medium.
• The development of a lightweight runtime to execute actor-based applications on a
number of platforms, including highly-constrained, embedded devices.
• A simple type mechanism and compiletime analysis to minimise memory consumption
in the context of a shared nothing environment.
• An investigation of the impact of actor-based programming on embedded program-
ming in terms of linguistic complexity and application performance.
• The first in-language application of actors to accelerator-based programming of par-
allel devices as well as an investigation of the impact of actor-based programming
on accelerator-based programming in terms of linguistic complexity and application
performance.
• An exploration of the impact of actor-based programming on adaptive programming
in terms of linguistic complexity and application performance
1.3 Publications
The work reported in this dissertation has led to the following publications:
• “Parallel Programming in Actor-Based Applications via OpenCL”
P. Harvey, K. Hentschel, and J. Sventek
16th International Conference on Middleware (to appear)
• “A Virtual Machine for the Insense Language”
C. Cameron, P. Harvey, and J. Sventek
6th International Conference on MOBILe Wireless MiddleWARE, Operating Systems,
and Applications
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• “Channel and Active Component Abstractions for WSN Programming: A Language
Model with Operating System Support”
P. Harvey, A. Dearle, J. Lewis, and J. Sventek
1st International Conference on Sensor Networks
During the work on this dissertation, the following papers were also published by this author
on related topics:
• “Accelerating Lagrangian Particle Dispersion in the Atmosphere with OpenCL”
P. Harvey, S. Hameed, and W. Vanderbauhede
2nd International Workshop on OpenCL
• “Wireless Sensor Network Simulation With Xen”
P. Harvey, and J. Sventek
The 46th Annual Simulation Symposium
1.4 Projects
Given the amount of implementation required to explore the hypothesis, a number of projects
were carried out by undergraduate students which contributed to this work. The background,
motivation, ideas, proposal, and supervision of these projects were carried out by the au-
thor, however, the implementation was completed by students. The following is a list of the
projects and students:
• Callum Cameron : The implementation of the Ensemble VM on the Tmote Sky em-
bedded platform.
• Kristian Henstchel : The extension of the Ensemble language to use an OpenCL library
in Java.
• Craig McLaughlin : The addition of the movable type and compiletime analysis to the
Ensemble type system.
In each case, the implementation from the student project was integrated into the main
project, and then expanded upon by the author.
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1.5 Outline
The dissertation is structured as follows:
Chapter 2: covers related works in the areas of actor languages, adaptation methodologies
and implementations, parallel programming approaches, embedded programming styles, and
compiletime analysis.
Chapter 3: describes the design of the Ensemble language which is used as the mechanism
to explore the hypothesis.
Chapter 4: chronicles the design and implementation of the Ensemble Virtual Machine,
including support for runtime discovery and adaptation of actors and stages across multiple
hardware platforms at different levels of computing scale.
Chapter 5: argues that the actor is the appropriate programming mechanism for concur-
rency, distribution, and adaptation. This is evaluated in three different areas: embedded
programming, accelerator-based concurrency, and multi-platform adaptation.
Chapter 6: summarises the points made in the dissertation and discusses future directions
for the work.
Additionally, there are three appendices:
Appendix A provides a formalised description of the compiletime analysis associated with
the movable type described in Section 3.2.
Appendix B describes the format of the modified Java class files which are generated from
the Ensemble linker, and executed by the Ensemble VM.
Appendix C presents the results on performance and space consumption of native Ensem-
ble applications on embedded hardware. This appendix also presents the microbenchmark
results for the performance of the individual adaptation operations in Ensemble.
6Chapter 2
Related Work
The increase in the number of processing cores in modern CPUs, coupled with the ubiq-
uity of distributed systems composed of heterogeneous devices, has led to a set of disparate
and unconventional programming styles required to program such devices and systems. As
well as dealing with the inherent issues of multithreaded programming, such as deadlock
and scalability, programmers must now also consider the resource constraints and network-
ing capabilities of different hardware platforms. As these technologies are used more and
more by non-specialist programmers to solve a wide range of problems, the challenge of
programming such systems is even more problematic.
The goal of this dissertation is to reduce the burden of programming such systems via the
abstractions presented by the actor model of computation. Although the issues associated
with programming these systems must be considered collectively, for discussion they can be
partitioned into four equivalence classes: concurrent programming, embedded programming,
distributed programming, and adaptive programming. To discuss the related work in these
areas, this chapter is arranged as follows. Section 2.1 provides an overview of a number of
different actor languages. Section 2.2 discusses motivations and technologies with regards
to runtime adaptation of software, at different levels of computing scale. A summary of
the challenges of programming parallel devices is presented in Section 2.3. An overview of
relevant program analysis approaches in given in Section 2.4, and Section 2.5 summarises
the points made.
2.1 Actor Languages
One programming model which addresses programming concurrent and distributed systems
is the actor-model of computation. Applications using this model are expressed in terms of
actors. An actor is a self-contained entity with private state and its own locus of control,
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usually a thread. An actor communicates with other actors via message passing, often (but
not exclusively) in an asynchronous fashion. The actor model was first proposed by Hewitt
et al. [4] as a model of independent execution and communication. Agha [5] extended the
model, introducing mailboxes to store sent messages for later consumption. Without muta-
ble shared state, actors enable a safe programming model for concurrency, with good per-
formance [6]. Deadlock and race conditions caused by locking mechanisms around shared
state cannot occur as there is no shared state or locking mechanism. Furthermore, the use of
message passing between actors provides an abstraction that is transparent to the location of
the actors involved. Therefore, message passing can transparently be used for communica-
tion between actors on the same hardware, or over a network. Such abstraction of location is
known as location transparency.
Despite the substantial advantages offered by the actor model, there are a number of trade-
offs when compared to languages, such as C, which should be considered. Firstly, the lack
of shared state introduces overhead in the language, and potentially the runtime. Rather than
simply enabling two threads access to a shared array, the actor model requires this array to be
sent between them. For developers writing performance critical code, who are comfortable
with the potential issues, the use of shared memory may be more appropriate. Secondly, the
infrastructure code which is required to facilitate inter-actor communication may be too ver-
bose for simple applications, where scripting approaches may be more suitable. Thirdly, the
peering relationship between actors does not by default support an indication of the priority
of a message sent between actors - there is no default way to distinguish between messages of
a high or low priority. However, individual implementations of the actor model have methods
for coping with this, such as multiple channels being used to create priority hierarchies.
Since the actor-model was first described, there have been a number of languages which are
based on this model. It would not be possible to provide a discussion of all actor languages,
instead, representative examples from each equivalence class is made in this section. Of the
actor languages and systems discussed in the literature, three equivalence classes are present:
• Languages which are targeted at particular problem sets.
• Languages which are embedded in other languages or systems.
• Languages which are for research purposes.
The following shows that the existing approaches are not sufficient to prove the hypothesis.
Niche Problem Sets
Erlang [7, 8] is a well-known programming language and runtime system developed in 1986.
It mixes functional programming and an actor based model of concurrency. Actors exchange
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asynchronous messages to communicate information with each actor possessing a message
buffer (known as a mailbox) to hold messages until they are processed. It also supports hot
swapping (or replacement) at the granularity of a function. Adaptation in Erlang consists of
exchanging the functionality of how a received message is processed, rather than the loadable
modules or code migration discussed in Section 2.2.1. Erlang supports location transparent
communication between actors. Remote actors are either explicitly bound to another actor
by knowing the remote actor’s address, or the remote actor is spawned and then bound to
the spawning actor. In order to deal with the unreliable nature of communication between
remote actors, Erlang uses a combination of exceptions and runtime support following the
let it crash philosophy. Remote actors are linked together either implicitly when they are
spawned, or explicitly if being connected to, and when a remote actor generates an uncaught
exception it kills itself and propagates a kill message to the actors to which it is connected.
They, in turn, kill themselves and propagate the message to the actors to which they are
connected. This continues until all actors are dead or the kill message is caught and handled.
The assumption is that the actor which catches the message is able to enact recovery.
While Erlang is a very mature language and runtime and is well suited to the domain for
which it is designed (telecommunication systems), there are some shortcomings. There is
no syntactic notion of a process, thread, or actor. Instead there are modules with collections
of functions. As the size of an application grows, the lack of clarity within the language
makes comprehension difficult when trying to determine the behaviour of the application.
Also, the fine grained hot swapping makes adaptation challenging, requiring the user to have
detailed knowledge about what code should be relocated at the function level, rather than
the process/thread/actor level. Erlang does not natively support process migration, and there
is no provision in the language for it. Also, in terms of scale the smallest device that can
successfully run an Erlang application is the RaspberryPi1 (see Section 4.3.3). This platform
has approximately 4 orders of magnitude more RAM than the smallest platform targeted by
this work (Section 4.3.2).
ActorNet is an actor language and system for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) built on top
of TinyOS. It has the ability to relocate an actor from one small battery-powered computer
used in WSNs (mote) to another as actors are interpreted. Actors are programmed in a lan-
guage based on the functional language Scheme [9], with appropriate extensions for actors,
such as the send keyword to facilitate message passing. Little or no detail is given on the
semantics of message passing including discovery and binding between actors. The work
claims that this language is simple, however each actor is specified as a number of functions
and lambda expressions, resulting in a non-linear flow of code. It is also the case that the
language does not present an intuitive abstraction over hardware, using static numbers to
reference hardware devices: io 0. This language is interpreted by an interpreter running
1http://www.erlang-embedded.com/ - Accessed October 2013
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on a TinyOS mote. The runtime system is multi-threaded with stack-based threads, however
as TinyOS is event-based, allocation and scheduling of these threads is done within the run-
time. This is in contrast to the static preallocation approach used in TinyOS by default, Sec-
tion 2.2.1. Coexistence of two such different abstractions is not efficient in space or power,
especially when not implemented within the kernel [10], and there are no detailed results on
the effect of these features. ActorNet provides a virtual memory system using external flash
to enable more runtime memory which is required to be able to interpret the applications,
however the only listed applications perform simple operations such as printing. It is unclear
how much space a more complex application would require. ActorNet is only implemented
for the Mica2 hardware platform2. No work has been done on ActorNet since 2005. There
is no discussion about how the language or runtime deals with transparency in relation to
environmental entanglements.
Environmental entanglement refers to the links between an actor (or software unit) and its
current execution environment. Examples include bindings to other actors, both in terms
of the actual bindings themselves, as well as the higher level interaction between actors.
Consider an actor A which has a file open on a given machine. Should this actor be migrated
to another machine, what should happen to the file and the actor’s link to that file? Should
the file be copied, or moved entirely, should the actor have a remote reference to the file,
or should the actor not be allowed to migrate in this situation? Environmental entanglement
is a challenging issue and influences the design and implementation of languages and their
runtimes.
JoCaml [11] is a system for mobile agents built inside of the Object-Caml (Ocaml) language.
Although not strictly an actor language, the work broadly has similar goals to this thesis.
The language has the ability to create uni-directional, typed channels, as well as being able
to remotely instantiate or migrate processes; in this context, a process refers to a thread.
The language aims to be simple, expressive and consistent such that JoCaml applications are
location transparent in a way that is understandable.
JoCaml channels are different from Ensemble channels, as when defining a channel both
end points of the channel are declared, as in Rust (Section 2.4.1), making dynamic runtime
binding of channels impossible. Also, channels do not simply convey messages, instead, they
accept data and then invoke code to process this data at the receiver process. This requires
that upon receipt of a new message a new thread is created at the receiver. This would not be
a feasible approach on a resource-constrained device.
Axum 3 (codename Maestro) is a domain-specific actor-based programming language de-
2http://bullseye.xbow.com:81/Products/Product pdf files/Wireless pdf/MICA2 Datasheet.pdf - Accessed
July 2014
3channel9.msdn.com/shows/Going+Deep/Maestro-A-Managed-Domain-Specific-Language-For-
Concurrent-Programming/ - Accessed November 2012
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veloped by Microsoft. It is domain-specific in that it is intended for use in highly concurrent
applications. Actors communicate via locally synchronous and remotely asynchronous mes-
sage passing. Although not directly discussed, it is assumed that this design choice in Axum,
and other systems [12, 13], is made because function/method calls are used for local mes-
sage passing, and network-based packet transmission is used for remote message passing.
Actors may be grouped into domains to enable direct sharing of actor state between actors
within the domain. To facilitate message passing, an actor (Agent in Axum parlance) has
a channel associated with it. Channels are complex data types, containing multiple unidi-
rectional buffers, functions, and even communication protocols specified via state machines.
There is no discussion of how network failures are managed, if migration is a design consid-
eration, or the implication of how the sharing of state between domains, requiring locking
primitives, would not undermine the point of using shared-nothing semantics. There is little
documentation of Axum other than blog posts. Work on the project was discontinued in
20104.
Embedded Languages
Scala [14, 15] is a popular functional language. Scala applications are interpreted by the
Java Virtual Machine (JVM). One of the main goals of Scala is to fuse functional and ob-
ject orientated programming, where functions are available as a part of objects, rather than
objects in their own right. The fusion of styles has met with mixed success [16].
Within Scala, concurrency is not an inherent part of the language, and is provided by li-
braries that offer actor-based concurrency. There are a number of different implementations,
currently the akka5 actor framework is the most popular. It addresses a number of limitations
of the previous actor implementation and offers a verbose, configurable setup.
Actors have private state and interact via asynchronous message passing. Synchronous mes-
sage passing is also possible via asynchronous message passing and futures in user level
applications, where logic will block on the result of the future to ensure that the message has
been delivered. In terms of distributed computing, Scala, like Erlang, is able to communicate
with or spawn remote actors, although unlike Erlang, the error mechanism exclusively uses
Java-like exceptions. Within Scala there is no first class location type, instead, remote actors
are instantiated with IP addresses, and then references to these actors are used. Like Erlang,
there is the ability to hot swap code, however migration is not provided by the language.
The language does support gaining references to other actors by specifying a Unix style path
to the actor, however, this requires knowledge of the actor’s location, and is not a generic
4msdn.microsoft.com/Forums/en-US/axum/thread/ae809d82-42ba-42bb-9199-e1e9489a82fe - Accessed
November 2012
5http://akka.io/ - Accessed October 2013
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approach. Due to the presence of all of these runtime features, the Scala code base is quite
large. The Scala for Android project6 highlights that ignoring the OS and Java runtime, the
scala runtime occupies 8MB of storage. Conditional compilation can be used to reduce this
to 25KB of storage, with the hello world application requiring 10KB of storage. This rep-
resents almost 15% of the available storage on the smallest platform targeted by this work,
and represents a static application. In terms of RAM, if Scala were to conform to the J2ME
specification, it would still require 3 orders of magnitude more RAM than is available on the
smallest platform targeted by this work.
Salsa [17] is an actor-based programming language embedded within Java. Salsa applica-
tions are preprocessed to generate standard (or vanilla) Java applications which are compiled
in the normal way. By embedding itself within Java without any special runtime require-
ments, Salsa is automatically available on many JVM supported platforms.
Salsa is embedded within Java, using a pre-parser to generate vanilla Java code. While this
provides Salsa with the large number of libraries Java has to offer, there is no list which
specifies which of these are Salsa safe, in the context of the actor semantics of the language.
This raises another point, that the Salsa compiler does not prevent or warn of inappropriate
interaction with Java applications. This could lead to violation of the state encapsulation of
actors. While Salsa does gain portability from the JVM, it is not clear if the restraints im-
posed on JVM implementations for embedded systems, discussed later, prevent Salsa being
available on such platforms. As Salsa targets internet applications, this seems likely. The
performance of Salsa applications is poor [18].
Another language within a language is Stage [18, 16]. Stage is an actor-based language
which is embedded within Python. The goals of Stage are similar to this work, specifically,
to address concurrency, distribution, and process mobility, although they do not attempt to
address heterogeneous systems. Stage supports asynchronous, as well as synchronous mes-
sage passing, however message passing is done via explicit send or receive methods
on objects, where actors are represented as Python objects; unlike other languages in this
section which are pre-processed in some way, Stage uses existing Python with extra func-
tionality added to the runtime. Stage supports location transparency for communication, and
weak actor migration (Section 2.2.5). Migration can occur between cores on a processor,
or nodes on a network, however the former requires a Python interpreter to be running on
each core, and the latter requires intelligence in the network to facilitate non-local migration,
specifically, a trail of forwarding components to forwards message to actors which have mi-
grated. Migration in Stage is expressed via callback functions, meaning that actors cannot
“continue where they left off”. The use of an event-based mechanism in this case leads to
disjoint flows of control.
6https://code.google.com/p/scalaforandroid/ - Accessed October 2013
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Considering the similarity of the goals between Stage and this work, it is an interesting
piece of work, however there are some issues. Firstly, as it is embedded within Python,
Stage programs use dynamic typing, and as such do not provide the programmer with a
strict programming environment7. Stage has modified the Python runtime to enable features
such as communication transparency, consequently, it is not clear how portable this work
is. Also, apart from there being no further work on this project, there is no mention of how
environmental entanglements are addressed.
The C++ actor framework (CAF [6]) is a C++ library providing actor-based concurrency.
Using layers of C++ templates, developers perform template metaprogramming to create ac-
tors and explicitly send messages between them. The author’s goals are similar to this work:
using an actor-based abstraction to simplify programming of concurrent and distributed sys-
tems. Actors are represented by lightweight threads, and the framework supports its own
scheduling system. The framework has shown good performance compared to other popular
approaches of programming such systems in terms of performance and memory consump-
tion.
By creating a framework in C++, CAF enjoys good performance, and easy integration with
existing projects. However, despite the good performance results, there are a number of limi-
tations of this approach compared to this work. Firstly, the use of template metaprogramming
is required to take advantage of the popularity of C++, however its use is a non-trivial ex-
ercise [19], acting as a barrier to non-expert programmers. Also, while the framework does
support an abstraction of inter-node communication via message passing, it does not support
the discovery of other actors at runtime, and is not capable of supporting runtime adap-
tation because applications are compiled to static binaries. Also, to successfully marshal
and demarshal user defined types for remote communication, developers must register
these types. This is done automatically in this work by the language. Like this work, CAF
supports an actor-based abstraction of OpenCL kernels (Section 3.3.1) for programming par-
allel hardware architectures, although unlike this work, CAF specifies kernels in terms of C
strings. This means that they do not support kernels containing multi-dimensional arrays or
nested references within structures, requiring developers to marshal and demarshal such data
types themselves. Also, given the abstraction of the memory allocation and data movement
used, it is not possible to leave data on a parallel device, a common optimisation used to
greatly reduce execution time. Furthermore, as kernels are compiled by a separate compiler
at runtime, error messages are less meaningful and delayed, unlike this work. CAF does not
support applications on truly heterogeneous hardware platforms, only homogeneous hard-
ware platforms. Finally, despite the desire of the authors to target the Internet of Things, they
are currently working towards porting their system to a RaspberryPi, a platform with signif-
icantly more resources than the battery-powered embedded devices which are also targeted
7It should be noted that there are many opinions on this matter.
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by this work.
Research Languages
Insense [20] is a component-based language designed to simplify WSN programming. Com-
ponents are like actors, and communicate using explicit synchronous message passing along
typed channels. It is possible to send a channel as a message, but it does not yet support
sending a component as a message, as in the pi-calculus [21]. Insense is not a functional
language, instead presenting a reduced quasi-Java programming style. Insense does not sup-
port while loops, recursion, nested data types, dynamic arrays, or memory allocation within
control structures or loops. Also, Insense does not support location transparent communica-
tion, local or remote discovery of types, and actors can not be relocated or migrated. Insense
applications are executed by InceOS [22]. The Insense language and its runtime form the
base upon which this work is built.
Emerald [23] is an object-based language, in which every programming entity from files to
booleans are objects. The language enables objects to communicate by method invocation.
This is the same for local or remote objects, thus the language supports location transparency.
Although not an actor language with explicit channels, Emerald supports the ability to pass
a global object reference from one object to another. If the receiving object is remote, the
referenced object will be migrated. As the language directly supports process migration, a
number of language constructs exist to assist with the task, specifically the ability to fix,
unfix, and move code between defined locations. There was also the ability to visit
a location. This operation would migrate to the location, execute, and then return. All of
these features are specified in the language as keywords.
Emerald was designed when applications targeted specific machine hardware, and as a result
the Emerald runtime was written entirely in C, relying on specific encodings of language
types and stack formats to support code migration. It is unclear from the literature how
dynamic communication topologies would be achieved without automatically causing code
migration. Unlike other languages with well-defined communication channels, or mailboxes,
when sending a global object reference between objects, this would cause the automatic
migration of the component. Also, given that all entities in the language are objects, the
space requirements are likely to be high, which is not good for embedded hardware, however
there is no documentation to examine this.
The Actor-Based Concurrent Language (ACBL) refers to a family of languages:
• ABCL/1 [24] was the original incarnation of the language and is discussed here
• ABCL/R [25] and ABCL/R2 are the first and second generations of ABCL which use
reflection and are a subset of ABCL/1
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• ABCL/c+ [26] is a variant of ABCL/1 which is based on C rather than Lisp
The language was created to address the high degree of parallelism found in many differ-
ent areas of computing, from A.I. to operating systems. The language is Lisp-like, and is
based on objects with private state that interact via asynchronous message passing. AB-
CL/1 provides a select statement to make a guarded choice between messages. This work
does something very similar, except the choice is between channels, not messages. Futures
are provided to check on previously sent messages. It is also possible to use synchronous
message passing.
This work was active between 1986 - 1990 and gives no examples of distributed program-
ming or performance evaluation. Given lack of subsequent work, it is more focused on an
academic exploration of the model, than deployment. However, it is worthy of note as one
of the pioneers of the actor model.
H.A.L. is the High-level Actor Language [27], and is an experimental tool for parallel and
distributed programming. It is an object-orientated language with an actor based concur-
rency model, which is compiled into C programs [28]. It supports both synchronous and
asynchronous message passing, with synchronous message passing being built from asyn-
chronous message passing. The language is based on Scheme. The work explores a number
of interesting topics such as reflection and message forwarding. The language is built to exe-
cute on the CHARM [29] runtime, thus the language is available on multiple platforms with-
out needing to have a multi-targeted compiler. Another interesting feature is that CHARM
provides a distributed kernel, along with the issues involved with distributed garbage collec-
tion. However, such systems often lead to great complexity and challenges, as discussed in
Section 2.2.5. The work hints at exceptions being present, but does not explicitly state this,
nor does it give any real world examples, or performance results. HAL does not support
runtime adaptation or discovery.
2.2 Adaptation Techniques
The ability and motivation to replace, relocate, and migrate software varies between different
scales of computing device. Given the increased deployment and usage of such devices, as
well as the different operating conditions and resource constraints that they present, it is now
necessary to enable software executing on such devices to adapt.
Embedded systems, such as WSNs, find these features desirable due to the remote locations
in which they are deployed. Data centres and High Performance Computing (HPC) clusters
use these techniques to achieve load-balancing. These adaptation techniques were origi-
nally explored in the late 20th century, however never widely proliferated. The following is
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an overview of the current state of the art in approaches to adaptation across a number of
different computing scales. Based on this overview, Chapter 5 describes how an actor-based
approach can be used to enable and simplify adaptation both within and between the different
computing scales discussed.
2.2.1 Wireless Sensor Networks
There are a number of different techniques that are used in WSNs to replace or relocate soft-
ware, namely binary updates, loadable modules, middleware, and virtual machines. These
techniques are representative of embedded systems in general.
Binary Updates
The default in TinyOS [30] (and Mantis [31]) is image-based replacement. Here an entire
binary file is sent via the radio and upon reception at the target node, the binary is saved
to external flash. The existing binary is then rewritten, and the mote restarted. Should
every mote in the network require update then no extra information is required, however
version numbers are used to distinguish between motes who do and do not require update.
Although applications for TinyOS are written in the component-based language nesC [32],
the binary which is generated at compiletime has had all application structure removed. This
is intentional as the compiler uses many optimisations such as whole program in-lining to
reduce the size of the binary. The result is a highly optimised and highly coupled binary.
Deluge [33] and XNP [34] are used to disseminate the whole binary image. As a replacement
strategy, this method is safer in terms of the complexity of the update mechanism when
compared to other techniques discussed below, however, it requires large amounts of power
to transmit the entire binary via the radio.
A more efficient technique is binary differential patching [35, 36]. The essence of this ap-
proach is that the differences between the binary present on a mote and the new update binary
will be sent to the mote. The existing binary will be patched and the mote restarted. This
techniques requires less data to be sent than the full binary, however the data to be sent along
with the required metadata leaves this method relatively energy expensive. Also, it requires
the diff process to be aware of the current binary running on the mote to be updated. Both
approaches require the mote to be restarted.
Loadable Modules
The goal of loadable modules is to replace or relocate a component (or module), providing a
more fine grained way to adapt software. In this way, only a small amount of data needs be
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transmitted, and no reboot is required. There are a number of different incarnations of this
approach.
Contiki [37] uses dynamic linking at runtime to support reprogramming [38]. At compile-
time, the compiler generates Compact Executable and Linking Format (CELF) object files.
These files are the same as normal Executable and Linkable Format (ELF) files, except that
they contain 8 or 16-bit information, rather than 32 or 64-bit information. This is done as
embedded systems have smaller word sizes than non-embedded systems, and reduces the
amount of transmitted data. These files contain machine code, data, and names of functions.
This code can not be executed until these names have been resolved into physical addresses.
On the deployed node is a symbol table containing the names and locations of all functions.
Upon reception of a CELF file, all symbol names are translated to addresses (linked) and
the machine code is moved (relocated) into program memory. A detailed exploration of the
power and space requirements for this and other techniques is documented [38], however
adaptation is controlled via an API, and has no integration with the programming model.
Also, this approach requires a complete symbol table to be present on the node at all times,
and it is the developer’s responsibility to handle an expected function not being present.
The SOS [39] kernel has a similar approach, however it uses Position Independent Code
(PIC) which does not require the linking stage above. PIC uses relative references rather
than absolute addresses, and does not require the symbolic linking as described above. To
generate PIC, compiler support is needed. The benefit is a simpler reprogramming mecha-
nism, however, not all platform architectures support PIC. Those platforms which do often
place restrictions on the size of such code, and compiler support for such code is not wide
spread [38].
Lorien [40, 41] is a component-based operating system focused on runtime relocation and
replacement of components, but not migration. It is built upon the OpenCom component
model [42]. As the system and application elements of Lorien are components themselves,
most of the system is runtime configurable; the only exception is a small section of code
which is used to manage reconfiguration. Interconnections between the components are
achieved via interfaces, and each component specifies what it offers and requires. Thus,
system integrity can be enforced at runtime by ensuring that components being removed,
or inserted will meet the constraints. Essentially, function pointers are used to decouple the
component connections in a similar manner to C++ vtables. Lorien uses a slightly augmented
C to write programs, however there is little discussion of a programming model, particularly
in relation to the concurrency model. Developers are require to manually specify the depen-
dences between components, and the system does not support runtime discovery of entities
or location transparent communication.
As previously mentioned, the default method of reprogramming in TinyOS is image-based,
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however, Dynamic TinyOS offers module-based replacement. Munawar et al. [43] have
modified the compilation process of TinyOS so that a monolithic binary file is no longer cre-
ated. The user specifies one or more nesC components to be included within a module, and
the compiler then generates a corresponding ELF file for the module, just as in Contiki. The
general problem with this approach it that TinyOS is designed to execute with all informa-
tion available at compiletime, including the number of tasks to allocate a large enough array
for the scheduler, or the number of required timers. To mitigate these issues, such resources
are over-provisioned to safeguard against these problems in the future. This requires the
allocation of resources in a pessimistic way. The advantage of this approach is that TinyOS
application elements can be replaced, rather than replacing the entire OS image. However, it
is not clear how flexible this replacement strategy is, for example, if the user initially selects
multiple components to constitute a module, is it possible to separate these components at
a later date into separate modules? Migration, runtime discovery of entities, and location
transparent communication is not supported.
AFME [44] is a framework which uses the declarative Agent Factory Agent Program-
ming Language (AFAPL). The entire system is implemented in Java for the sunSPOT plat-
form [45]; the sunSPOT is a sensor mote specifically designed for Java. The language itself
does not provide state encapsulation between agents. In order to enforce state encapsulation,
all communication must pass explicitly through well defined software modules, however this
is not enforced by the system. Inter-node communication is possible, however this is ex-
plicit, with the user being required to enforce reliability, if desired. In terms of migration,
the system can only support weak migration (Section 2.2.5), as the JVM prevents a Java
thread access to its internal state. Also, the system does not deal with object-entanglement
- i.e. should an object reference a co-located object, a copy of the object must already exist
at the remote location. Remote references, runtime discovery, and remote object loading are
not supported.
Middleware
LooCi [46] is a component-based middleware platform for WSNs, which was initially built
on Java to work with the sunSPOT platform, and subsequently Contiki and OSGi [47]. Un-
like the channels found in this work, LooCi uses a global event bus to enable communication
between components. A component registers interest in certain events, and advertises the
events that it generates. It is the responsibility of “intelligence in the networking layer” to
ensure that events are delivered appropriately, thus abstracting over the underlying commu-
nication medium, however, this intelligence is never explained. LooCi supports the reloca-
tion of components using the mechanisms of the underlying system. For example, Contiki
macros are added to create components and events, and the Contiki elfloader is used to move
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the components. Again, this offers replacements and relocation, but not migration. It is
possible to store an ELF file on a mote for later dissemination, however the general model
requires motes to query a component store located on a PC behind the WSN gateway; loca-
tion transparent communication and general runtime discovery of entities is not supported.
Currently, components can not be moved between systems; a Contiki component can not be
moved to a Java system. As LooCi is a middleware platform it can take advantage of existing
systems, however this means that there is no unifying programming model.
2.2.2 Virtual Machine Replacement
A Virtual Machine (VM) is a software implementation of a machine that executes a custom
set of instructions often known as bytecodes. The most popular example is the Java VM.
The advantage of VMs is that they present a homogeneous abstraction layer, regardless of
the underlying hardware. Consequently, an application can be compiled into bytecodes and
then executed on any hardware platform that has an appropriate virtual machine. Further-
more, the single hardware abstraction presented by VMs simplifies runtime adaptation. On
resource-rich hardware, such as desktop PCs, the use of VMs is not an issue; however, due
to the resource-constrained nature of sensor motes, the implementation and use of a VM is
challenging. For sensor networks, the advantage comes from reduced radio power usage as
bytecodes are smaller than binaries, but at the expense of runtime interpretation.
Mate´ [48] is an application-specific virtual machine which executes as a component on top
of TinyOS and interprets Mate´ scripts. A Mate´ application is a collection of up to eight
capsules, each containing 24 assembly-like instructions. The interpreter itself consists of
an operand stack and a return address stack. Mate´ was the first VM on a mote. Due to the
size restrictions placed on a Mate´ application, the type, size, and complexity of applications
which can be written is severely restricted.
More recently, work has been done to create a Java compatible VM on sensor motes, specif-
ically Darjeeling [49] and Mote Runner [50]. Both systems implement a 16-bit stack
operand-sized instruction set and support a subset of the Java bytecodes, and by extension
the Java language itself. The most notable omissions are reflection, arraylists, generics, and
recursion. Both approaches use the split-vm approach, where class files are linked on a desk-
top machine into a much smaller and denser format. The VM running on the node executes
this format rather than the original class files.
There are two distinct differences between these systems. Firstly, Darjeeling is designed
to support the Java language, where as Mote Runner is designed to support multiple high-
level languages including C#, Java, and JavaScript. The goal of Mote Runner is to remove
the learning curve required for traditional WSN programming. Ultimately both techniques
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are compiled to bytecodes, however Mote Runner has the more challenging task of unify-
ing a number of different programming abstractions to be applicable on sensors, as well as
injecting constraints (as discussed below) into these high-level languages.
The second difference is in the concurrency model provided. Darjeeling offers stack-based
threads which are dynamically resizeable, whereas Mote Runner offers event-driven concur-
rency via callbacks, as used in nesC. Mote Runner believes that stack-based threads are not
suitable in WSNs. As a result, Mote Runner application logic must be specified in terms of
function callbacks.
A more general point about VMs is performance when compared to native code. The cost
of portability is that time must be spent interpreting the bytecodes. For sensor networks this
cost is shown in detail by Dunkels et al. [38] and highlights that VMs take longer to execute
and consume more power than native code. The advantage is that it provides a convenient
platform to explore runtime adaptation.
2.2.3 Non-WSN Computing
Xen [51] is a virtual machine monitor (or hypervisor) which allows a number of operating
systems to run on a single machine simultaneously; Xen itself is the only element to run
on the actual hardware. The other operating systems run within virtual machines known as
domains. Xen manages each domain’s access to the physical resources and prevents different
domains from interfering with each other - i.e. by two nodes trying to concurrently access
and modify the same area on disk.
Xen uses a virtualisation technique known as paravirtualisation. This is contrast to full vir-
tualisation as used by VMware [52]. No changes are required in a system to work with
VMware, whereas to work with Xen an operating system must be ported in a similar fashion
as a system is ported to a new piece of hardware. While this requires more work for the
developer, the advantage comes from better runtime performance.
Within Xen it is possible to pause, save, move, and replay a XEN domain from one machine
to another. Further work has been done to show that this can be done at runtime with very
small overhead and downtime [53]. This work shows that it is possible to not only migrate
domains as a proof of concept, but also in real world examples. This approach is designed
specifically for the administration of clusters of computers. As adaptation is at the OS level,
it is a heavy-weight and coarse-grained approach.
Mirage [54] proposes an alternative application of Xen to large-scale, distributed comput-
ing, sometimes referred to as cloud computing. Mirage is a programming framework that
enables a user to write an application in a dialect of the Objective Caml language. Each ap-
plication is then compiled into a custom, standalone Xen domain. This has the advantage of
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removing the OS and many layers of software required in a traditional Xen domain, leaving
an application-specific binary. This is in the same spirit as conditional compilation.
In terms of performance, testing against custom database benchmarks have shown that Mi-
rage performs better than an equivalent application running on Linux at scale. However,
certain details are missing from the description of the testing. Specifically, it is claimed that
Mirage performs better as the scale of the application grows, however there is no discussion
of the number of instances used or how these are allocated. The minimum binary size of a
Mirage instance was 600KB, two orders of magnitude smaller than the Linux equivalent and
several orders less than the Windows equivalent, however still at least one order of magnitude
too big for a sensor mote.
The work of Giurgiu et al. [55] explores the migration of sections of an application between
mobile devices and the cloud based on using Java and OSGI component modules. The
work addresses the issue that static partitioning of applications for code offloading in mobile
phones is not adequate. Instead, they have implemented a system which dynamically profiles
an application, and decides what and when to offload code to the cloud. The system is built
upon R-OSGI [56]. As applications in this system are written in Java, there is no linguistic
mechanism to enforce loosely coupled applications, hence the developer must be relied upon
to create suitably partitioned code.
MPI [57] is a well-known framework for message passing communication which is sup-
ported by a number of different programming languages, and has been used by many sys-
tems, particularly in high performance computing8. The system is accessed via a per-
language API. In MPI different loci of execution are known as processes, where processes
are assigned to CPU cores. These processes can be spawned across local or remote machines,
where each processes is uniquely identified by its rank. The total number of processes and
their ranks are determined when an application is launched with MPI.
MPI supports remote creation of processes and location transparent communication, al-
though users must manually marshal/demarshal complex data types in the language. Fur-
thermore, there is no compiletime support for type checking two ends of the communication
pipeline, although session types can be used to help address this issue, Section 6.3.1. MPI
supports static hardware discovery based on predefined configuration files, however, is it not
designed for a dynamic execution environment, where nodes come and go. MPI does not
support transparent process migration. If desired, users must use a manual checkpoint and
restart mechanism at the language level. Finally, due to the API-based nature of MPI, it leads
to low-level, verbose applications [58]. While this gives fine-grained control over application
development, it can act as a barrier to non-expert programmers.
An alternative to Java and the JVM is Forth [59, 60]. Forth is a language and runtime which
8http://www.open-mpi.org/ - Accessed May 2015
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is composed of words, symbols, such as “+” or “-”, and numbers. These words can either be
well known or defined by the developer. Words are kept in a dictionary which is consulted
at runtime to find the definition of a word. A program or word is expressed in reverse polish
notation and consists of words, symbols and numbers. Forth interpreters are very simple,
small, and easily extensible as most of the work is done in specifying the words for the
dictionary. Forth code can either be interpreted or compiled. Different interpreters deal with
missing words in different ways, although there is no clear strategy. Some will store missing
words to be populated later, some throw errors. One advantage that Forth has over the JVM
is that new words can easily be added to the dictionary at runtime, thus new functionality is
very easily available. By contrast, the Java VM itself would need to be modified, recompiled
and reinstalled in order to add a new bytecode.
In a similar ethos, both Python [61] and Ruby9 support dynamic code generation and execu-
tion at runtime, although this is done at a comparatively higher level within the programming
language. While these would support the remote creation of code instances quite easily, there
are a number of draw backs. The runtimes for these systems are comparatively large, requir-
ing 13.1 MB and 6.1 MB for Python (3.2 minimal) and Ruby (1.9.1), respectively, to support
a hello world application. These sizes are larger that the storage capability of some of the
embedded devices targeted in this work. This is not to say that a smaller runtime could not
be created, but a lower level intermediate representation offers a simpler runtime, requires
less data during remote communications, and potentially provides more scope for compile-
time/runtime optimisations.
Like the JVM, the common language runtime (CLR) [62] is a virtual machine providing
services such as memory management, security, and exception handling, and is also designed
to execute a common intermediate language. The CLR is a part of the .NET framework.
Unlike the JVM, the CLR was designed to execute multiple different languages from the
outset, whereas the JVM has become the target of many different languages [63]. Mono10 is
an open source version of the .NET framework.
Given the existing support for Java, a subset of the Java bytecodes were chosen as the starting
point for the Intermediate Representation (IR) of the language. These bytecodes were then
extend, and a custom VM was implemented across the scale space. The modifications made
to the bytecodes and the custom VM are discussed in Chapter 4.
2.2.4 Service Discovery
Given the nature of the distributed systems being targeted by this work, it is not realistic
to rely on persistent connections between physical devices. This requires the use of an on-
9https://www.ruby-lang.org - Accessed May 2015
10http://www.mono-project.com/ - Accessed May 2015
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demand discovery mechanism to locate entities which are currently visible. There are a
number of approaches for providing such a service. Common amongst them is the need to
associate some set of properties with the entities which can be discovered at runtime, and
the ability to query those properties to gain references to the entities they represent. This
approach is used in Jini [64], CORBA [65], dns-ds [66], and Bonjour [67]. The design of
these systems has influenced how the location of actors and stages discussed in Section 3.4
is expressed in the language and implemented in the runtime. The following expands on two
fundamental points raised by these technologies.
Push vs. Pull Discovery
When locating entities at runtime, the publication of properties associated with an entity can
either be recorded locally, requiring a query operation to search remotely for these entities,
or the publication can push this information to all other remote sites.
Having publishing devices push information to other devices reduces the time and network
traffic for query operations, but requires greater amounts of local storage space at each re-
mote site, and can lead to remote sites hosting information which is never used or out of date.
Conversely, having the query search remotely causes more network traffic, but saves on local
storage space. As queries only occur when required, only currently accessible devices will
be interrogated, and any information is less likely to be out of date.
Structural vs Named Equivalence
The ability to determine if two types are equivalent is necessary both statically at compile-
time and dynamically at runtime. The equality of two types may be determined via a type’s
name, or a type’s structure [68].
Name equivalence means that types with the same name are considered equivalent. Note
that these names are often compiler generated, rather than the type names used by the pro-
grammer. Here, two types are equivalent if they have the same name. The advantage of this
approach is its simplicity. The disadvantage is that applications compiled independently may
have equivalent types with different names. Two types which are the same but with different
names will not be compatible, even if this is desired. Name equivalence is often considered
a very restrictive approach.
Structural equivalence means that two types with different names are considered equivalent,
if for each feature within the second element’s type, there is a corresponding and identi-
cal feature in the first element’s type. By ensuring that two types are equivalent based on
their structure, functional correctness is guaranteed because the compiler can ensure that the
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correct operations are applied to the data types, even between code which is compiled in-
dependently. The disadvantage of structural equivalence is that two equivalent types may
have different associated semantics. For example, even though a child type and an adult type
are structurally equivalent, an adult type may be used in a very different manner. If only
using structural equivalence, a child type may be used incorrectly in the place of an adult.
Structural matching is often considered a liberal approach to equivalence.
2.2.5 Offloading Techniques
In the 1980’s through to the late 1990’s, much work was done on process migration in
desktop computing. Milojicic et al. [69] have surveyed this field and give an overview of the
application areas, research and implementations, and present reasons as to why migration
never caught on.
In general, the application areas for process migration cover load balancing and distribution,
the exploitation of resource locality, resource sharing, fault resilience, systems administra-
tion, and mobile computing. These concepts can be summarised by saying that process mi-
gration enables applications, either autonomously or with outside direction, to be liberated
from their current execution environment for the purposes of efficiency, safety or policy. The
survey notes suitable applications areas are those that exhibit parallelism, long lifetimes, and
mobility; this is corroborated by Smith et al. [70].
The aforementioned research on process migration covered many different areas and many
different systems. The general findings can be summarised in a number of points.
Firstly, migration-capable systems which use message passing are easier to design and im-
plement than those that do not, especially in terms of location transparent communication.
This is because message passing offers a decoupling of interaction between software entities.
This opinion is also expressed by Smith et al. [71]. However, it is noted that this advantage is
at the expense of complex communication logic within the runtime. In order to ensure mes-
sage delivery after process migration, some approaches use message forwarding; however,
this can lead to complex network routing and is not efficient. A more desirable approach is
taken by the V kernel [72] (and Xen), where routing information is updated after migration,
however the details are not discussed in depth.
Secondly, environmental entanglement is not solved, with all application and user level ap-
proaches requiring that any process to be migrated must be isolated. Some of the micro ker-
nel approaches, particularly Mach [73], provided distributed shared memory and distributed
inter-process communication to mitigate some elements of entanglement, although this can
lead to very complex runtimes.
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Thirdly, one of the factors which contributed to the lack of success for process migration was
complexity within the runtime systems. This is especially true for Mach, where the support
for distributed memory management and IPC became very complex.
Other examples included a lack of applications, migration not being required as other tech-
nologies (RPC, discussed below) were available and well understood, a lack of wide spread
infrastructure support - i.e., Windows did not support migration, and security concerns.
The work does suggest ways to address these issues, however these are quite general and
based on assumptions about the computing environment and changing trends in comput-
ing technology, some of which have only now been realised in terms of mobile computing
hardware, and the applications that are executed on them.
Other work on migration focused around modifications to Java to extend the serialisable
functionality which was already present; to not only move a component from one location
to another, but to enable it to also take its execution state. Generally this work fell into two
categories, one which modified the Java VM to support migration [74, 75], and preprocessing
of Java code to insert mechanisms to save the state before migration and restore the state
after migration [76], the so-called checkpoint-restart approach. The work of Baumann et
al. [77] describes another system which provides mobility around Java, but also presents a
classification of different types of mobile programming by introducing different levels of
mobility: remote execution, weak migration, and strong migration.
Remote execution covers remote produce calls (RPC) and the Java equivalent, remote method
invocation (RMI) [78]. This is the ability to invoke a procedure or method on a remote ma-
chine. Here a stub piece of code is automatically generated during the compilation process
on each machine. Its duty is to abstract over the heterogeneity of different machines as well
as handle networking issues such as marshalling. It should be noted that RPC/RMI operates
within the semantic space of a single memory region, as opposed to actors which use the
shared-nothing semantics to create applications with distinct memory regions. Hence, actors
are more naturally suited to distributed applications.
Weak migration is the ability to relocate the code and data but not the process state. Consid-
ering an actor system, this means that an actor can be inserted at a remote location, but will
start from the beginning of its behaviour. This provides the ability to replace, and relocate
an actor. Migration is still possible with this scheme, but requires the actor’s behaviour itself
to orchestrate this, using the checkpoint-restart method.
Strong migration refers to the ability to relocate the code, data, and state of a process.
Again, considering an actor system, this is the ability to pause an executing actor, save its
state, transport it to another machine, and let the actor resume execution as though nothing
had happened.
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2.3 Accelerator-Based Programming Approaches
To address the limitations of single core CPUs, accelerators, such as multicore CPUs and
GPUs, and co-processors, such as the Xeon-Phi [79], provide the user with multiple phys-
ical threads of execution, thus enabling many computations to occur simultaneously. As
described in Section 3.3.1, programming such devices is primarily achieved by having some
controller logic (host) situated on the main CPU which will initialise, control, and commu-
nicate with some application logic (kernel) on the accelerator. This approach closely relates
to the actor model of computation, where different loci of computation communicate explic-
itly. This is discussed further in Section 3.3, but to provide context, the following presents a
survey of the state of the art in this field.
A number of different approaches have been designed to program parallel computing hard-
ware platforms and are discussed in the rest of this section. These styles can be categorised
into three equivalence classes: API access, semi-automated parallelisation, and automated
parallelisation.
2.3.1 API Approach
The most low level approach to programming an accelerator is to enable access via an API
within an existing language. Examples of this include Python [80] , Java 11, and the original
implementations in C/C++ of OpenCL [81] and CUDA [82].
While an API is a simple approach, requiring no modifications to the host language, the
general drawback of using an API is the need to write large amounts of boilerplate code
simply to setup the programming environment, as described in Section 3.3.1. This boilerplate
code often follows the steps required to setup and initialise the relevant framework, and can
have very little relation to the programming idioms of the host language - e.g., the Java API
requires the use of pointer objects. Similarly, the code required to express the calculations
on the accelerator is written in a C-like language, which is embedded in the host language
as a string. For non-C-like languages, such as Java and Python, this can be challenging
for programmers without experience in C/C++. More generally, this leads to two different
programming styles for the host and the accelerator.
2.3.2 Semi-automated Approach
Much work has been done on semi-automated translation of serial programs to parallel
OpenCL or CUDA code. OpenCL is discussed further in Section 3.3.1. The techniques used
11http://www.jocl.org/ - Accessed June 2014
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include recognition of common parallelisable patterns in the source code, such as nested
loops that can be unrolled and executed in parallel. However, most rely on the programmer
to provide annotations or some form of refactoring applied to the original code.
OpenACC [83] is a set of explicit annotations for C or Fortran code. The simpler anno-
tations are similar to macros, and are used for allocating and writing to buffers. However,
higher level annotations also exist, which offer substantial control over how a loop should be
unrolled and scheduled. Using these hints, the compiler attempts to generate well-optimised
code for the supported patterns. The system allows the use of previous code written in
the original language with fewer modifications than is required to use the OpenCL API.
OpenMP [84] is also a directive-based approach which targets single/multicore CPUs, but is
supported by open source compilers, unlike OpenACC.
By their nature, annotations are extraneous to the logic of the underlying application. This
has the advantage that the existing logic can be used as a starting point, with annotations
extending or enhancing the functionality. However, annotations must be applied to each
construct to be parallelised, resulting in applications which are increasingly difficult to follow
as their size increases. This is also true for any library code. Also, there is no guarantee that
the compiler will be able to generate an effective parallel strategy for the annotated section
of code. For example, if there is a non-linear data dependency in a for loop, sequential code
may be generated instead of parallel.
hiCuda [85] is a similar approach for the CUDA framework, applying annotations to se-
quential C. The paper indicates that annotated applications provide similar performance to
hand-crafted CUDA.
AMD’s open-source Aparapi12 system allows partial offloading of Java code at runtime,
depending on the available OpenCL device’s capabilities. The same program may execute on
a system without OpenCL support, where it will use a Java threadpool. Aparapi relies on the
programmer to refactor a function or loop into an inner class with a run method containing
the computation. The Java bytecode for this method is translated to OpenCL/C code at
runtime. The programming model is similar to this work as it requires some refactoring but
still allows the kernel code to be written in a subset of the original language, making use
of the primitives (such as classes) provided by that language to express the required meta-
information. It also abstracts, to a certain extent, the exact memory layout and management
of data movement and provides automatic adjustment to the available devices, rather than
having the programmer optimize the code for a specific device. Aparapi offers a trade-off
between a simplified programming model, and a non-trivial performance cost [86]. A much
smaller performance penalty is found when using Ensemble, Section 5.2.
Functional languages, such as Haskell, provide an alternate approach. Purely functional
12code.google.com/p/aparapi - Accessed October 2014
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languages are side-effect free. In principle, this enables the runtime system to extract paral-
lelism by executing expressions in parallel. In practice, it is difficult for the runtime system
to ensure that a given expression is large enough to warrant the overhead of forking a thread
to compute its value in parallel with other expressions. Glasgow Parallel Haskell (GPH) [87],
therefore, provides a par annotation, which programmers can use to identify promising ex-
pressions for parallel computation. The par annotation does not change the semantics of the
program, instead enables exploitation of the existing potential parallelism. This is similar
to the directive-based approach, but much simpler due to the comparatively constrained pro-
gramming model of functional programming. Concurrent Haskell [88] provides additional
operators to enable threads to be forked explicitly, thus enabling a developer to express a
program in a concurrent manner, if this is appropriate. However, exploiting the potential
parallelism provided by both concurrent and parallel Haskell efficiently continues to be a
challenging problem [89].
2.3.3 Automated Approach
A different approach to simplify the creation of massively parallel programs is to hide from
the developer all the low-level details such as memory allocation, the specification of work
sizes, and when to dispatch a kernel. A number of new domain-specific languages have
been developed to provide such higher level abstractions. Their primitives describe data
movement and computation through operations such as map, reduce, stencil, and other vector
operations. By separating the description of the algorithm from the implementation, the
underlying OpenCL/CUDA code generation can be swapped out transparently to the user,
and, at least in theory, pick the best representation for the available device. In general, the
effectiveness of the approach relies on the quality of the code transformation from source
language to OpenCL/CUDA.
One of the earliest efforts in this direction is the Accelerator system developed by Microsoft
Research [90]. This extends the C# programming language with lazy and immutable parallel
arrays, which can be converted to and from normal arrays. These parallel arrays can only be
operated on as a whole by using a large set of predefined operations. The runtime system Just
In Time (JIT) compiles DirectX shaders, and performs the accumulated operations when the
arrays are converted back. Accelerator pre-dates both OpenCL and CUDA, and is an early
approach to simplifying general purpose use of GPUs. This approach could be extended to
generate OpenCL kernels for the array operations instead. The runtime system can optimise
the shader code for the available device architecture, and the authors report performance
similar to hand-optimized shader code, with the main hindrance being the JIT compilation
step and resolving the dependency graph at runtime.
LIME (Liquid Metal) [91], developed by IBM, is a Java-based language with added parallel
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operations. Its semantics are based on task and connect statements, as well as explicit map
and reduce operators. Tasks are functions that can be connected together at compiletime,
enabling static topologies. This enables the compiler to effectively optimise code, however
making it impossible to change inter-task topologies at runtime. Such dynamic reconfigu-
ration is useful for load balancing or reprogramming at runtime. The optimising compiler
detects when such a function can be parallelised, for example by checking that it has no
side-effects. (The Ensemble system also has no global side-effects, but does not require im-
mutable state.) The LIME compiler decides which functions to offload, and scans for data
parallelism in functions that behave as filters. A number of heuristics for optimizing the use
of OpenCL memory regions are demonstrated. Marshalling is used to transfer data from the
Java program to native code (implemented via the JNI). It is de-marshalled on the host in
native C code, before being transferred to the OpenCL device. The authors admit that the
primitive implementation of this marshalling is relatively slow. It is not clear from this work
how kernel work and group sizes are determined, though it can be assumed to be based on
the data size. LIME compiles from augmented Java to a program composed of Java with
native (JNI) code and OpenCL/C kernels.
SkelCL [92] is a library of hand-implemented and optimized skeletons of parallel program-
ming patterns for computation and communication which are then filled in with user func-
tions. It targets OpenCL systems, including those with multiple GPUs [93]. These skeletons
are optimized to avoid memory bank conflicts and similar issues. User functions are passed
as source code strings and merged with the skeleton code before being compiled to OpenCL
kernels. In effect, they work like higher order functions. One drawback of this approach
is the need to use stack-like operations to assign variables and values to multi-argument
functions. Also, as the compilation of these functions happens at runtime, the user must
wait before compiler errors or warnings are displayed. Lazy copying is employed to avoid
data transfers if the next user of a piece of data is running on the same device. This is a
feature that the Ensemble language expresses explicitly through movability within the type
system, discussed in Section 4.5.2. As SkelCL hides the use of OpenCL, the different mem-
ory regions are not accessible to the programmer. While this does simplify the programming
model, it limits the use of the more powerful features of OpenCL which are often required
for non-trivial applications. The authors show performance results that are comparable to
handwritten CUDA and OpenCL code, with fewer lines of code.
Chestnut [94] is a data parallel language built around special types, such as parallel arrays
and vectors, that are used to define the parallelism of loops using these data structures. It is
especially suited for stencil and grid operations, providing methods to easily access adjacent
elements in a multi-dimensional array within a parallelised loop. Chestnut is compiled into
C++ with the author’s own Walnut library which includes CUDA code to access the GPU.
The evaluation shows performance close to hand-written CUDA code. The authors also
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introduce a graphical designer that can be used to generate Chestnut source code, which can
then be modified to the programmer’s needs. Another novel feature is a built-in visualisation
method to show the computation results. The language does not support structs or objects
yet, and is limited in the types of parallelism that can be expressed.
2.4 Program Analysis
One of the issues associated with shared-nothing semantics in the actor-model is the cost in
terms of runtime resources, as described in Section 3.2. This manifests itself as the need to
duplicate data when it is communicated between actors. The use of language types and com-
piletime analysis can be used to mitigate these costs; this work describes these as movable
types. To place this work in context, the following is a summary of related efforts.
2.4.1 Movable Types
The ideas expressed in this work are similar to other concepts within the literature. If data
transmission between actors is considered as an operation on the type of memory being
transmitted, then modifications can be made to this type to dictate the number of times that
data can be sent; if the data can only be sent a single time, then there is no need to duplicate
the data.
The Islands approach [95] describes the use of bridges to encapsulate islands of state within
object-based languages in the presence of aliasing. Conceptually, an actor is a stricter form
of a bridge, since the state inside an actor will never escape its scope. Destructive reads
are similar to the movability property. The approach in this work differs in syntactic cost;
the compiler tracks movable types throughout the program from a single annotation at the
memory allocation point (new), whereas (in addition to object allocation points) the “access
mode” of parameters and function results must be specified in [95].
Rust [96] has a similar memory and concurrency model to this work. A task in Rust is similar
to an actor with defined communication channels, although Rust uses static channels defined
at compiletime. In Rust, communication is performed using pipes; a channel is a sending
endpoint of a pipe, a port is a receiving endpoint for a pipe. The notion of channels and
pipes are equivalent to in and out channels in Ensemble, respectively. Tasks cannot share
data with each other and must transfer ownership using a global exchange heap. The Send
trait acts to communicate data between tasks, ensuring that the data is no longer used by the
sender after being sent. The Send trait allows only owned boxes to be sent between tasks,
where an owned box is an object that has a single pointer (owning pointer) to it. A managed
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box is an object that can have any number of pointers (managed pointers) to it. The heap can
be viewed as split into regions for owned and managed boxes, respectively.
The notion of borrowing is provided in Rust by borrowed pointers, to which managed or
owning pointers can be assigned using an automatic pointer conversion operation provided
by the language. For example, an owning pointer can be borrowed by passing it as an ar-
gument to a function accepting a borrowed pointer. During the execution of the function
(known as the lifetime of the borrowed pointer), the owning pointer cannot be used since the
object is on loan to the function; the function is known as the borrower. When the borrower
returns, the owning pointer may be used again. Further, a borrower cannot send the object
over a communication channel to another task; the object may only be sent from an owning
pointer. These rules for move semantics in Rust require the programmer to know about life-
times and pointer conversion operations. While Rust provides a rich set of semantics for data
movement, a non-specialist programmer will find it difficult to grasp such concepts easily.
This work has been strongly influenced by Rust, and the movement property is an amalgama-
tion of the managed and owned pointers in Rust, allowing multiple references to the object
within an actor (analogous to multiple references within a task), yet still maintains the task-
level ownership analogous to an owned pointer in Rust. Additionally, there is no need for the
programmer to understand lifetimes or pointers since these concepts are not made explicit
in the move semantics defined in Ensemble (see Section 3.2.2). Instead, the programmer
simply annotates heap allocation points with mov and the compiler tracks references to all
such objects. No other annotations are required at any point as this is tracked entirely by the
compiler analysis (see Section 3.2.4).
Ownership types [97] were developed for providing strict, static object encapsulation for
object-based languages. Clarke et al. [97] describe two type annotations to define variables
which are accessible globally (norep), and those which are only accessible by the object
which created it (rep). The work described in this dissertation provides the rep semantics
for all actors by definition, as an actor is the owner of its entire state. “Ownership transfer”
is conceptually the same as the movability property, allowing objects to “jump” across the
articulation point represented by the actor. In the object graph described by Clarke et al.
there is no dual of the channel mechanism, however, this can be considered as gateways or
bridges (as in [95]) to allow an object to move across the boundary. It should also be noted
that alias protection is reserved with movability since only one actor will have any aliases to
an object at one time, though that actor can have any number of aliases of its own.
Uniqueness types [98] are similar to ownership types, but apply at the variable level, ensur-
ing that a variable is used in a single threaded way. This approach requires that there only
be a single reference to a variable which has been declared unique. Once a variable of this
type has been used, in a function call for example, the type system ensures that it cannot be
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used again after the function returns. However, a new distinct variable of type unique can be
created which points at this data and is returned to the function caller, thus preserving refer-
ential transparency. The state encapsulation presented by actors ensures that messages sent
between actors are unique, while not being the case within actors internally. Alternatively,
movability enforces uniqueness on movable types which are sent to different actors.
A type system that allows transference of object ownership by using a “permission” based
mechanism is presented by Naden et al. [99]. The system provides a simple mechanism for
procedures to borrow, or even consume, an object through changing the permission attribute.
The system could easily provide higher-level abstractions on top of the defined permission
semantics to provide a form of the movability property. Indeed, a movable type acts in
much the same way as an object initially set with a “shared” permission. Send and receive
primitives could be defined as functions which change the permission of the provided ob-
ject to “none”. The system also gives the programmer tight control of aliasing through the
permission system. The programmer has to explicitly manage the permissions, and have
detailed knowledge of language theory to understand the effect of permissions on aliasing,
which could detract from the task of developing the application. The approach in this work
minimises the burden placed on the programmer, requiring very few changes to an applica-
tion to enable the extension, using compiletime analysis to perform the movability tracking
throughout the program and the management of aliases.
2.5 Summary
In order to program recent generations of hardware devices, a developer must be familiar
with thread-based, accelerator-based, embedded, and distributed programming. Addition-
ally, they must also be aware of the different hardware constraints of the potential hardware
platforms that they may use. Given these hardware platforms and the different operating con-
ditions that they present, there is a growing need to modify an application or its execution
environment at runtime. This places an additional or unrealistic burden on the developer,
who is often a non-expert, and increasingly a non-computer scientist.
The previous discussion in this chapter has given an overview of the state of the art in this area
of programming. These approaches are highly tuned to their specific problem areas. A num-
ber of different actor languages have been surveyed in Section 2.1. The languages discussed
either focus on a single problem area, or are in some way disadvantaged, either because of
the necessity to implement system functionality at the language level, constraints imposed
by the language itself, or a non-strict compiler which enables inappropriate interaction with
the underlying language. Section 2.2 surveys a number of different techniques required to
perform program adaptation, including discovery and reconfiguration, at different levels of
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computing scale. While they exist, they are not integrated with programming models, do
not support strong migration, and are not supported across multiple scales of heterogeneous
hardware platforms. Section 2.3 describes three approaches to programming parallel hard-
ware devices. These integrate easily with existing programming styles at the cost of brevity,
require new programming styles and increased performance costs, or increase existing pro-
gram complexity and obfuscate the flow of logic. Finally, Section 2.4 provides an overview
of program analysis.
So far, there has been little work towards providing a single programming abstraction for
all of these challenges or supporting this across a wide range of heterogeneous platforms,
such that non-specialist programmers can easily exploit parallel or distributed heterogeneous
systems.
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Chapter 3
The Ensemble Programming
Language
The two prevailing trends of modern computing hardware are increasing interaction between
heterogeneous platforms, and that these platforms are becoming increasingly concurrent.
This new execution environment is challenging for the shared memory, sequential program-
ming models which are currently used. Also, given the number and range of hardware de-
vices, there are many different programming models and styles. As computing hardware is
increasingly used by non-computing scientists who want to apply this new hardware tech-
nology to their own problem domains, existing programming approaches can be a limiting
factor.
The goal of this dissertation is to show that an actor-based approach enables the creation of
applications which take advantage of concurrent hardware and interconnected heterogeneous
platforms. Additionally, this approach provides not only a functionally equivalent, more
flexible and straight forward programming model than current models, but one that does not
sacrifice performance.
This chapter discusses the linguistic approach to this goal, specifically the creation of a
new programming language: Ensemble. The new language is based on the actor model
of computation which consists of isolated loci of computation which interact by message
passing. The point of this chapter it is not to show that the Ensemble programming language
is the most appropriate actor-based language, but rather that it is a conduit through which to
explore the concepts of actor programming.
The basic language constructs are described in the next Section, including a discussion of the
communication semantics for actors, and abstraction of physical locations. A discussion of
a moveable memory space which overcomes the limitation of the shared-nothing semantics
actors and automated memory management is found in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 describes the
integration of the OpenCL programming framework within the language which is the first
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use of actor as the abstraction of accelerator-based concurrency. The process of discovering
and reconfiguring actors and stages at runtime from within the language is discussed in
Section 3.4. The chapter then concludes with a summary of the points made.
3.1 Basic Language Structure
Figure 3.1: Ensemble Overall Architecture
Ensemble is a programming language based on the actor model of computation and the
principles of the pi-calculus [21]. It has been designed to simplify the expression of ap-
plications which are concurrent or distributed across multiple heterogeneous devices. The
two core concepts of the actor programming model are message-passing communication and
shared-nothing loci of computation. By imposing this structure on the design of applications,
actor-based programming is implicitly suited to concurrent and distributed applications in a
location transparent way. As there are a number of actor-based languages (Section 2.1), this
section will only describe the salient aspects of Ensemble.
Figure 3.1 shows the hierarchical composition of the language. Applications expressed in
Ensemble are collections of actors which interact via message passing along channels. Ac-
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1 type Isender is interface(out integer output)
2 type Ireceiver is interface(in integer input)
3
4 stage home{
5 actor sender presents Isender {
6 value = 1;
7 constructor() {}
8 behaviour {
9 send value on output;
10 value := value + 1;
11 }
12 }
13
14 actor receiver presents Ireceiver {
15 constructor() {}
16 behaviour {
17 receive data from input;
18 printString("\n received : ");
19 printInt(data);
20 }
21 }
22 boot{
23 s = new sender();
24 r = new receiver();
25 connect s.output to r.input;
26 }
27 }
Listing 3.1: Simple Ensemble Send and Receive Example
tors are located within stages, which represent memory spaces; there may be one or more
stages per physical device. Consequently, the main entities of Ensemble are: stages, actors
and channels. Listing 3.1 shows a simple Ensemble application in which one actor sends a
linearly increasing value to another across a connected channel within a single stage.
3.1.1 Actors
In Ensemble, an actor is a first class entity which represents a single locus of control with
encapsulated state. An actor is defined with a name and one or more user defined interfaces
(Section 3.1.3), as seen in Listing 3.1, lines 5 and 14. The interface is used to define the
channels which may be used in the body of the actor. The following line references refer to
Listing 3.1.
The body of an actor consists of three distinct sections. The first section is used to optionally
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Figure 3.2: Ensemble Channel Configurations
define any actor specific state constructs (line 6). The entities defined in this section are
only available within the enclosing actor. The second section is used to define one or more
constructors for the given actor (lines 7 & 15). Any actor-defined state may be referenced
from a constructor. The third section is used to define the actor’s behaviour clause (lines 8-
11 & 16-20). The behaviour clause contains the logic of the actor, and is repeated infinitely,
until explicitly told to stop. Telling an actor to stopwill not kill it immediately, instead the
actor will complete the current path through the behaviour clause before stopping. Killing
an actor immediately would likely interfere with the overall application logic because of the
channel connections, and the expected interactions via such channels, between actors. This
choice simplifies the reasoning of stopping an actor.
Actors may create other actors, however actors may not stop other actors. To do so would
violate the encapsulation of actors, and mitigate the simple flow of logic offered by per actor
behaviour clauses. An actor must stop itself. However, one actor may send a message to
another actor via the channel mechanism, requesting that the receiving actor commit suicide.
3.1.2 Channels
In Ensemble, communication between actors is achieved by passing messages along typed,
unidirectional channels. Channels are first class entities in the language and are arranged
into two sets: in channels which consume data, and out channels which produce data.
This distinction is necessary as a channel represents one half of a connection; two channels
must be connected together before data may be sent between actors. The two channels being
connected must be of opposite direction (in + out), and convey the same data type. It is
a compiletime error (and logically wrong) to connect two channels of the same direction or
different types together. Channels convey data of any language type or user defined type,
including channels. The ability to send channels between actors enables dynamic runtime
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topologies of actors. Figure 3.2 shows the possible configurations of channel connections at
runtime.
Many actor languages choose to use implicit actor mailboxes to facilitate communication,
hence messages are sent directly to actors. Ensemble uses multiple channels as it decouples
actors from each other and enables the reconfiguration of channel connection topologies at
runtime. Also, this enables channels to be used without concern for whether or not they are
connected, as explained below.
Blocking-Rendezvous Channel Communication
By default, communication between actors in Ensemble follows the blocking-rendezvous
model. This means that data is only passed between actors when both the sender and the
receiver are explicitly trying to communicate.
For example, consider actor A trying to send a message on channel output which is con-
nected to channel input in actor B. If actor A executes a send on output, the execution
of the actor A will block until actor B executes a receive on channel input. Equally, if
actor B executes a receive on channel input it will block until actor A executes a send
on channel output. In this way, both actors must rendezvous before messages are sent.
By default, a deep-copy is made when sending data from one actor to another. This is done
to enforce the shared-nothing semantics of the actor model, and ensures that each actor has
a distinct copy of the data without requiring immutable state, hence, race conditions are not
possible. When the data conveyed by a channel is another channel a duplicate of the channel,
including any existing connections, is created and sent to the receiving actor. Once received,
the channel is adopted by the receiving actor. This ensures that both sending and receiving
actors have distinct channels, which have identical connections; hence this guarantees that
one actor can not use a channel which is owned by another actor. Deep-copying in this
manner is not always efficient, and is discussed further in Section 3.2.
There is no requirement in the language for a channel to be connected before a communica-
tion action is performed on it. In the previous example, should actor A attempt to send and
actor B attempt to receive when their channels are not connected, they will both block
indefinitely. Any subsequent connect operation on these channels will bind them together,
facilitate the message being sent from A to B, and unblock A and B. This feature is useful
in decoupling the overall application design and individual actor logic. Here the actor sim-
ply waits for input, without having to worry about the overall topology. This is common in
distributed and event-driven applications, where logic will wait for input.
As well as single channel operations, it is also possible for an actor to receive data from mul-
tiple channels in a single action via the select statement, see lines 30-40 in Listing 3.2.
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1 type Isender is interface(out integer output)
2 type Ireceiver is interface(in integer input)
3 type Iselector is interface(in integer input1;
4 in integer input2)
5 stage home{
6 actor sender presents Isender{
7 val = 0;
8 constructor(integer init){
9 val := init;
10 }
11 behaviour{
12 send val on output;
13 val := val + 1;
14 }
15 }
16
17 actor receiver presents Ireceiver{
18 constructor(){}
19 behaviour{
20 receive val from input;
21 printInt(val);
22 printString("\n was received");
23 }
24 }
25
26 actor selector presents Iselector{
27 example = 42;
28 constructor(){}
29 behaviour{
30 select{
31 receive val from input1 where example > 39: {
32 // do stuff
33 }
34 receive val from input2 : {
35 // do stuff
36 }
37 default : {
38 // do other stuff
39 }
40 }
41 }
42 }
43 boot{
44 send1 = new sender(-100);
45 send2 = new sender(0);
46 send3 = new sender(100);
47
48 recv = new receiver();
49 connect send1.output to recv.input;
50
51 sel = new selector();
52 connect send2.output to sel.input1;
53 connect send3.output to sel.input2;
54 }
55 }
Listing 3.2: Ensemble Channel Interactions
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A select statement is used to non-deterministically choose between one or more in chan-
nels based on the state of the channels and an optional boolean guard (where clause). The
boolean guard values are used to decide which channels of the select statement may be cho-
sen from, and forms a set of eligible channels. These expressions are evaluated at runtime,
and may contain any literal, expression, variable or procedure which is in scope. Once a set
of eligible channels have been determined, they are examined to determine if any are ready
to provide data immediately. If there is more than one such channel, a non-deterministic
choice is made and the data is retrieved from that channel with the same logic as receive.
If there were one or more eligible channels, but none of which are ready to provide data, the
actor will block on all eligible channels unless a default clause is provided, in which case
the default clause will fire. A blocked actor will awaken when data is pushed to one of
the channels upon which it has blocked.
The select statement is one way in which user level timeouts can be implemented. By
selecting between a set of channels conveying useful data, as well as one registered with
the timer actor (Section 3.1.8) to deliver data after a set time, the actor will only block as
long as the timeout. Conceptually, select is similar to the select function in the sockets
networking API [100].
Buffering
In practice, always blocking on single channels can lead to channel deadlock, where a num-
ber of actors are blocked awaiting messages from each other. This can be particularly prob-
lematic where messages are sent in non-deterministic order from actors which interact with
the outside world; consider an actor waiting for a timeout. This is particularly true for actors
which consume and produce data across channels at different rates.
For this reason, in channels may optionally be defined with buffers. Here, the communica-
tion semantics are modified as follows. An actor always sends on an out channel; a message
will be buffered if the in channel to which it is bound has buffer space available. If there
is no space in the buffer, the sending actor will block as before. When the receiving actor
invokes a receive on the in channel, it will either retrieve any data in the buffer, or default
to the blocking-rendezvous semantics. For the purpose of simplicity, only in channels may
have buffers. The use of buffering enables asynchronous communication and hence provides
a way to avoid deadlock. The correct provision of buffer sizes is an application specific
detail.
It is important to note that the completion of a send operation guarantees that the message
has been conveyed to an actor, but it does not guarantee that the actor has processed the
message. If required, such guarantees should be implemented within the application. Also,
communication guarantees ordering per connection, but not between actors. Consider the
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actors connected as shown in c) of Figure 3.2. In this case, all data sent from S1 will arrive
in order relative to S1, and equally for S2. However, there is no causal ordering of data
delivery between S1 and S2. Section 4.4.2 provides a discussion of how this guarantee is
provided at runtime.
Another option to relieve channel deadlock would have been to perform analysis to determine
if the current configuration of channel connections would result in deadlock, as is done in
the GO language [101], however this was not feasible for a number of reasons. Firstly,
in Ensemble, all channel connections are dynamic and occur at runtime. This precludes
the use of static analysis at compiletime, as the topology is not static. Secondly, unlike
GO, Ensemble’s channels facilitate location transparency (Section 3.4), which would require
distributed analysis of the connection graph. While this is possible, it is beyond the scope of
this dissertation.
3.1.3 Interfaces
An interface is a language construct which is used to define one or more channels, Listing
3.2 lines 1 - 4. An interface is a static entity, consisting of only the channels expressed in its
definition. Any channel defined in an interface is available within an actor which presents
that interface.
In order to preserve the encapsulation semantics of the language, there are limitations on the
actions possible on channels which are dereferenced from an interface. This is because such
channels represent the actual channels of the actor referenced by the interface, rather than the
channels of an actor which are connected to such channels. Consequently, channels deref-
erenced from interfaces may only be bound to, or sent along a channel. It is not possible to
disconnect, send along, receive from, or select across such a channel. To do so
would violate the isolation of the referenced actor, as one actor would be able to manipulate
another actor’s state directly. The connect operation is such a violation, however it is nec-
essary to enable useful work between this actor’s channels and the remote actor’s channels.
It is allowed as it does not modify any existing connections in the channel. In contrast, to
perform a disconnect would potentially remove connections between the remote actor
and third party actors, and is a clear violation of the semantics of the language. This does
not prevent the local actor from performing a disconnect on the local channel which was
bound to the interface channel, or having the actor referenced by the interface performing a
disconnect on its local channels.
This discussion is mainly relevant to the use of adaptation, discussed in Section 3.4.3.
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3.1.4 Stages
A stage represents a memory space within which actors operate. Conceptually, there may
be many stages per physical computer, although currently there is only one per physical lo-
cation; this is a limitation of the runtime, rather than the language or model, Section 4.4.2.
A stage is defined with a name, which is used as an identifier at runtime, Listing 3.2 line 5.
Note that this name is not necessarily universally unique, however there are other mecha-
nisms which can be used to determine uniqueness, see Section 3.4. An actor may reference
the current stage it occupies with the here keyword.
Within a stage there are two main sections. The first section is used to define language con-
structs to be used within this stage. This section usually contains actor definitions, but may
also include query and procedure definitions, Listing 3.2 lines 6-42. Equally, this section
may be left empty. Defining an empty stage is useful when creating an Ensemble environ-
ment across multiple physical locations for use with adaptation, Section 3.4.
The second section is the boot clause, Listing 3.2 lines 43-54. The boot clause acts
as the main for this stage and will be invoked upon its creation. Any statement may be
invoked within the boot clause, except actor specific actions, such as publishing properties
(Section 3.4.1). Again, this clause may be left empty. The boot clause is primarily used to
instantiate actors, and connect channels. Any actors instantiated within this boot clause will
be created and execute within the context of this stage.
Whereas actors are entirely controlled from within the language, stages are controlled from
the command line, outwith the language. This is discussed further in Section 3.4.6.
3.1.5 Types
Listing 3.3 shows the default types available in the language, as well as how to define new
types. All types in Ensemble must be initialised with legal values when declared; there is
no NULL type in the language. This is done to make the language safer and remove the
possibility of invalid values. Although it is still possible to create incorrect code from a
logical perspective, there will be no runtime type errors or illegal references.
Memory is allocated from the heap using the new keyword. As Ensemble uses automatic
garbage collection to simplify memory management, there is no explicit action to return
memory to the heap.
The Any Type
The any type is an infinite union type, which may be used to abstract any other type. Al-
though a particular type may be cast to an any type, the original type can only be recovered
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1 type Itype_examples is interface(out integer output)
2 type my_struct is struct(integer a)
3 type my_enum is enum(alpha, beta, gamma, delta)
4
5 stage home{
6 actor type_examples presents Itype_examples {
7 int_val = 1;
8 uint_val = 1u;
9 long_val = 1L;
10 double_val = 0.0;
11 str_val = "hello";
12 bool_val = true;
13 struct_val = new my_struct(int_val);
14 array_val = new my_struct[100] of struct_val;
15 constructor() {}
16 behaviour {
17 ...
18 }
19 }
20 boot{
21 s = new sender();
22 }
23 }
Listing 3.3: Declaration of Ensemble Types
via the use of the project statement, as shown in Listing 3.4.
The project statement ensures that the any type can only be decoded to types which are
defined within the current scope. This provides safety in the language as an any type cannot
be arbitrarily cast to any other type. Should the underlying type of the any not be one of
the types specified in the project clause, the mandatory default clause will be selected. In
this case, the any type can still be used; for example, the value can be sent along a channel
or used with another project statement.
One advantage of the any type is in combination with channels. By only receiving messages
of the any type over a single channel, the receiving actor can either successfully decode the
type and process the data, or discard the data. This enables logic more similar to traditional
actor-based approaches which do not use explicit channels, but rather send messages to actors
directly as proposed by Hewitt [4].
Collections
Currently, the only language-specified collection type is an array. Ensemble arrays are fixed
length, although this size can be specified as either a literal value, or expression. Arrays
may contain references but all elements must be of the same type. However, an array with
elements of the any type is allowed.
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1 type Iexample is interface(in any input)
2 type complicated_struct_type is struct(integer alpha;
3 string beta)
4 ...
5 behaviour{
6 receive any_val from input;
7
8 project any_val as mesg{
9 integer : {
10 printString("Got an Integer!\n");
11 printInt(mesg);
12 }
13 complicated_struct_type : {
14 printString("Got a complicated_struct_type!\n");
15 printInt(mesg.alpha);
16 printString(mesg.beta);
17 }
18 default : {
19 printString("Don’t recognise the type\n");
20 }
21 }
22 }
Listing 3.4: The Any Type and Project Statement
Given the types available in the language, higher level collections can be created. For ex-
ample, it is possible to create user-defined linked lists using the struct and any types;
linked lists are used within the draughts example, discussed in Section 5.3.1. Although it
would have been useful to have a more complete set of collections, it was not the focus of
this work.
3.1.6 Security
Security is not represented within the language as it was beyond the scope of the work. This
said, Section 4.7 discusses security within the runtime.
3.1.7 Failure Model
The failure model in Ensemble uses a combination of explicit and implicit error handling.
This is done to simplify the programming model, while enabling the option of fine grained
control.
Explicit Error Handling
Explicit error handling is enabled via exceptions, which are defined by the language; it is not
possible to create a user-defined exception. This choice was made to ensure that exceptions
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Exception Description
OutOfMemoryException All heap memory allocated
NullPointerException There was a NULL pointer found in the runtime
IndexOutOfBoundsException Trying to access out with the bounds of an array
DivisionByZeroException Trying to divide by zero
DuplicatePropertyException Trying to publish an array of properties where there
are two properties with the same key
StageNotFoundException The supplied stage was not accessible
ChannelNotFoundException The supplied channel was not accessible
ConnectionFailureException A network error occurred
SpawnException An error occurred with the spawn process
MigrationException An error occurred with the migration process
ActorNotCompatibleException The targeted actor may not be replaced by the one
provided
Table 3.1: Description of Ensemble Exceptions
are used for truly exceptional events, as opposed to being used as flags. Using exceptions
in this way minimises the complexity of code. The primary purpose of exceptions are to
report on failures in the distributed features of Ensemble. Table 3.1 describes the possible
exceptions in the language, and Listing 3.5 shows an example of explicit exception handling.
Implicit Error Handling
Implicit error handling is influenced by the let it fail model, as first introduced with Er-
lang [102]. In this model, programmers are advised to let their applications crash, rather
than use large amounts of defensive code to protect against exceptional situations; in this
model, it is better to let the application fail and propagate a failure message to all connected
actors until one can deal with the failure message, or the entire system has died. At this point
the system should restart.
The key advantage of this approach is that a crashed system will always restart in a defined
state, as opposed to explicit exception handling which can lead to obfuscated logic flows; it
should be noted that Erlang supports both approaches. This mindset is particularly relevant
when applied to distributed systems, which are inherently unreliable. There is always a
non-zero chance that unpredictable events will cause network failure1.
Uncaught exceptions in Ensemble will always be implicitly caught and handled by the en-
compassing stage, at which point the stage will restart the actor. In this way, all actors are
supervised by the stage on which they are performing.
A key difference between Ensemble and Erlang is that Erlang will propagate failure messages
1http://gizmodo.com/5644050/bored-hunters-in-oregon-are-regularly-shooting-down-googles-fibers - Ac-
cessed January 2015
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1 actor calculate presents Iexample{
2 // Some Initialisation
3
4 behaviour{
5 for i = 0 .. white1.length - 1 do {
6 try{
7 if(b.b[white1[i]] == 0 and ... ) then {
8 score := score + mob;
9 }
10 }
11 except IndexOutOfBoundsException {
12 printString("check your bounds!\n");
13 }
14 }
15 // Other work
16 }
17 }
Listing 3.5: Exceptions in Ensemble
to all connected actors, whereas Ensemble will not. While this enables the failing actor and
its connections to restart in a defined state, it limits the ability of Erlang applications to
scale as a mesh connection must exist between all actors at runtime. This level of connection
simply does not scale, and would be particularly difficult to support on the non-homogeneous
networks types to which Ensemble is targeted. Consequently, Ensemble actors which fail do
not propagate a failure message to connected actors. Section 3.4.5 discusses how failure is
handeled with channels.
3.1.8 System Actors
There are a number of actors which are implicitly defined by the language. These actors
exists to abstract direct interaction with hardware, and represent a way to avoid an application
being tied to a specific physical location, also known as environmental entanglement. By
using channels to interact with other actors, there is no difference in communication between
application actors or system actors.
The use of system actors also provides a way to ignore the location transparency which
channels normally provide, Section 3.4.5. For example, by having an actor which represents
the sockets API, low level network programming can still be made available.
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Figure 3.3: Duplication of Data for Pipelined Actors
3.2 The Movable Memory Space
The lack of shared state in the actor programming model makes it naturally suited to parallel
and distributed applications. As there is no need for programmer-defined serialised sections
of code, actors are inherently concurrent, without the concern of data race conditions. Mes-
sage passing facilitates actor interaction, without sacrificing these advantages.
As described in Section 3.1.2, data is duplicated before being sent from one actor to an-
other via a channel to preserve the shared-nothing semantics. While this does ensure correct
semantic operation, it leads to increased heap usage and fragmentation. Furthermore, as
Ensemble uses automated memory management it is not possible for the user to manually
address this issue. This automation has the advantage that low level memory management
is abstracted from the programmer, making the language safer and simpler, however, it also
means that the user has no way to explicitly return a piece of memory to the heap when no
longer required. Also, all data types in Ensemble must be initialised at creation to prevent
variables being in an undefined state. While making the language safer, this means that there
will always be data to deep-copy. This increased heap usage and fragmentation is particu-
larly problematic in small, resource-constrained devices such as WSN motes where there is
little RAM.
To highlight the problem, consider a situation where data is being operated on by a pipeline of
actors where each actor accepts data, does some processing, and forwards the data onwards,
Figure 3.3. As the data is sent from one actor to another it will be copied, even though each
actor will simply wait for the next piece of data and has no need to keep a reference to the
processed data. A better situation would be where the sending actor would simply hand-
over the data. Here no duplicate would be made, removing the increased heap usage and
fragmentation. This is the purpose of movability.
This section describes the semantic model behind the movable memory space, its inclusion
within Ensemble, and the compiletime analysis required to enforce the rules of movability.
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Figure 3.4: Actor Local and Movable Heaps
1 // data allocation from actor heap
2 alpha = new [1024]integer of 0;
3
4 // data allocation from movable heap
5 beta = mov new [1024]integer of 0;
Listing 3.6: Allocating Memory From Local and Movable Heap
3.2.1 Movability
To address increased heap usage and fragmentation, an additional memory space is proposed:
the movable heap. In addition to the local heap associated with each actor, the purpose of the
movable heap is that any memory allocated from it will be unique amongst all actors, such
that data allocated from this heap which is sent along channels will not need to be duplicated.
Figure 3.4 shows the conceptual model of the heaps in Ensemble.
Movability in Ensemble is an optional feature of the type system. It is not an annotation. It
enables data to be allocated from the movable data heap, by adding the mov keyword in front
of the new keyword during allocation, as shown in Listing 3.6. If used inappropriately, com-
piletime errors are provided to indicate where and why an error has occurred. The primary
purpose is to reduce memory consumption and fragmentation.
The concept of unique data is a simplification of the memory spaces which are seen in the
Rust programming language2, which has a similar memory and concurrency model. Unlike
Rust, Ensemble has a much less static programming model; Rust channel topologies may
not be reconfigured at runtime. Also, Ensemble requires much less intervention from the
programmer to indicate what is movable; Ensemble requires a single keyword, whereas Rust
requires multiple keywords for the different memory spaces. As Ensemble actors are not
2rust-lang.org - Accessed Feburary 2015
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only encapsulated, but also the core unit of abstraction in the language, there is truly no
shared state at any point within an Ensemble application.
3.2.2 Ensemble Move Semantics
As well as defining the semantics of movable memory, it is important to describe the in-
teraction of movable and non-movable memory. To preserve the movable semantics, some
limitations must be placed on what is possible. In the following, “moved” refers to a piece
of data which can be sent across a channel without being duplicated. Also, the following
discussion describes in great detail the assumptions and use cases of movability. During ac-
tual development of an application, much of the burden of understanding any error cases is
alleviated by the compiler, which describes how and where an error has been detected.
By using a single addition to the type systems, as well as describing at compiletime via errors
which explain where and how an alias has been violated, control over moveability is offered
to the user in a straight forward and tractable way. Ultimately, movability is an optimisation
and is not required for the correct operation of an application, and can be removed without
effecting the logic of an application.
Structures
The semantics for struct data types in Ensemble is to recursively apply the move semantics
for references to heap memory. For example, a struct which has been marked as movable will
have all primitive fields moved, and the references within the struct will have their movability
checked to determine whether to deep-copy or move the reference. The following describes
this process for the cases in Listing 3.7.
Case 1 - Allocation from Local Heap A duplicate is made of simpleA, and is sent on the
channel. The sending and receiving actor will have a unique version of the data.
Case 2 - Allocation from Movable Heap The reference to simpleB is sent. The sender
must reassign a value to simpleB before access, otherwise a compiler error is generated.
The receiver has a unique copy of simpleB.
Case 3 - Allocation from Local Heap A duplicate is made of complexA, including the data
pointed to by simpleA, and is sent on the channel. The sending and receiving actor will have
a unique version of the data.
Case 4 - Allocation from Local and Movable Heap A duplicate is made of complexB but
not simpleB, as it is allocated from the movable heap. The duplicated complexB with a
reference to simpleB is sent on the channel. complexB may be accessed by the sender, but
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1 type simpleStruct is struct(integer i);
2 type complexStruct is struct(integer i ; simpleStruct s);
3 ...
4 actor Sensor presents ISensor {
5 simpleA = new simpleStruct(1);
6 simpleB = mov new simpleStruct(10);
7
8 complexA = new complexStruct(1, simpleA);
9 complexB = new complexStruct(10, simpleB);
10 complexC = mov new complexStruct(10, simpleA);
11 complexD = mov new complexStruct(10, simpleB);
12
13 behaviour {
14 // Case 1
15 send simpleA on chan;
16
17 // Case 2
18 send simpleB on chan;
19
20 // Case 3
21 send complexA on chan;
22
23 // Case 4
24 send complexB on chan;
25
26 //Case 5
27 send complexC on chan;
28
29 // Case 6
30 send complexD on chan;
31 }
32 }
Listing 3.7: Struct Movability Example
simpleB must first be assigned to, otherwise a compiletime error is generated. The receiver
has a unique copy of the complexB and any internal references.
Case 5 - Allocation from Local and Movable Heap The reference to complexC is sent,
with a deep-copy of simpleA as it was not allocated from the movable heap. The sender
must assign a value to complexC before access otherwise a compiletime error is generated.
Not that simpleA may have been aliased before being sent. Even though complexC must
be assigned to before being accessed in the sender, a duplicate must be made of simpleA as
there may be other references to it. Figure 3.5 illustrates the state of references to the local
and movable heaps for this example.
Case 6 - Allocation from Movable Heap A reference to complexD is sent. The sender must
reassign a value to complexD before access, otherwise a compiler error is generated. This
reassignment will also remove the reference to the internal simpleB in the sender. If there
were other references to simpleB in the sender which were accessed after transmission,
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Figure 3.5: Actor and Movable Heaps Before and After complexC is Sent Across a Channel
without being reassigned to, the compiler would generate an error. The receiver has a unique
copy of complexD and simpleB.
Arrays
A flexible array is one in which the size is unknown at compiletime - i.e. the array size
can be initialised by an expression whose value isn’t known until runtime. The presence
of flexible arrays in Ensemble creates a problem for the movability analysis in determining
how many references exist to an array element. Furthermore, array indices may be arbitrary
expressions, making it infeasible to determine at compiletime which array element is being
accessed; this is an issue when determining whether movable memory is being accessed after
having been moved.
To handle the complexity, restrictions are placed on arrays, and extensions to the existing
array creation mechanisms are provided. In the following discussion we assume an array
element is a reference to a heap-allocated object. When declaring an array, a value or instance
is normally passed, with each element being initialised to reference this value. In order to
support movability, a template object may be provided to the new operator when declaring an
array (lines 3 & 6, Listing 3.8). This creates a distinct object for each array element, rather
than all elements referencing the same object.
For non-movable arrays, reference-counting of the array elements is performed, and the
array is deep-copied on send operations. For movable arrays, the array is reference-counted
and individual elements have the same count as the entire array. In other words, assigning
from a moveable array element will increment the count of the array, not the single element.
In this way, alisases between a variable and an array element are equivalent to the variable
aliasing the entire array, for the purpose of ensuring the correct operation of movability
at compiletime. Hence, sending a variable which aliases a movable array’s element will
invalidate the entire array. Equally, sending a dereferenced element of a movable array
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1 type simpleStruct is struct(integer i);
2 ...
3 a = new simpleStruct[n] of simpleStruct(0);
4 c = mov new simpleStruct(2);
5
6 b = mov new simpleStruct[n] of simpleStruct(0);
7 d = new simpleStruct(2);
8
9 // error, a is array of references to non-movable memory
10 a[n] := c;
11
12 // error, b is array of references to movable memory
13 b[n] := d;
Listing 3.8: Cannot assign movable memory to non-movable array or vice versa
(send x[i] on output;) will invalidate the entire array (x). When a movable array is
sent, only the reference is passed and no deep copy is made.
By default, it is illegal to make reference assignments to references in movable arrays from
non-movable references, and vice versa. This is necessary as it would not be possible to de-
termine which are (non-)movable at compiletime. Hence, only arrays created in the movable
heap (using mov) are considered to contain references to movable memory. Consequently,
all elements of the array must be movable. Listing 3.8 shows that assignments to array el-
ements of objects in opposing memory spaces results in a compiletime error. Note that the
assignment, c := a[n], would be valid as this will decrement the reference count on the
movable object c referenced before the assignment, and increment the reference count on
the non-movable object a[n] references. This is also true for d := b[n].
It is possible to assign movable memory to non-movable memory or vice versa via the ex-
plicit use of the copy keyword. This keyword will safely convert movable data into non-
movable or vice versa. Previously, a[n] := c would generate a compiletime error, as
the two references point at different memory. Should it be appropriate, the developer may
instead write a[n] := copy c. This will duplicate the data pointed to by c, and concep-
tually convert it to be of the same type of a[n]. This is true regardless of which side is
movable or non-movable. This use of copy is a way to use duplication in a localised way.
Channels
In order to declare the memory of an object being received across a channel as movable, the
definition of the in channel should contain the mov keyword, Listing 3.9 line 2. An actor
who uses this interface will use the receive or select statements in the regular manner
with the mov input channel. The only difference is that the data received will be contained
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1 type ImovableReceive is interface(
2 in mov simpleStruct mov_input; // <-- movable heap object
3 out simpleStruct output;
4 out integer int_output
5 )
Listing 3.9: Declaration of an in channel with movable data
1 a = mov new Foo;
2 behaviour {
3 send a on chan;
4 stop;
5 }
Listing 3.10: Ill-formed Behaviour Clause
within the movable memory space, and the compiletime analysis will track the data to ensure
that the object is only ever moved once. It is important to note that it does not matter whether
the data from the sender was in the movable heap or not. The data was either in the local
heap and deep copied, or the data was in the movable heap and is unique. In either case, the
data is now entirely owned by the receiver, and state encapsulation is preserved.
It is also important to note that although the data which a channel conveys may be marked
as movable, the channel declared in the interface itself cannot be marked as movable. As the
channels of the interface are associated with an actor when it is defined, they are permanent
and cannot be removed. To do so would complicate the logic of discovering actors described
in Section 3.4.3 due to the changing type of the actor. This said, any channels declared at
runtime can be allocated from the movable heap, and be sent without deep-copy. This is an
optimisation applied to the accelerator-based applications discussed in Section 5.2.
Effect on Behaviour Clause
Movable memory references which are sent within the behaviour clause, either directly, or
indirectly via a procedure call, must be initialised or re-initialised at some point within the
behaviour clause without any enclosing control flow construct. The use of the stop state-
ment within the behaviour clause does not negate this requirement. For example, Listing 3.10
shows an ill-formed behaviour clause. Even though a will never be sent twice because of
the presence of the stop statement, the program is not valid since, in general, the pres-
ence of a stop statement does not guarantee behaviour termination after one iteration (see
Listing 3.11).
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1 a = mov new Foo;
2 behaviour {
3 send a on chan;
4 receive v from intchan;
5 if v == 1 then {
6 stop;
7 }
8 }
Listing 3.11: Stop does not guarantee correct execution
3.2.3 Approach
In order to enforce the semantics of movability, an application is represented as a series of
Control Flow Graphs (CFG) [103]. This is done as it is a convenient representation upon
which to perform the analysis. A CFG represents a procedure as a directed graph, G =
(N,E), where the nodes,N , contain the procedure’s instructions, and the edges,E, represent
control flow through the application. Here, control flow refers to the constructs of the source
language that determine whether or not a section of code is executed. Traditional control
flow constructs are the if, while, and for statements. The CFG, by convention, has a
unique entry node, and a unique exit node.
The nodes in a CFG represent a basic block, which is a sequence of instructions where the
only branching code occurs at the end of the block. In other words, if a program enters a
block during execution, then all of the instructions inside the block are executed. Each block
has zero or more successor blocks, and zero or more predecessor blocks represented by the
directed edges of the CFG.
A Call Graph (CG) [104], or call multigraph [105], is a directed graph, G = (N,E), where
the nodes of the graph,N , represent procedures in the application, and the edges of the graph,
E, represent calls from the source node to the destination node. It is a useful representation
of the relationship between caller and callee, and serves as an information repository on
procedures during analyses.
The supergraph [106] representation of a program connects the CFGs of callers and callees,
using interprocedural edges.
The following section gives an overview of the steps required to ensure the correct and safe
usage of data allocated from the movable heap at compiletime. A formal description of the
movability analysis can be found in Appendix A.
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3.2.4 Analysis
Abstractly, the core of the analysis is concerned with keeping track of which movable vari-
ables have been sent across channels. Should such a variable or one of its aliases be sent
across a channel and then subsequently accessed before it has been reassigned to, an error is
generated.
This is achieved by performing data flow analysis in the front end of the compiler, after the
type checking phase. The analysis is done in two passes. The first pass is the alias analysis
which computes for all application variables their set of potential but unknown aliases (may-
aliases) at each program point. This information is then used in the second pass which
performs movability tracking and error detection on the program to determine whether or
not any movable variables have been accessed inappropriately.
Before the analysis is performed, the Ensemble application is represented using the IR de-
scribed in Section 3.2.5. This was done to have a convenient representation of an application
for this analysis, rather than overloading the existing Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). Using this
representation, both analyses perform a reverse pre-order traversal of the graph representing
the Ensemble application. This is done as it is a simple way to remove back edges, and
represents a linearisation of control flows.
Alias Analysis
The alias analysis is used to track all aliases which could potentially refer to movable mem-
ory. During the analysis, each point in the application has an associated In and Out set
which is used to hold the variables which are present on input to and out from each pro-
gram point respectively. For the intraprocedural analysis, the In and Out sets are modified
by assignment to references and call sites. For the interprocedural analysis, the call and
return nodes generate and remove aliases between actual and formal reference parameters,
respectively.
The interprocedural analysis uses the call-string approach [107]. The key concept in the
call-strings approach is to maintain a token stack, where each token represents a procedure
call which has not yet returned. The tokens on the stack are known as the call string, or the
calling context.
If a call node is encountered during the analysis, it is appended to the context and the data
flow information is propagated along the call edge to the entry node of the CFG representing
the callee. When a return node is encountered, the corresponding call node is removed from
the context, and the data flow information is propagated along the return edge to return node
of the CFG representing the caller. For all other nodes in the supergraph the alias sets are
updated by the intraprocedural data, and the context (stack) is unchanged.
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For programming languages without recursion the maximum length of the calling context
is bounded by the depth of the call graph. Therefore, if the original data flow problem
terminates, so too does the interprocedural extension of the problem. As Ensemble supports
a limited form of recursion, where a procedure may only recurse on itself, it is sufficient
to evaluate one level of recursion and return when the procedure attempts to recurse again.
This is because each subsequent level of recursion (and analysis) would duplicate any alias
modifications present in the first two levels. This would not be possible if one procedure
were able to call another recursively.
At the end of the first pass, a set of aliases for all application points has been built.
Move Analysis
The move analysis is concerned with keeping track of which variables have been sent across
channels. Should a variable or one of its aliases be sent across a channel and then subse-
quently accessed before it has been reassigned to, an error is generated. This access could
also include attempting to send the data across a channel.
The analysis itself consists of performing the reverse pre-order traversal of the graph and
applying these rules for each node.
The combination of these analyses enable the safe usage of movable types at runtime via
compiletime guarantees.
3.2.5 Intermediate Representation
In order to perform the analysis, the AST which is generated by the compiler frontend is
transformed into an IR which provides the necessary information for the analysis, without
complicating the implementation of the AST.
Programs, Actors, and Functions
The IR defines a representation for the entire application, enabling the analysis to obtain
information about a variety of application properties. The top level representation describes
an entire Ensemble application; it holds mappings for all actors, globally defined procedures,
and interfaces defined within the program. Additionally, it maintains the program CG and
the CFG for a stage’s boot clause (actor initialisation, connection statements, etc).
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Kind Description Form Uses
assign Assignment a := b uses(a), b, uses(b)
call Procedure call f (a1, a2, . . .) a1, uses(a1), a2, uses(a2), . . .
cjump Conditional jump cjump cond,B1,B2 cond, uses(cond)
connect Connect statement connect a to b a, uses(a), b, uses(b)
decl Declaration statement a = b b, uses(b)
disconnect Disconnect statement disconnect a a, uses(a)
jump Unconditional jump jump B1 -
nop No operation nop -
recv Receive statement receive a from b b, uses(b)
ret Return statement return r r, uses(r)
send Send statement send a on b a, uses(a), b, uses(b)
stop Stop statement stop -
Table 3.2: List of available IR instructions and their internal uses.
Instructions
To simplify the representation for analysis, the IR was defined as closely modelling En-
semble constructs, but deconstructing control flow constructs into simple conditional and
unconditional jump instructions. Expressions are decomposed so that at most three operands
appear in one instruction along with a binary operator. Some expressions, such as array
and structure dereference expressions, are not deconstructed to simplify tracking compos-
ite movables. Having access to the left and right hand side of an expression simplifies the
comparison of movable status. This is necessary to restrict array assignments to comparable
memory types (see Section 3.2.2), and also because the type checker cannot determine this
for all application situations, such as the movable status of a value returned by a function
call.
The IR instructions are collected together into basic blocks. The exit point at the end of the
block is either a conditional or unconditional jump to at most two blocks. Each block may
have any number of predecessor blocks. Table 3.2 gives an overview of the instructions in
the intermediate representation. Figure 3.6a shows an Ensemble code snippet, Figure 3.6b
shows the corresponding Ensemble IR upon transformation (basic block labels have been
added for clarity), and Figure 3.6c displays the corresponding control flow graph segment.
Value Representation
The IR also represents application variables and values. As the data flow analyses require
a representation for application variables, it was convenient to use the same representation
within IR instructions as for the data flow values rather than the more commonly used bit-
vector representation. The additional space overhead within the data flow sets is not onerous,
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if val == 0 then {
printString("Rec: got tic\n");
} else if val == 1 then {
printString("Rec: got toc\n");
} else if val == 2 then {
printString("Rec: got tac\n");
} else if val == 3 then {
printString("Rec: got def\n");
}
if val == 0 then {
printString("Rec: got tic\n");
} else {
printString("Rec: got toc\n");
}
(a) Ensemble Source
B40:
t20 := val == 0
if t20 then goto B41 else goto B42
B41:
printString("Rec: got tic\n")
goto B48
B42:
t21 := val == 1
if t21 then goto B43 else goto B44
B43:
printString("Rec: got toc\n")
goto B48
B44:
t22 := val == 2
if t22 then goto B45 else goto B46
B45:
printString("Rec: got tac\n")
goto B48
B46:
t23 := val == 3
if t23 then goto B47 else goto B48
B47:
printString("Rec: got def\n")
goto B48
B48:
t24 := val == 0
if t24 then goto B49 else goto B50
B49:
printString("Rec: got tic\n")
goto B51
B50:
printString("Rec: got toc\n")
goto B51
B51:
goto EXIT
(b) Ensemble IR (Textual)
(c) Ensemble IR (Graphical)
Figure 3.6: Transformation from Ensemble to Ensemble IR
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Description Form Uses
Array construction new <type> [n1] · · · [nk] of init uses(n1), . . ., uses(nk), uses(init)
Binary operation a op b a, b, uses(a), uses(b)
Channel construction new out integer -
Structure construction new <type> (v1, v2, . . .) uses(v1), uses(v2), . . .
Copy Operation copy v v, uses(v)
Array subscript expression v1[v2] abs base(v1), uses(v1), v2, uses(v2)
Structure field expression a.x abs base(a), uses(a)
Constant integer 4 -
Identifier v -
Literal v -
Channel selection (select statement) select {ticker, tocker, tacker} ticker, ticker, tacker
IR Temporary t4 -
Unary operation unary op v v, uses(v)
Function call f (a1, a2, . . .) a1, uses(a1), a2, uses(a2), . . .
Table 3.3: List of available values and their internal uses.
and provides efficient access to various properties of application variables that can be used
in the analysis to generate detailed error messages and obtain memory type information.
Table 3.3 summarises the possible values that can appear in an Ensemble application. Here,
the abs base() is used to find the absolute base value in array subscript and struct field ex-
pressions. Notice that a call is represented both as an IR instruction and a value. The value
encodes Ensemble procedures that return values, whereas an IR call instruction corresponds
to a void procedure. To distinguish between the two, we use the term function to describe a
routine returning a result and procedure to describe a routine returning void.
3.3 Integration of Actors and Accelerator-Based Con-
currency
Due to power consumption, heat dissipation, and clock propagation limits, modern hardware
architectures are now designed with many, concurrent processing elements, as opposed to
single processing elements with increasing clock rates; examples of such architectures in-
clude GPUs and multicore CPUs. These hardware platforms are designed to provide the
user with multiple physical threads of execution, thus enabling many computations to occur
simultaneously.
On single CPU architectures, threads have traditionally been used to enable parallel exe-
cution. However, due to the different nature of GPU hardware architectures, a number of
different programming techniques are used. OpenCL is a standardised programming frame-
work available for the main GPU vendors (NVIDIA and AMD), as well as other parallel
hardware architectures.
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While OpenCL enables access to these architectures, there are three main limitations. Firstly,
the user is required to write large amounts of boilerplate code to create the OpenCL envi-
ronment for a particular calculation. Secondly, the programming style requires explicit data
movement between the host CPU and the OpenCL device; this requires flattening multi-
dimensional arrays and structures of non-primitive types. Thirdly, the language and style
used to program the device is often different from the programming language being used on
the host. A similar argument can be made against the CUDA framework; since CUDA is only
available on NVIDIA hardware, this work explores the more broadly applicable OpenCL.
This section describes the first application of actor-based programming to accelerator-based
concurrency at the language level by including the OpenCL framework within the Ensemble
programming language. Natively, Ensemble applications can run concurrently in a task-
parallel context, where actors embody the units of computation. Given the overall hypothe-
sis of this dissertation, the combination of actors and accelerator-based programming shows
that moving from low-level C code to a concurrent, shared-nothing, high-level actor pro-
gramming model simplifies the use of OpenCL by providing appropriate structuring, thus
enabling greater access to high-performance and heterogeneous computing.
3.3.1 OpenCL
OpenCL is a programming framework for heterogeneous and parallel computing. It is stan-
dardised, and is managed by the Khronos working group3. In OpenCL, users are required to
think in terms of host and device code, where a host is a coordinator application on the CPU,
and a device is an accelerator. An accelerator may be a CPU, GPU, Field-Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA), or co-processor such as the Xeon Phi [79].
OpenCL Configuration
In OpenCL, the host is tasked with setting up, dispatching, and collecting results from a
device. OpenCL is accessed through an API, which enables relatively low-level access to
data types and functions in order to program and interact with one or more accelerators.
Creating an OpenCL environment consists of first querying the hardware at runtime to de-
termine the available vendor platforms, and the devices available in each platform. Plat-
forms are essentially drivers provided by the hardware vendor, and the devices represent
the actual accelerators. Then, a context must be created. A context is an umbrella
structure that holds the device(s) to be used, as well as other runtime software constructs.
A command queue is then associated with each device and placed within the context.
3https://www.khronos.org/opencl/ - Accessed October 2014
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A command queue is used to issue commands to a device. Commands include device
queries, memory management operations, and kernel (Section 3.3.1) invocations. After this,
a user creates a programwith the kernel source file, and compiles it at runtime. The specific
function to be executed within the compiled source is then used to create the kernel object.
At this point the OpenCL environment has been constructed and is ready to be configured
and used for a specific computation.
From here the user allocates memory on the device and then copies host data into this mem-
ory. The device memory is then associated with the correct position in the kernel arguments.
Then, the number of dimensions upon which the kernel should work is calculated, and the
kernel is launched on the device, with this information, via the command queue. Usually,
the host then blocks attempting to read data back from the device once it has finished its
computation. Once all computation is complete and the device is no longer required, there
are appropriate destructor functions.
The device itself is treated simply as a functional unit. Data and code are passed to the
device, the device executes this code, and the results are read back by the host.
Kernels
A device runs a special piece of code known as a kernel. An OpenCL kernel is written in
a C-like syntax and represents the logic of a single thread. The number and groupings of
threads are supplied during the configuration stage on the host. These values are known as
the local and global worksizes, and are used to optimise the allocation of threads to the
underlying hardware for a given dataset.
Within a kernel, the currently executing thread may be identified via the API. This can be
used to customise application logic. The kernel is expressed as a function with parameters.
Information for the actual computation is passed to this function as arguments by the host.
The OpenCL model uses a memory hierarchy in which memory is split into global,
local, private, and constant regions. This is a direct mapping to the hardware con-
figuration of memory found in GPUs, however the same model is applied to all hardware
devices. Global memory is shared amongst all threads, local memory is shared between
a specified group of threads, and private memory is specific to a thread. Global and lo-
cal memory are subject to unsynchronised modifications, although there are mechanisms to
synchronise access. Constant memory is shared by all threads, but is read only. A simple
OpenCL kernel is shown in Listing 3.12.
The similarity between the isolated nature of computation in actor-based programming and
the OpenCL model is strong. Both require explicit data movement between loci of compu-
tation. In Ensemble, the channel mechanism provides a natural way to facilitate this without
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1 __kernel void square(__global float* input,
2 __global float* output,
3 const unsigned int count){
4 int i = get_global_id(0);
5 if(i < count)
6 output[i] = input[i] * input[i];
7 }
Listing 3.12: OpenCL Kernel to Compute the Square of An Input Array
the need to go outside the language or obfuscate existing code, consequently, OpenCL ker-
nels are represented as actors. The requirement for separate programming of host and device
also matches the distinction between actors. A full example of matrix multiplication in En-
semble is shown in Listing 3.13 and is referred to throughout this section. Here, the green
colour represents additions to the language, and light yellow shows compiler-enforced struc-
ture. These highlighted sections represent the only modifications to the language.
3.3.2 Language Model
In Ensemble, an actor is marked as being a kernel by adding the opencl keyword to its
definition (line 21). This tells the compiler that the actor’s interface should only contain a
single channel, and that a slightly different structure is expected within the behaviour clause.
After this keyword, an optional set of angle brackets may be supplied by the user to specify
certain configuration information to the runtime. This information includes one of the GPU,
CPU, or ACCELERATOR language keywords in order to specify the device type to be
used by this actor: a GPU, CPU, or generic accelerator type. This last case is used for
devices such as the Xeon Phi [79]. Also, the device index is used to specify the device
to be used. This is often required to distinguish between multiple devices within the same
category. Both of these configuration parameters are optional, may be used independently of
each other, and may be specified in any order. Should the device type not be specified,
the default device dictated by the OpenCL runtime is used. Should the device index not
be specified, the 0th device is chosen. In this way, kernels are integrated into the language,
as opposed to a separate source file in a different language.
The single channel required in the actors interface conveys an opencl struct type as
defined by the developer (lines 6-11). This is a normal struct except that the opencl
keyword tells the compiler that the fields of the struct should contain two integer arrays,
an in channel, and an out channel. The arrays convey the local and global worksizes
required to dispatch the OpenCL kernel, as discussed in Section 3.3.1. The two channels are
the input and output channels for the data to and from the kernel, respectively. The channels
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1 type data_t is struct (
2 real [][] a;
3 real [][] b;
4 real [][] result
5 )
6 type settings_t is opencl struct (
7 integer [] worksize;
8 integer [] groupsize;
9 in data_t input;
10 out real [][] output
11 )
12 type dispatchI is interface(
13 out settings_t requests;
14 out data_t dout;
15 in real[][] din
16 )
17 type mulI is interface(
18 in settings_t requests
19 )
20 stage home{
21 opencl <device index=0, device type=CPU> actor Multiply presents mulI {
22 constructor() {}
23 behaviour {
24 receive req from requests;
25 receive d from req.input;
26 x = get_global_id(0);
27 y = get_global_id(1);
28 dim = get_global_size(0);
29 c = 0.0;
30 for i = 0 .. (dim-1) do {
31 c := c + (d.a[y][i]) * (d.b[i][x]);
32 }
33 d.result[x][y] := c;
34 send d.result on req.output;
35 }
36 }
37 actor Dispatch presents dispatchI{
38 constructor() {}
39 behaviour {
40 s = 1024;
41 ws = new integer[2] of s;
42 gs = new integer[2] of 0;
43 i = new in data_t;
44 o = new out real[][];
45 connect dout to i;
46 connect o to din;
47
48 ocl_struct = new settings_t(ws,gs,i,o);
49 d = generate_data(s);
50
51 send ocl_struct on requests;
52 send d on dout;
53 receive result from din;
54 }
55 }
56 boot{
57 d = new Dispatch();
58 m = new Multiply();
59 connect d.requests to m.requests;
60 }
61 }
Listing 3.13: GPU Matrix Multiplication in Ensemble
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are created and configured in the host actor (lines 43-46), sent to the kernel actor via the
input channel (line 51), and then the data is sent (line 52). The host then waits for data from
the actor (line 53). This is an example of the dynamic nature of Ensemble channels, and
enables any type of data to be conveyed to and from the kernel actor safely without requiring
any extra compiler analysis beyond normal language processing.
Within the behaviour loop of the kernel actor, it is required that the first two statements
are receive statements (lines 24-25). This first statement receives an opencl struct
instance. This enables the runtime to prepare the kernel for dispatch to the device with
the appropriate dimensions by using the worksize and groupsize values. The second
statement is used to receive the data that the kernel will process. It is also required that the
last statement is a send statement (line 34). This is used to send the processed data onwards.
The send statement is also used as a marker, with all statements between the second receive
and send statements representing the OpenCL kernel (lines 26-33). The standard set of
OpenCL calls natively available in a kernel are also available within an OpenCL behaviour
clause between these markers (lines 26, 27, 28), including the math functions. Also, the
global, local, and private memory modifiers are available, enabling the developer
to take full advantage of the different memory regions which are available in the OpenCL
model to improve performance.
One of the key advantages of embedding OpenCL within the language is the ability to pre-
serve multi-dimensional array and structure dereferencing. Currently, OpenCL requires that
arrays and structures containing pointers are flattened when being passed to a kernel. In En-
semble, this process is automated, leaving the users with normal dereferencing of such data
types within the kernel. This also has the advantage of providing the user with warnings and
errors for kernels at compiletime, rather than having to wait until runtime kernel compila-
tion. Furthermore, as all the OpenCL actors are connected by channels, should the user wish
to change the device upon which the OpenCL actor should run, the language only requires
that the device type be modified in the actor definition. No other change is required. Also,
should the developer wish to use a different kernel or a different device at runtime, all that is
required is to reconnect the configuration channel to an appropriate kernel actor’s configura-
tion channel. Should the local stage not support OpenCL, kernel actors may be spawned at
remote stages, enabling more possible (re)configurations. This is discussed in Section 3.4.4.
By tagging an actor as an OpenCL kernel, a user must still write parallel code within the
behaviour clause, however by integrating this into the language model, the process is sub-
stantially simplified compared to a C version, see Section 5.2.3.
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Movability
One of the greatest costs in performance for OpenCL applications is data movement. Specif-
ically, the movement of data between the host and the device during the execution of an
application. This cost is often mitigated by leaving data on an accelerator for as long as
possible. This concept is in direct conflict with the shared-nothing semantics of the actor
programming model.
The presence of the movable heap in Ensemble offers a solution to this problem. In addition
to removing the need for data duplication when sending data between actors, moveable data
can be used to mark GPU data for lazy evaluation. Hence, if movable data is sent from
one kernel-actor to another on the same device, without being accessed in the interim, the
data will remain on the device. This is discussed fully in Section 4.5.2. Hence, movability
enables this common GPU optimisation in the actor programming model without violating
the shared-nothing semantics.
3.3.3 Compiler Modifications
The compiler was modified to apply slightly different rules to an OpenCL actor, enforcing
the structure described in Section 3.3.2. The channel operations mirror the explicit data
movement required by OpenCL, and it is the channel operations that dictate the creation
of device buffers and the movement of data between the host and the device. struct
values are flattened so that each field is sent separately, with the compiler generating the
appropriate code within the kernel to manage this. Multi-dimensional arrays are flattened
to single dimensional arrays. Again, the compiler will generate appropriate kernel code to
manage this. Primitive values are sent as 1D-arrays of one element so as to ensure updates
within the kernel are applied to the value. Passing a pointer to the host variable is not an
option. A potential optimisation here is to wrap all passed primitive variables in a single
array.
3.3.4 Execution Model
Figure 3.7 shows the execution model when using OpenCl with Ensemble. Rather than the
actor running on the device directly, an OpenCL actor is compiled into a bytecode repre-
sentation of the actor in the normal way. The Ensemble compilation process and runtime
representation is discussed in Section 4.2. A C representation of the code identified as the
kernel is generated, and stored as a string within the actor’s bytecode. Should the kernel
actor contain functions defined in other code sections, the compiler will generate C equiv-
alents within this string. This is completely hidden from the developer. The bytecode is
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Figure 3.7: OpenCL in Ensemble Execution Model
interpreted as normal, and acts as the host in the traditional OpenCL sense. This actor han-
dles the incoming and outgoing channel communications, as well as preparing, launching,
and collecting data from the kernel. This also enables multiple kernels to execute on a single
device.
3.4 Adaptability in Ensemble
Given the encapsulation of actors, and the use of message passing to facilitate communi-
cation, the actor model is perfectly suited to transparently enable distributed programming.
Although this is true of other languages, Ensemble expresses each phase of the adaptation
process, from discovery to reconfiguration, entirely within the language, without the need
for external configuration files or out-of-language APIs (Section 2.2). Also, whereas other
actor-based languages will only support the creation of a new actor remotely, Ensemble also
supports the strong migration of running actors from one stage to another across heteroge-
neous hardware platforms.
Adaptability, or runtime reconfiguration, in Ensemble applies to stages, actors, and chan-
nels. Adapting these entities consists of four distinct steps: defining unique attributes of
language entities, defining queries to distinguish between these entities based on attributes,
discovering these entities at runtime, and then using the discovered entities to adapt the run-
time environment by creation, destruction, or reconfiguration. This section describes how
adaptability is expressed entirely within the language; Section 4.4 provides a discussion of
the runtime implementation of adaptability. Section 2.2, which contains a discussion of a
number of different on-demand service discovery approaches, provides a background for the
discussion in this section.
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1 type property is struct(string key ; any value)
Listing 3.14: The Ensemble Property Type
1 // a query definition
2 query example_query(integer alpha; bool beta; string gamma){
3 alpha > 67 and
4 alpha < $remote_key_ex1 or
5 (beta and $remote_key_ex2 != gamma) and
6 can_run(example_actor);
7
8 // a query instance
9 example_instantiation = example_query(1, true, "test");
10 }
Listing 3.15: A Query Clause
3.4.1 Defining Unique Attributes
An actor is defined with a name and a set of interfaces. This name is used when creating
new instances of actors as the compiler can guarantee that no two actors will have the same
name. However, in a distributed context, where applications are compiled independently of
each other, it is possible that there may be multiple actors defined with the same name. This
is equally true of stages. It is important to note that Ensemble has no limitation on actors
from different applications interacting with each other; indeed this is a likelihood given the
runtime reconfiguration of actors. As similarly named actors may be operating within the
same stage, names alone are not suitable to uniquely identify actors. To achieve this goal,
the property type is used.
The property type represents a key-value pair consisting of a string for the key and an
any for the value, Listing 3.14. This struct must be defined by the language as the compiler
ensures that the any type holds a primitive value, otherwise an error is generated. The
primitive value is required to simplify the formulation of queries, Section 3.4.2.
Having actors from different applications working within the same environment could be a
possible security issue. Security considerations were mostly beyond the scope of this project,
but there is a brief discussion in Section 4.7.
3.4.2 Queries
The first step in locating either actors or stages is to define a query. Listing 3.15 shows an
example query definition and is referred to in this section. A query definition is similar to
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a procedure definition in that it has a name and an optional set of parameters, however, the
body of a query definition only consists of a boolean expression.
Application of the boolean expression to the universe of actors (or stages) yields a set of
actors (or stages); the set can be empty, consist of a single actor (or stage), or 2 or more actors
(stages). The expression itself may only use primitive types, which includes the string
and stage types; user-defined types may not be used as this would require the user to
define comparison operators for each defined type. This decision was made to simplify the
queries, and errors are reported at compiletime. The query parameters may also be used in
the expression, so long as they are primitives. Parameters may only be compared against
similarly typed variables or values, otherwise a compiletime error is generated. There are
two exceptions to this rule: remote keys and the can run() operator.
Remote keys are names which refer to the key field of properties which are expected to be
found at the remote stage or actor, (lines 4 & 5). Remote keys are identified by names pre-
fixed with the $ symbol. So as to remove any coupling between actors or stages, it is possible
to use remote keys in a query which do not match properties defined in any stage or actor
within the scope of the query definition. Hence, no compiletime error will be generated for
comparisons against remote keys as the evaluation happens at runtime. Should the remote
key not exist during evaluation, the relevant clause in the expression will return false, pre-
serving the logic of the complete expression in a meaningful way. This has the advantage of
not requiring any central design or coordination of queries or properties in order to guaran-
tee legal operation, although it is the responsibility of the user to guarantee logically correct
operation.
The can run() operator is used to give the developer some advanced indication as to
whether or not a stage will support an actor. The operator takes the name of a defined actor
and returns true if the stage evaluating the query can execute the specified actor, otherwise
false, (line 6).
A query definition is similar to a procedure definition, however, a query definition always
implicitly returns a query type. A query type is the representation of an instance of a
query definition. It is a first class entity in the language, which may be sent along channels
or used in discovery.
Although there are languages, such as SQL, which are designed to specify queries, it was
decided to use a language-specific format to specify the query. This was done to reduce the
amount of extra effort required on the part of the developer, who would be required to learn
SQL or some other domain specific language. Furthermore, it is not yet apparent that the
Ensemble-based approach either lacks sufficient expressiveness or is overly verbose for the
applications discussed in Chapter 5.
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1 actor test presents Itest{
2 props = new properties[1] of property("dummy", any(0));
3
4 constructor(){
5 publish props;
6 }
7 behaviour{
8 // do something
9
10 unpublish;
11
12 // do something else
13
14 receive other_props from input;
15
16 publish other_props;
17 }
18 }
Listing 3.16: Property Definition in Pseudocode
3.4.3 Discovery
Discovery is the process of locating either actors or stages based on the properties that they
possess, which are evaluated by queries. This is different to approaches such as Scala, where
actors are located by an IP address, or Salsa, where actors are located by name or IP address.
Within Ensemble, discovery happens at runtime, and is completely controlled from within
the language. Having all adaptation operations integrated within the language simplifies its
use, expression, and comprehension. There is no need to supply lists of IP addresses, or
hostnames in order to locate or reconfigure the language entities (Section 2.2). That said, it
is required to pre-deploy stages, as they are not configurable from within the language. This
is similar to the MPI approach, and is discussed in Section 4.3.2.
Actor Visibility
Before an actor is discovered it must explicitly have a set of properties associated with it.
This is done by first creating and initialising an array of properties, and then linking this
array with the enclosing actor via the publish statement, Listing 3.16. An actor must
explicitly publish itself in order to be discovered, as actors are not visible by default.
Note that an array of properties may be sent along a channel, rather than being constructed
locally. Again, the publish statement is part of the language, and not part of a library.
Once an actor publishes itself, it may be discovered by other actors.
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The unpublish statement is used to make the calling actor hidden, and removes the asso-
ciated properties. Should an actor wish to update its properties, it need only reissue a publish
statement with the specified properties, rather than first unpublishing. It is important to note
that it is not possible for one actor to publish or unpublish another, as to do so would violate
the encapsulation of actors. This approach gives the user programmable control over how
and in what way an actor is located at runtime.
An actor may only publish a set of unique properties. As property arrays are constructed at
runtime, it is not possible to check this assertion at compiletime. Instead, the runtime will
perform this check and generate an exception if the list does not consist of uniquely named
properties. This is done to ensure correct runtime behaviour.
Actors were chosen as discoverable entities to enable the reconfiguration of channel connec-
tions. Equally, channels could have been chosen instead of actors, however, this would have
increased the complexity of Ensemble applications, as each channel would require a set of
associated properties. Also, accessing channels in this way provides a grouping mechanism
which would not be present when accessing channels directly.
Stage Visibility
Unlike actors, publish and unpublish statements do not apply to stages as they are
always visible. Instead of user-defined arrays of properties, a pre-defined set of properties
are associated with each stage:
• #NAME: A string representing the name of this stage as defined in its definition.
• #CORES: An integer representing the number of CPU cores available at this stage.
• #AVAIL RAM: An integer representing the current number of bytes of free RAM
available at this stage.
• #ACTORS: An integer value representing the current number of actors resident on
this stage.
• #OPENCL: A boolean value indicating if OpenCL actors are supported on this stage.
• #DISTANCE: An integer representing the physical distance between the querying and
queried stage.
• #CPU LOAD: An integer representing the current load across all CPUs as a percent-
age.
• #HOSTNAME: A string representing the name of the underlying physical platform.
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• #NET ADDR: A string representing the network address of the underlying physical
platform.
These properties reflect attributes of the stage instance, as well as runtime values. For exam-
ple, when queried, the #AVAIL RAM property value will represent the amount of free RAM
currently available in the system, rather than a pre-defined value. The #DISTANCE property
is discussed further in Section 4.4.1. This was done to enable decisions to be made when con-
sidering load-balancing at runtime. The control of fine-grained load-balancing from within
the language is beyond the current scope of this work, but is an area of future work. The
current properties are exemplars of appropriate key-value pairs for a stage, and serve as a
starting point for future work; they are not necessarily complete or correct. The decision to
use static properties is discussed further in Section 3.4.6
Finding Actors
Once a query has been defined, published actors must be explicitly discovered via the language-
defined findActors() procedure, Listing 3.17. This procedure takes an interface
type and a query type. The decision to use a language-defined procedure was made as a
simple quasi-English statement, as has been used for other operations in the language, was
not found.
The searching actor is required to specify an interface to ensure that it will be able to safely
and correctly access the channels of any discovered actors. Also, the specified interface acts
as a filter, preventing actors who do not present such an interface from being eligible for
discovery. In order to decouple the design and compilation of Ensemble applications, an
actor is defined as supporting the specified interface if it structurally matches as opposed to
name-based equivalence. The two approaches are discussed in Section 2.2.4. Here, structural
matching was chosen as Ensemble applications are expected to be compiled independently
and still interoperate, hence the functional correctness and type safety of structural equiva-
lence was chosen. The implementation is discussed in Section 4.4.1. Although this approach
does not guarantee semantic correctness, the query can be used to help provide a stronger
guarantee than structural matching alone.
The expression which the specified query represents is evaluated against the properties of
actors which are visible in both the local and remote stages; it is possible to identify only
local actors using the desired (local) stage’s name within the query definition. Actors where
the entire expression within the query evaluates to true are considered eligible, and are
returned to the searching actor. The combination of the interface, properties, and queries can
enable a desired actor or set of actors to be accurately pinpointed.
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1 proc findActors(interface i; query q) : typeof<i>[];
Listing 3.17: Pseudocode for the findStages Prototype
1 // locating a stage via discovery
2 proc findStages(query q) : stage[];
3
4 // creating a stage reference manually
5 a_stage = new stage("192.168.0.1");
6 b_stage = new stage("host.gla.ac.uk);
Listing 3.18: findStages Prototype
Once the search is complete, an array of interfaces of the type specified is returned by the
findActors() procedure to the calling actor. Each interface is a reference to a unique
actor. The main difference between an actor reference created by new and one of these
references being that a reference to a newly created actor can access all channels that the
actor presents, whereas a reference to a discovered actor only enables access to the channels
specified in the interface used to find it. If no actors are found, this array will be empty.
Ensemble does not support generics, and so creating an array of this type is a special case
handled by the compiler. These interfaces have the type of the interface passed to the
findActors() procedure. Also, as the type and number of available channels is known at
compiletime, the compiler can generate errors if the actor reference itself or the dereferenced
channels are used improperly. These interfaces may be used in the same way as any other
interface (Section 3.1.3). It is important to note that located actors may have more channels
than specified in the interface used for discovery. Although actors may present multiple
interfaces, they are only considered eligible should the specified interface match at least one
of the presented interfaces.
Currently, there is no way of distinguishing between the actors which have been returned
from a discovery. The only certainty is that all references support the specified interface, and
meet the conditions defined in the query. In situations where a more specific choice needs to
be made, a search can be repeated using a query with more precise requirements.
Another approach would be to provide a function to the discovery process which would apply
an ordering to the results. The sorting condition would refer to the properties referenced by
the boolean expression in the query. This is the approach taken in the DPL language [108],
and is a potential avenue of future work.
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Finding Stages
The process of locating stages is similar to and simpler than locating actors. In order to
discover a stage the findStages() procedure is used, Listing 3.18. Like actors, this pro-
cedure takes a query type, but does not require an interface as stages do not use interfaces
or channels. This procedure will return an array representing the stages which were found
and that satisfied the specified query. If no matching stages were found, this array will be
empty. Also like actors, there is not currently any way of distinguishing between the stages
which have been returned. The only certainty is that all stages in the array meet the condi-
tions specified in the query. Again, to find a specific stage, a more precise query could be
reissued, or a sorting condition could be supplied.
As well as gaining a reference to a stage via discovery, a developer may create a reference
to a stage manually using a network address or hostname. Listing 3.18 has an example of
creating a reference to a stage at a known network address, in this case an IP address, and
a hostname. Creating a reference to a stage in this manner does not guarantee the existence
of a stage at the specified network address. This assertion is only tested when trying to use
a stage in an adaptation operation, as discussed in the remainder of this section. This option
can be useful when the topology of the distributed system is known a priori, and the ad-hoc
discovery mechanism is superfluous.
Once a reference to a stage is obtained, it can be either sent to another actor or used to modify
the runtime configuration of actors, as described in the following section.
3.4.4 Actor Adaptation
The motivation to adapt or change the runtime environment of different types of application
in different domains has been established in Section 2.2. Consequently, this section will
describe how Ensemble supports adaptation or reconfiguration at runtime from within the
language.
Spawn
Spawning an actor is the process of creating a new actor at an explicitly specified stage;
this stage can be the current stage, or a different stage. Spawning a new actor is similar to
creating an actor with the new keyword, with the addition of a reference to the stage at which
it should be created. As with new, the constructor of the desired actor should be supplied;
this includes constructors which require any values or variables. Listing 3.19 shows different
variations of actors being spawned.
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1 behaviour{
2 stages = findStages(example_query);
3 if(stages.length > 0) then{
4 // create a baby actor without a reference
5 spawn baby() at stages[0];
6
7 spawn baby(1, "hello", example_proc()) at stages[0];
8
9 // create a baby actor with a reference
10 reference = spawn baby() at stages[0];
11 }
12 }
Listing 3.19: Spawn in Ensemble
1 behaviour{
2 stages = findStages(example_query);
3 if(stages.length > 0) then{
4 // migrate the actor to the stage referenced by stages[0]
5 migrate stages[0];
6 }
7 }
Listing 3.20: Migrate in Ensemble
Actors may be spawned either with or without a reference to the new actor, Listing 3.19
lines 10 and 5, respectively. Actors which are spawned with a reference are semantically
equivalent to an actor created with the new keyword, the only difference is that actors created
with new can only be local, whereas actors created with spawn can be either local or remote.
It is also important to note that actors which represent OpenCL kernels (Section 3.3) can also
be spawned.
Should a stage be unreachable while trying to spawn, the StageNotFoundException
will be thrown. If the actor cannot be created at the stage, an appropriate exception will be
thrown in the actor invoking the spawn to reflect the problem. The most common exception
is the ConnectionFailureException exception. If an exception is generated, the
actor will not be spawned.
Migration
Unlike other actor-based languages, Ensemble natively supports actor migration without the
need for extra-language constructs. Migration is an explicit action in the language which
pauses the execution of the invoking actor, moves the actor, its channels, and its state to
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1 behaviour{
2 // replace the actor referenced by baby
3 // with a new child actor
4 replace baby with child();
5 }
Listing 3.21: Replacement in Ensemble
a different stage, and continues the execution of the actor immediately after the migration
operation, Listing 3.20.
Migration is an actor specific operation, and can only be invoked by the calling actor; one
actor cannot explicitly tell another actor to migrate. This follows the spirit of actor encap-
sulation and again serves to simplify the programming model. This also removes the need
to have language primitives which will fix or unfix an actor to a particular stage, as in
Emerald [109], which was required to prevent actors migrating each other. Such functional-
ity could be provided at the application level if required.
Actors who have references to files or other resources which are located on a particular
physical machine are not allowed to be migrated. This is enforced at compiletime as the
compiler is aware of the relevant types. This limitation can be overcome by using actors
and channels to abstract such location-dependent types. An example of this is seen in the
media player application, Section 5.3.1. Here, file access is abstracted by an actor which
accepts file names and returns byte streams. This approach could be extended by having all
I/O interaction being abstracted by system actors. This would have the added advantage that
such actors can be discovered at runtime. Currently, there are a number of system actors
which abstract hardware access, however direct access is left to provide the developer with
choice.
As well as all of an actor’s code and state, any actor connected by channels before it per-
forms a migration operation, will still be connected after a migration from either actor’s
perspective. Should an error occur during migration, the actor will not be moved to the new
stage, instead continuing on the original stage, and an appropriate exception will be gener-
ated. This is a similar situation to spawning a new actor. Note that it is legal to migrate
an actor to the stage it is currently on, however it is not legal to migrate an actor which
represents an OpenCL kernel, this is discussed in Section 4.5.3.
Replacement
As well as the ability to move actors between stages, it was also desired that actors be re-
placeable at runtime. This is useful in situations where an actor is not operating as desired
due to incorrect or outdated software. This situation is particularly observed in WSNs, where
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hardware is often difficult to access after deployment [110]. In such situations, it is prefer-
able to update remotely via software, rather than retrieve the device, reprogram, and then
re-deploy; this is generally known as over-the-air programming. Although not yet fully im-
plemented, the following is a description of the semantics of replacement.
The replacement statement requires a reference to the actor to be replaced, and the construc-
tor of the new actor, as shown in Listing 3.21. As with spawn, constructors with arguments
may be used. The new actor will inherit all the channels and connections of the actor it
replaces. Consequently, the new actor must present at least the same number and type
of channels as the actor being replaced. This assertion can be partially guaranteed by the
compiler at compiletime, as the channels of the new and old actor can be compared; if
they do not match an error is generated. However, actors which are located via the dis-
covery mechanism may present more channels than are specified in the interface which is
used to locate them (Section 3.4.3). In this case, it is not possible to ensure correctness at
compiletime. Hence, it is the responsibility of the runtime to ensure correctness. Should
the new actor not be compatible, the ActorNotCompatibleException will be gen-
erated. As the language is designed to be used by non-experts or non-computing scientists,
the use of reflection or runtime analysis to either indicate why the actors are incompatible
or fix the issue was undesirable. Instead, a new way of discovering actors was introduced:
findReplaceable(). This function is identical to findActors() except that only
actors where all of the specified and examined channels match are considered as being eligi-
ble to be returned. In this way, findReplaceable() provides a mechanism to avoid the
ActorNotCompatibleException.
While ensuring that the same channels are present in both the new and old actors provides
type-safety and functional correctness, it does not guarantee that correct and safe interaction
with other actors. This is especially true as the new actor does not need to have the same
state, procedure or query definitions. To minimise this, an actor is conceptually replaced
at the beginning of an iteration of its behaviour clause. This means that an actor must wait
until all internal operations and external interactions with other actors have completed before
being replaced. This provides a clear point at which to reason about the logic of replacement.
Languages like Erlang and Scala support the idea of runtime code replacement, or “hot-
swapping” of code, however this refers to logic, rather than the combination of logic and
state.
Currently, the replace statement and the findReplaceable() operation are sup-
ported, hence there are no modifications required to the language to enable replacement.
Also, the VM supports the discovery of replaceable actors, however, the final implementa-
tion of replacing an actor is not yet complete.
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3.4.5 Location Transparency Via Channels
The use of message-passing is one of the main advantages of the actor model. Apart from
facilitating the isolation of actors, it can also abstract the locations of actors while enabling
communication. Hence, actors in the same or different stages can interact in the same way,
without any change to existing code; all channel operations in Ensemble are location trans-
parent.
Given that all distributed environments are subject to non-deterministic failures, this must
be reflected within the language and is done so via exceptions. Exceptions related to com-
munication in Ensemble are mainly generated from failure in the underlying communication
medium or runtime.
As well as these failures, there is one which is generated from an inconsistent state in the lan-
guage. The ChannelNotFoundException is generated by the language when a channel
cannot be located during a connect operation. This situation can occur in between gaining
an actor reference, either via a channel or discovery, and the referenced actor having mi-
grated to a different stage or expired. This is an issue with the runtime as it only updates
references with explicit connections, such as channels, on migration. This particular excep-
tion indicates that the last known stage was contacted and replied, but the desired actor and
channel could not be found, as opposed to some hardware or software failure. In this case,
a new reference to the actor must be acquired. This can happen for both local and remote
channels, however, most often occurs for remote channels. This exceptions tells the user
that the last known stage for the referenced actor is alive, and responding to queries. Should
the stage be dead, the StageNotFoundException is thrown. In this situation the actor
attempting to connect may either try a different channel or repeat the discovery process to
locate the actor at its new stage.
Once a connection has been made between two channels, it will persist regardless if either of
the connected channels is sent as data across channels, or the actor who owns the channels
migrates between stages. It is the responsibility of the runtime to ensure this.
When using channels to communicate, the TIMEOUT exception is thrown to indicate that the
attempt to push or pull data across the specified channel has gone beyond a system-defined
timeout value. It is important to understand the situations in which this can happen, as a
single unreachable connection is not enough to generate an exception. When attempting to
push or pull data on a channel, a timeout will only be generated once all possible connections
have failed to adequately indicate that they cannot convey data. For example, an exception
will not be generated if at least one connection is able to indicate that it has no data avail-
able to push/pull, as the actor would block on this channel. This obeys the communication
semantics discussed in Section 3.1.2, as the non-responsive channels can be considered as
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unconnected. An exception would only be generated if all connections do not reply with any
useful information, which indicates a hardware or software failure.
Although an actor can only be discovered when published, once the channels of an actor
have been bound to, the visibility of the actor has no effect on the ability to use these chan-
nels. Consequently, by discovering actor references through the discovery mechanism, the
channels of an actor can be accessed and bound to; the location of the actor is irrelevant.
From a language perspective, location transparency is a simple goal to achieve as, by design,
the channel operations do not change for local or remote connections. The main effort to
support location transparency is found in the implementation, Section 4.4.2.
3.4.6 Stage Adaptation
The combination of reconfigurable channel topologies and actor placement enables the fine-
grained modification of Ensemble applications at runtime. However, in some situations it is
more desirable to operate at the more coarse-grained level of applications, rather than that of
actors. The stage provides an appropriate language construct for this level of abstraction.
Although stage migration is not currently supported, the following is a discussion of using
the stage as a unit of application adaptation.
By using a stage to contain all actors of an application, or all actors of a certain equivalence
class, and then migrating this stage between physical machines, entire sets of actors can be
moved in a simple, logical action. From the actor’s perspective they are still acting within
the same stage, and all channel connections would be unaffected. There are a number of
considerations with this approach.
Firstly, with this approach the responsibility is on the programmer to use stages in an appro-
priate manner. Just as a developer may use an actor per application or an actor per procedure,
all actors could be held in a single stage, or spread across multiple stages.
Secondly, migrating an application of actors is currently possible without migrating stages.
By maintaining a set of channels connected to actors in an application, a user could manually
inform each actor that it should migrate to a specific stage, with each actor listening for
this message and migrating itself. Here, an array of channels can be used to abstract an
application of actors. This has the advantage that the actors need not be on a single stage,
but does require the user to manually inform each actor to migrate. Stage migration would
offer a simpler abstraction.
Thirdly, stages are currently created and destroyed outwith the language, from the command-
line. Although the ability to move a stage between physical locations is not yet implemented,
stage migration would also be controlled in the same manner, and would not require any
modification to the language. Manipulation of a stage in this manner would enable a third
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party to control load balancing of sets of actors based on external factors, such as resource
constraints or policy decisions. Similarly, implementing load-balancing within the runtime
would enable automated stage/actor reconfiguration, but this is an area of future work.
By enabling adaptation at both the actor level and the stage level it would be possible to
have both coarse-grained and fine-grained control over the runtime arrangement of loci of
computation and resource consumption in a way which is natural to the actor-model.
3.5 Summary
This chapter introduced the Ensemble programming language which was created to enable
an exploration of the hypothesis with respect to actors, given the limitation of other existing
approaches as identified in Section 2.1. The use of actors naturally provides race-free mem-
ory access, and parallelism. In addition, the following three areas have been introduced.
Memory Consumption To reduce runtime memory consumption required by the shared-
nothing semantics of the actor model, a movable memory space was added to the language.
Unlike similar approaches, movability is expressed very simply in the language by a single
keyword (mov), using compiletime analysis to ensure its correct usage.
Accelerator-Based Concurrency Noting the parallel between accelerator-based con-
currency and the actor model of programming, Ensemble is the first to natively enable an
OpenCL kernel to be expressed as an actor, where the idea of host and device interaction is
more naturally expressed as actors, and explicit memory movement is abstracted by chan-
nel operations. Memory optimisations are available through the use of movability. Also,
by expressing the kernel as Ensemble source code, compiletime assistance is provided to
create correct kernels, and verbose initialisation of OpenCL is automatically handled by the
runtime.
Adaptive Programming By leveraging the encapsulation of actors, the remote creation,
relocation and replacement of actors at stages is provided natively within the language. A
language mechanism is provided to both describe and discover actors or stages based on
inherent properties, such as type, as well as user-defined properties at runtime, rather than
predefined configuration files. Furthermore, channel connections between actors are sup-
ported both locally and remotely. This is irrespective of the physical location of the actor or
stage.
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Chapter 4
The Ensemble Virtual Machine
In order to realise the actor-based programming model presented by Ensemble in Chap-
ter 3, it was necessary to create a runtime environment. This runtime needs to support the
actor-based programming model, as well as runtime adaptation, location transparent channel
operations, and OpenCL kernels. Additionally, this must be done in a way which is sup-
ported across multiple hardware platforms with vastly different operating characteristics and
resource constraints.
To achieve this, it was decided that Ensemble applications would be compiled into an IR
and executed by a VM. Having a platform-independent representation enables the adaptation
described in the language to be achieved without the need for multiple compiler backends and
hardware specific binaries. Instead, the compiler need only target a single VM. Section 2.2
discusses the merits of different intermediate representations. Java bytecodes were chosen
as the instructions for the VM due to general familiarity Java bytecodes in the computing
community. Howeverm these bytecodes have been modified to meet the size and memory
requirements of this work. In this section the term runtime will be used to refer to the
combination of the VM and the C-based InceOS implementation upon which it rests. InceOS
is described in Section 4.1.
Section 4.2 describes how Ensemble applications are compiled to augmented Java bytecodes.
Section 4.3 discusses the design and implementation of a modified JVM to execute Ensemble
applications. This work is expanded upon in Section 4.4 to include support for runtime
adaptation and inter-stage channel communication. Support for the abstraction of OpenCL
kernels by actors is discussed in Section 4.5. Section 4.6 describes the modification to the
compilation process and runtime to support Ensemble applications on embedded hardware.
There is a brief discussion of security concerns caused by the actor model supported in this
work in Section 4.7, and then a summary of the points raised in Section 4.8.
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4.1 InceOS
The virtual machine described in this chapter is built upon the actor-specific operating system
InceOS [22]. InceOS was originally designed to execute on the embedded Tmote Sky [111]
platform, however, during the course of this work, it has been expanded upon and ported to
more platforms. A more complete description of the internal mechanics of InceOS, as well
as a detailed space and performance evaluation has been documented [112].
InceOS is a C-based pre-emptive multitasking operating system, where the unit of execution
is the actor. By default, each actor is represented as a data structure containing system
information, the actor’s state and channels, plus a single thread of control. Section 4.3.2
describes the use of threads in more detail. The OS provides a system call API to control the
life cycle of actors: creation, modification, and destruction. The OS also natively supports
the interaction of actors via message passing, ensuring the shared-nothing semantics. Again,
this control is provided via a system call API.
The OS enables dynamic memory allocation using either first fit or best fit allocations poli-
cies, however, this can be configured and/or extended. Also, the OS provides garbage collec-
tion via a reference counting system. Access to system hardware, such as timers, radios, file
systems, networking, and sensors is achieved via system actors, discussed in Section 3.1.8.
This helps to remove environmental dependencies by having user actors interact with system
hardware via message passing, thus giving location transparency.
The default scheduling of actors is done in a round-robin fashion, where system actors which
have been woken by a hardware interrupt, such as a button press, are scheduled at the head
of the queue. As well as facilitating message communication, the OS is able to use the
channel-based connections between actors to help schedule the actors. Specifically, the OS
only contains a run queue and a kill queue. Actors which are blocked waiting for messages
do not need to be stored in a queue, and are only rescheduled when a message is either
being requested or delivered. This is achieved by examining the references which are held
internally by the OS. Hence, the interaction of actors determines their scheduling. Should
actors be computationally intensive and not block, they will be pre-empted, and the system
will default to round-robin to ensure fairness.
4.2 Compiling Ensemble Applications
Figure 4.1 shows the process of compiling an Ensemble application to an executable format.
Firstly, the Ensemble source is translated to Java source code. Section 2.2.3 discusses the
justification of using Java bytecode. Next, the Java source is compiled to Java bytecode
using the Java compiler (javac). The class files which are generated are combined with
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Figure 4.1: Ensemble Compilation Process
ChannelIn<integer> int_chan = new ChannelIn<integer>(0, "i");
Listing 4.1: Java Definition of an IN Channel with no Buffer, which Conveys an Integer
a standard library, also implemented in Java, and are then passed through a custom linker,
which generates new class files containing augmented bytecode. These bytecodes are then
executed by the Ensemble VM.
4.2.1 Representing Ensemble In Java
After the validity of an Ensemble application has been checked by the compiler, it generates a
Java source code version of the application. This is straightforward as Ensemble’s arithmetic
operations, memory allocation, and array or structure dereferencing are naturally expressed
in Java. All actions which are specific to Ensemble, such as actor, channel, discovery, adap-
tation or OpenCL operations, are represented by Java methods. As these are operations, Java
classes are not required. These methods are defined in a standard library, but only act as
wrappers to underlying operations in the runtime, see Section 4.2.2. The actors, channels,
interfaces, structures, and arrays are represented as Java classes.
Actors
Each actor in an Ensemble application is compiled to a Java class which extends a standard
Actor class. Both actor state and channels from interfaces are stored as fields in the class.
The predefined Actor class is necessary to provide a static start method which is used to
begin the execution of an actor as a new and independent entity. There is also a static stop
method, which is used to stop the execution of the actor. Both functions act as hooks into the
VM.
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Channels
A channel is represented by either the ChannelIn or ChannelOut class, where one class
is instantiated for each Ensemble channel. The classes are generic, meaning that the data
type which is conveyed by the channel is generated by the compiler, rather than having all
channels convey the Object type. javac will type-check all channel operations at com-
piletime in addition to the Ensemble compiler, hence no runtime type-checking is necessary.
The Ensemble compiler outputs the appropriate type of the channel based on its definition in
the application. Listing 4.1 shows the Java representation of a channel which accepts an in-
teger. The constructor for the channel will take an integer to indicate the size of the channel’s
buffer and a string representing an encoding of the type of the data conveyed by the channel.
The string encoding is needed for remote channels, and is discussed in Section 4.4.2. Note
that only in channels may have a buffer specified, as described in Section 3.1.2.
Channels are one of the classes treated specially by the VM. A Java channel wraps a native
InceOS channel, and applications use native Java methods to access the underlying InceOS C
functions. These functions pass data opaquely from sender to receiver, so the size of the type
being passed must be specified when creating an InceOS channel directly. An advantage of
generics is that all Java channels simply pass a pointer, hence the specified size is the same
for all data. A drawback to using generics is that primitives must be boxed and unboxed
before and after being passed over a channel, which can be time-consuming if a channel is
used frequently.
Structures
Structures defined in Ensemble are also represented by Java classes, where the fields of the
Ensemble struct are replicated in the Java class. Ensemble interfaces are defined similarly,
but only contain channels. In this context, an Ensemble interface has no relation to a Java in-
terface. Both structures and interfaces extend the EnsembleStruct class which contains
the prototypes of the duplicate() and onReceived() functions.
The duplicate method is used to create a deep copy of the struct and its fields before it
is sent across a channel. For each struct class, the compiler will generate appropriate Java
code to duplicate the fields used in the class. The onReceived method is invoked on the
data received from a channel. This is necessary when the data being sent is a channel, as the
ownership of the channel must be transferred to the receiving actor to maintain actor encap-
sulation, see Section 4.3.4. Again, the compiler will generate appropriate code to override
this function if required.
As an aside, Ensemble variables of type any are represented by the Object type, with
other objects being cast appropriately.
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4.2.2 Linker
After the Java source code has been generated, both it and the standard library are compiled
by the Java compiler to generate class files. The resulting class files are then passed through
the Ensemble linker. The purpose of the linker is to modify both the structure and contents
of the class files to be more suitable for Ensemble applications.
Java bytecodes were chosen as the intermediate representation due to the maturity of both
Java and its community. Specifically, there are many tools and libraries designed to work
with Java bytecodes for development, optimisation, and analysis. Also, Java bytecodes and
the JVM are well documented. This serves to simplify both current and future development
of the Ensemble VM.
Interaction with Native Code
The Ensemble VM is built upon InceOS directly, meaning that the lifecycle operations of
actors and channels are implemented in C. In Java, this functionality is accessed through na-
tive Java methods. A native method is called from the JVM [113], but has been implemented
in a different language. This necessitates the use of a C-like stack, in addition to the JVM
thread’s stack. In a standard JVM, native methods are called using the same instructions as
normal methods, and the constant pool is used to resolve and load the necessary native code.
Instead of this, a new invokenative bytecode instruction has been introduced within
the Ensemble VM specifically for calling native methods. This instruction behaves like
invokestatic, except that its argument is treated as identifying a native method rather
than an interpreted method. The structure of most native methods is to extract native data
from the arguments, to make a system call, and to convert any result back into Java form.
The existing invocation instructions invokestatic, invokespecial, and
invokevirtual are only used to invoke interpreted methods.
A standard library of Java native methods is used to represent certain InceOS operations,
such as sending data across a channel. These methods are only wrappers for native methods,
and are declared with the native keyword to indicate this to the compiler. The linker will
generate a C header file containing both a macro per wrapper function and the number of
stack frames used by that function’s parameters. This is necessary to clear the parameters
from the stack after the function has been called. This approach means that native methods
must be static. There is currently no support for virtual invocation of native methods, but this
has not been found necessary in implementing Ensemble applications.
The new bytecode has reduced the amount of space required at runtime as no bytecode repre-
sentation of the standard library is required. Instead, the interpreter need only use the number
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of the native method, as defined in the macros of the generated header file. This is more ef-
ficient as most native methods, such as creating channels, will always be present within the
runtime. For those which are not, conditional compilation can be used to reduce runtime
resource consumption. This is particularly useful when targeting embedded platforms, see
Section 4.6.
4.2.3 Dependencies
Although actors do not share state, they do share types. This is true in both the language and
the runtime, where it is necessary to have actors create user data types or invoke procedures.
While this sharing does not lead to inconsistent state in the language, it does generate depen-
dencies between the class files which represent these types at runtime. This is necessary for
actor adaptation, see Section 4.4.3.
To address this, the compiler determines the dependencies between the different Ensemble
entities before generating the Java source code. When creating the Java classes that represent
the Ensemble types, the compiler generates the custom @dependency annotation for the
class being generated. This annotation contains a list of classes upon which the class cur-
rently being generated depends. The linker uses this annotation, and embeds both the number
and names of the dependencies into the class file for the particular type. During any action
which would potentially require a new data type to be present in a stage, such as a spawn
or migrate, the runtime can use this information to determine any unmet dependencies. In
the future, it would be better to use runtime analysis of the class file’s symbolic references
to determine dependencies, rather than store these directly in the class file, thus reducing the
size of class files.
As well as explicit inter-class dependencies, the compiler also optimises for subroutine us-
age. Procedures or queries which are defined either outwith or within an actor only have Java
code generated if they are invoked within an actor. This means that space is not consumed
for subroutines which are never invoked. However, this does mean that each actor will have
its own copy of any invoked subroutine. Although this may lead to multiple copies of the
same function, it is useful for reducing inter-class dependencies, as well as simplifying the
spawn and migration process discussed in Section 4.4.3.
Class File Format
Java class files contain member definitions (fields and methods), metadata, and constant
pools. Past analyses of Java programs show that, on average, class files can be as little
as 33% method definitions [114], and only 20% bytecode [115]. However, this may not
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Data Standard library Programs
(33 class files) (20 class files)
Constant pool 66.5% 67.5%
Class metadata used 0.2% 0.2%
Class metadata unused 5.2% 7.6%
Field metadata used 0.2% 0.2%
Field metadata unused 7.4% 1.5%
Method metadata used 2.3% 2.7%
Bytecode 3.5% 7.3%
Method metadata unused 14.6% 13.0%
Method total 20.4% 23.0%
Total used 72.8% 78.0%
Total unused 27.2% 22.0%
Table 4.1: Average percentage composition of class files. ‘Used’ and ‘unused’ indicate
whether information is present in the modified class file.
be representative of Ensemble applications, and in particular the standard library, which
contains mainly class and native method definitions.
The class files from the standard library and various Ensemble programs have been analysed
to find how much of their data can be discarded. The results are shown in Table 4.1. Most
of the unused data is related to linking. The rest is mainly metadata related to Java features
unsupported by the VM, or which is encoded in the VM’s new instructions (e.g. the size
of fields, and whether methods are native). Appendix B fully describes the new class file
format.
Inter-Class References
Currently, the class files representing specific Ensemble entities are symbolically referenced
by name. If all Ensemble applications were compiled from a single source file, the compiler
would be able to ensure that no two types could have the same name, hence this referencing
approach would be safe. However, as Ensemble applications are designed to be able to work
together when compiled independently, this approach does not guarantee uniqueness - two
distinct types may posses the same name.
To solve this problem using a decentralised approach, a unique naming scheme is adopted.
By taking a MD5 hash [116] of an Ensemble type’s class file at compiletime, a 128-bit
identifier is produced to identify a class in place of a literal name. The Java Universally
Unique ID (UUID) library1 is used to generate this number. Using a hash of the post-linked
class file has the advantage that if two identical actors are compiled independently, they will
1http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/UUID.html - Accessed February 2015
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posses the same UUID. The generation and use of UUIDs is not visible to either the language
or the user.
As a UUID is represented as a finite number, it does not guarantee a truly unique number
- it is possible that two different classes will hash to the same UUID. There are a number
of points to consider. Firstly, by inspecting the number of bits used in the UUID and the
approach used in the library, there are 2126 potential values which the UUID may take. This
is sufficiently large for the purposes of this work, making a collision extremely improbable.
Should this not be sufficient, it may be possible to increase the number of bits used to repre-
sent the key. Also, metadata may be used to add context specific information. Examples of
such meta data include the literal name of the type, or the string encoding used for the type.
Secondly, as the UUID is generated from the class file, it is possible that two actors which
have been named distinctly may be found as equivalent. This is essentially structural match-
ing. Unlike the discussion in Section 3.4.3, this will not lead to unexpected logical errors.
For raw types, there is no issue in choosing one type over another if they are structurally
the same. For actor classes, the UUID includes the actual implementation of the behaviour
clause in addition to the data types used. This means that both the actor’s state and logic are
used to generate the UUID, hence the UUID is generated from a unique representation of the
actor.
Encoding
Although the compiler ensures that only valid Ensemble applications will compile success-
fully, the presence of runtime discovery, reconfiguration, distribution, and the any type re-
quires that there exist some encoding of an entity’s type at runtime.
Encodings fall into two categories: those which represent primitive types, and those which
represent aggregate types, such as structs and actors. Table B.1 in Appendix B describes
the mapping between types and encodings. This string-based encoding was chosen as it
was simple, both to implement and to perform type comparisons at runtime. In the future,
using the hash of an encoding, rather than the encoding itself, may be more space and time
efficient.
Similarly to the inter-class dependencies discussed in Section 4.2.3, the compiler will deter-
mine an encoding for an entity’s type at compiletime, and annotate the class file generated
for this type with the custom @encoding annotation containing the string encoding. The
linker will then encode this information into the class file. Also, an encoding of the data
which a channel conveys is supplied to a channel when created. This is necessary for com-
munication across remote channels, see Section 4.4.2. As runtime type information is only
required in the distributed case, its use has been kept to a minimum.
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Optimisations
Although Ensemble applications are translated to Java source code, and then compiled using
the Java compiler, they do not use all the features of Java. As well as not implementing a
number of Java features, the linker performs a number of optimisations to reduce the size of
the class file.
‘Static Only’ Classes In Java, all methods and fields must be part of a class; there is no
such thing as a ‘top-level method’ or a global variable. However, some classes within the
standard library contain only static methods and static fields which are never instantiated,
never extended, and never used as the type of a variable. As this only applies to classes
which are integral to the runtime and are always present on each stage, there is no need to
include a class definition for them; only the methods and fields themselves are included.
A class suitable for this treatment is marked with the custom @static only annotation
by the compiler, which is detected by the linker. All wrapper classes for system actors are
marked as static only, giving significant space savings.
Empty Methods Java object construction occurs in two stages. The new instruction allo-
cates the memory required for an object, and then the object’s constructor is called. All Java
classes are required to have a constructor. javac generates default constructors where nec-
essary, which do nothing but call the superclass’s constructor, to ensure this rule is satisfied.
This leads to long chains of calls to methods that do no useful work at all.
The linker detects these methods and removes them from the generated class files. All calls
to these methods are also removed. This continues iteratively until all constructors and static
methods which do nothing, transitively, have been removed. Some modification of the byte-
code around the removed call sites is necessary to ensure correct execution. In particular,
method arguments which are pushed to the operand stack before a call must now be disposed
of as the call no longer happens. If an argument was pushed immediately before the call, the
pushing instruction is removed; otherwise, an appropriate number of pop instructions are
inserted.
Virtual methods are not removed even if they do nothing, so that virtual calls continue to
work as expected.
Native Methods The invokenative instruction refers to native methods by IDs as-
signed by the linker, made available to the VM through a C header file. Hence no information
about native methods is stored.
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Direct Bytecode Generation Ensemble applications are currently compiled to Java,
and then to bytecode using javac, before being modified by the linker. There would be
several advantages in compiling Ensemble directly to augmented bytecode:
• Reduction in code size – a number of the classes and methods in the standard library
exist only for compatibility with the code generated by javac. Certain methods in
the ‘primitive classes’ such as Integer, and classes to support exceptions, are not
strictly necessary, but are required to link with classes generated by javac.
• Optimisation of bytecode – the code generated by javac might not represent En-
semble idioms in the most efficient way. Optimising at the compilation stage, with
knowledge of the changes to the instruction set made by the VM, might be easier than
attempting to optimise javac-generated bytecode in the linker.
• Variable and stack usage – the Ensemble VM uses bitmaps to record which local
variables and stack slots contain objects, so that garbage collection works correctly.
These must be maintained at runtime because javac-generated code reuses slots for
different types throughout the lifetime of a method call. By contrast, in Darjeeling
(Section 2.2.2) a frame has separate variables and stacks for objects and primitives, so
that the information needed for garbage collection is available statically [49]. This is
possible because of the extensive bytecode rewriting Darjeeling performs during the
linking stage. A similar process could be adopted in Ensemble.
Although there are clear advantages, time constraints prevented the use of direct bytecode
generation in this work.
4.3 Ensemble VM Design and Implementation
Once compiled to Ensemble class files containing augmented Java bytecodes, Ensemble
applications are interpreted by the Ensemble Virtual Machine (EVM). The EVM is a spe-
cialised Java virtual machine [113] which is designed to execute Ensemble applications on
a range of hardware platforms including highly resource-constrained platforms, reasonably-
provisioned platforms, well-provisioned platforms, and highly-parallel hardware platforms.
The EVM is implemented on top of InceOS both on bare metal and on Linux-based plat-
forms.
The choice to create a new VM, as opposed to using the JVM, was three-fold. Firstly, the
JVM is designed to execute Java applications. As described throughout Section 4.2, there are
a number of Java features which are not useful to actor-based applications, hence the JVM
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does not best fit the needs of this work. Secondly, although targeting the JVM would enable
Ensemble applications to execute on a large number of JVM supported hardware platforms,
these platforms predominately fit into the reasonably to well-provisioned category. This
work is focused on exploring the use of actors in a wider spectrum of hardware platforms.
Also, as the hardware platforms become more constrained, so too does the support for Java
features. Thirdly, targeting the JVM would not enable the native support of actor runtime
adaptation, specifically thread migration. To do so would require the JVM to enable access
to the state of running threads, which will never be supported in the JVM due to security
concerns. As discussed in Section 2.2.5, the alternatives either increase space overheads,
increase performance cost, or require the use of modified JVMs.
As the EVM is intended to operate across a large number of hardware platforms, a bal-
ance must be found between space consumption and performance. For smaller, resource-
constrained platforms, the EVM must optimise for space, whereas, the EVM for larger plat-
forms must optimise for time. Hence, the following discussion will leave the reader noting a
number of obvious optimisations.
4.3.1 JVM Support
Although executing a form of Java bytecodes, the EVM is not designed to support Java
applications. This is in contrast to other actor languages such as Scala and Salsa which are
compiled to Java bytecodes in order to run on JVMs. Consequently, the following JVM
features are not supported:
• Synchronisation - As there is no shared state or locking mechanisms in Ensemble,
there is no need to synchronise. More generally, there is no need to support the
Java concurrency model.
• The Java Standard Library - Ensemble has its own standard library. Only a minimum
number of classes from java.lang are supported, with as few methods as possible.
These classes include Object, String and primitive wrapper classes. They are
necessary due to the use of Java source code in the compilation process.
• Reflection - Ensemble does not enable the use of reflection in applications. Apart
from the complexity that this would introduce, it also has the possibility to break actor
encapsulation. Consequently, no API support is available for reflection. Although
some type information is available at runtime for use with adaptation, it is only visible
to the runtime.
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Figure 4.2: Architecture of the Ensemble VM
• Interfaces - Ensemble does have an interface type, which is used to add channels to
actors. These interfaces are distinct from Java interfaces. As Ensemble is not object-
orientated, interfaces are not used to dictate the implementation of actors in the Java
sense. Although inheritance is used in the Java representation of an Ensemble appli-
cation, this is done for convenience and is not visible to the developer.
As these features are not used, the bytecodes associated with them have not been imple-
mented. Some features, such as multidimensional arrays and exceptions are supported, but
in a restricted fashion.
4.3.2 Structure of the Ensemble VM
The structure of the Ensemble VM is shown in Figure 4.2. Each VM represents a stage.
A stage is described as a memory space, rather than a physical machine, because multiple
stages may conceptually exist within a single machine. Note that this is not currently the
case, see Section 4.4.2.
The VM either executes as a process on Linux-based systems, or as the sole application on
InceOS-based systems. Within the VM, a thread is created for each actor. When the VM is
executing on Linux-based systems, the Pthread library [117] is used. When the runtime
is executing on InceOS, the InceOS thread library is used. Each actor thread executes C
code which interprets the bytecode representation of an actor’s behaviour clause. The thread
executes the interpreter in an infinite loop until explicitly told to stop in the language, at
which point the actor and its resources are garbage collected, and the thread exits. The
daemon actor is implemented in C, and is executed natively by a thread, rather than an
interpreter.
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Platform RAM Storage Processor OS Networking
Desktop 16GB 1TB Core i7: 4 cores @ 3.3GHz Linux Ethernet/wifi/Bluetooth
Laptop 8GB 500GB Core i7: 2 cores @ 2.4GHz Linux Ethernet/wifi/Bluetooth
GPU 4GB N/A 64 threads x 44 cores @ 1.03GHz Linux N/A
RaspberryPi 256MB 8GB 1 core @ 700MHz Linux Ethernet/wifi/Bluetooth
Lego NXT 64KB 256KB 1 core @ 60MHz InceOS Bluetooth
Tmote Sky 10KB 48KB 1 core @ 8MHZ InceOS Zigbee
Table 4.2: Specification of the Ensemble Supported Platforms
The VM maintains lists of the loaded classes. It also keeps lists of all created actors and
channels.
4.3.3 Supported Platforms
One of the key challenges being addressed by this work is the growing use of connected,
heterogeneous hardware platforms, and the challenge of programming such systems. In
order to show that applications using the actor model simplify programming such systems,
it was necessary to implement the EVM on a number of different hardware platforms. There
are currently seven supported hardware platforms, which are described in Table 4.2. The
platforms have been split into four equivalence classes which represent a range of different
scales of computing hardware:
• Highly-provisioned and parallel hardware in blue.
• Normally-provisioned or common hardware in green.
• Reasonably-provisioned hardware in orange.
• Highly-constrained or embedded hardware in red.
These platforms were chosen to show both the applicability of the actor model of computa-
tion at different levels of computing scale, and also the feasibility and usefulness of adapt-
ability across the platforms. Note that parallel hardware architectures, such as the GPU and
multicore platforms, are accessed via OpenCL, which is discussed in Section 4.5. Also, due
to severe resource constraints, the EVM is implemented in a reduced fashion on the Tmote
Sky platform. This is discussed in Section 4.6. Because of this, the EVM was ported to
the Lego NXT platform. Although it has more resources that the Tmote, it has substantially
less than the RaspberryPi, and is an example of an embedded hardware device. Time con-
straints prevented an implementation on a mobile phone, but this is the next logical platform
to support.
Excluding the Tmote Sky, each platform runs the same version of the VM (with appropriate
hardware drivers). Hence, given sufficient space on the platform, any Ensemble actor may
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execute on any platform without requiring cross compilation, recompilation, or modification
in any way. A complete discussion of the differences in the implementation for the Tmote
Sky platform can be found in Section 4.6, however, the main differences are that Ensemble
applications on this platform are statically compiled to a single binary, and do not support
inter-node adaptation. The embedded version does run Ensemble applications on the EVM,
but does not support location-transparent communication via channels, or the runtime cre-
ation or relocation of actors to different hardware platforms, although explicit inter-node
communication is supported.
4.3.4 Communication Model
In order to implement the communication model in the language, the EVM uses the function-
ality provided in InceOS which natively supports both actors, channels and their respective
operations. Example of these operations include send, receive, stop, and migrate.
As discussed in Section 4.2.2, the operations on actors and channels are implemented as
native Java methods which are modified by the linker to be custom invokenative byte-
codes, with the argument being the operation to perform. During interpretation, the EVM
will use this argument to call the relevant InceOS function, converting any arguments on the
Java stack to parameters to the C function. As these functions are well-defined, the number,
type, and order of arguments are known a priori. After the function has returned, the VM
removes the relevant arguments from the stack, as well as converts any returned values from
the C function and places them on the Java stack.
The functions which provide the channel operations mirror both the operations and seman-
tics described in the language, see Section 3.1.2. Although there are no locking mechanisms
in the language, the runtime requires their use to ensure serialised access to certain oper-
ations, especially data transmission. This is especially true on hardware platforms which
support parallel execution. When running on bare metal, InceOS has complete control of
interrupts and thread scheduling. Also, on these platforms there is only a single processing
core, meaning that briefly disabling hardware interrupts is sufficient to guarantee serialised
code execution. When using Pthreads, scheduling is more challenging. In this case, a single
mutex is used to ensure serialised access to all channel code, as well as a single mutex for
actor code. As channels and actors contain references to each other, and actors operate in
parallel, two separate mutexs are required because some actor and channel operations require
access to both data structures, and some only require access to a single data structure.
The use of a global lock simplifies the implementation and saves on space, but acts as a bot-
tleneck because actors are fully isolated entities which are capable of executing concurrently.
In the future, it is possible that for resource rich platforms, the VM could be implemented
with a per actor/channel locking mechanism. Indeed, a formally verified proof already exists
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for the send and receive operations [118]. As stated at the beginning of this section, there are
many ways to implement the language model.
Scheduling
An advantage of using blocking communication is that the interaction of actors via blocking
channels naturally dictates the scheduling policy of the actors themselves. An actor which
has blocked on a channel can only become eligible to run through the rendezvous of channel
actions; the most recent rendezvous action unblocks the actor. This is possible as each
channel is aware of the actors to which it is connected; thus when a channel action occurs,
only the relevant actors are examined. For actors which are compute intensive, the runtime
uses pre-emption to ensure execution fairness. Currently, user actors are scheduled in a round
robin manner, with priority given to system actors. The exploration of different scheduling
patterns or the use of priorities at runtime is left for future work.
Duplicating Data For Communication
As discussed in Section 3.1.2, data is normally duplicated when sent across channels in
order to preserve the shared-nothing semantics of the actor model. When channels are sent
between actors, it is not enough to duplicate the channel object to be sent. In addition to
creating a new channel and replicating any existing connections to other channels, the new
channel must be adopted by the receiving actor. Adoption is the process of adding a reference
between an actor and a channel, as well as a reference between the channel and the actor. This
bidirectional relationship is necessary for channel connections and communications, as well
as actor scheduling: a channel must always be owned by an actor. The onReceived()
function in both the ChannelIn and ChannelOut classes is used to execute adoption
when a channel is received, otherwise it is invoked directly by the runtime.
4.3.5 Memory Model
The EVM is a stack-based VM, like the JVM. An alternative register-based model was
rejected due to the large memory requirement, despite the better potential for optimisa-
tions [119]. By comparison, stack-based bytecode tends to be slower but smaller than equiv-
alent register-based code. Using fewer resources is generally beneficial, however, the need
to limit memory consumption was required for certain hardware platforms, Section 4.6.
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Slot Size
To support the stack-based model, a new call frame or stack frame is allocated for each
procedure call. Like the JVM, the Ensemble VM allocates a new frame from the heap as
required, as opposed to using a static number of pre-allocated frames.
Every call stack frame has an operand stack consisting of fixed-size slots. Local variables
are stored in separate slots of the same size. The JVM specification requires slots to be 32
bits, to match the word size of common desktop CPUs. Values of all data types occupy one
slot, except for long and double, which occupy two. However, instructions are defined in
terms of the number of slots upon which they operate, with no reference to the actual size of
the slots. This means that the slot size can be changed without any change to the bytecode,
as long as each data type still occupies the same number of slots. This is relevant for the
discussion in Section 4.6.2.
Stack Frames
A minimal stack frame with no slots and no local variables occupies 32 bytes of RAM, with
each additional slot or variable requiring four bytes. The number of slots and variables used
by a method is known at linktime, so the whole frame can be allocated as a single unit.
This has the advantage that only the memory currently required is used by the VM stack,
rather than pre-allocating a stack based on the worst case need. Memory must be allocated
in advance for an actor’s C stack, which is used to run the interpreter and native methods.
This is on the order of a few hundred bytes per actor when using InceOS, and is an internal
default value when using the Pthread implementation on Linux.
A stack frame contains a pointer to the previous stack frame, the return address, a reference to
the method being executed by the frame, and arrays for the operand stack and local variables.
Additionally, stack frames contain bitmaps used to track which of the operand stack slots and
local variables contain references; this is currently required for garbage collection
Objects
All objects are allocated on the heap. A class definition includes a reference to the class’s
superclass (as in standard Java, all classes descend ultimately from Object), the size of its
fields, and a virtual method table.
When an object is instantiated, space is allocated for its fields. Unlike stack slots, fields can
differ in size, and are packed in memory. The size of a field must therefore be known when
accessing it. A standard JVM keeps this information in the constant pool, but the EVM in-
stead uses new type-specific versions of the getfield and putfield instructions. These
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have been introduced for the different field sizes to reduce the amount of information con-
tained in the classfile. The instruction to use in each case is chosen at linktime.
Some classes are treated specially. String contains a pointer to a native string. Arrays
contain a pointer to a native array, as well as the size, dimensions, and element class of the
array. The class of an array itself is the special placeholder array class, and variants of the
instanceof and checkcast instructions have been introduced to test the element type
and dimensionality of arrays. Additional space is allocated for these classes by the VM.
Static Fields
Ensemble does not support static fields as they could break the strict encapsulation of actors.
They are not allowed in bytecode programs.
Garbage Collection
The VM uses the reference counting garbage collector provided by InceOS. All objects
are reference counted. Bytecode instructions which manipulate objects also increment and
decrement the reference counts appropriately. The choice to use reference counting is be-
cause the EVM is built upon InceOS which was designed for embedded systems, where the
need to efficiently return memory to the heap as soon as possible is required. This said, the
choice of garbage collection technique is orthogonal to the use of actors.
It is necessary to monitor, at runtime, which slots and local variables in a stack frame cur-
rently contain references, so that when a method returns, their reference counts can be decre-
mented appropriately. This is done using bitmaps which are allocated along with the stack
frame.
As with any basic reference counting system, the InceOS collector cannot handle cycles in
the object graph. To some extent the Ensemble language mitigates this by always duplicat-
ing complex data types which are sent over channels, however, as structures may reference
each other, cycles are possible. Also, should the user circumvent the language rules (e.g. by
providing hand-written Java code to javac), then the system cannot guarantee that objects
will be collected. The presence of cycles can be mitigated through the use of cycle detec-
tion [120] or the use of a tracing collector. This would either require a modification of the
existing mechanism, or the implementation of a new garbage collector, respectively.
In the Ensemble VM, the use of reference counting influences how out-of-memory condi-
tions are handled. In most reference counting systems, a tracing collector is present as a
backup. This is run when there is not enough memory to service an allocation request, so
that any cycles no longer needed can be collected. Only if there is still insufficient memory is
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an out-of-memory error signalled. In the Ensemble VM, however, no such backup collector
is currently present. An out-of-memory condition results in an exception being thrown; if
this is not handled, the actor is restarted. If the VM itself has insufficient memory to generate
the error, it will fail. This is particularly problematic on embedded systems where failure is
hopefully indicated by a flashing led.
Movability
The use of movability in Ensemble was primarily designed for highly resource-constrained
platforms, as the increased heap usage and fragmentation can represent a non-trivial reduc-
tion in the amount of available RAM. Consequently, it was important that the correctness of
movability be determined at compiletime, rather than runtime. As a result, the only manifes-
tation of movability at runtime is that the compiler will not generate code to duplicate data
allocated from the movable heap before being sent over channels.
Also, even though the language model describes two heap spaces, there is only a single
heap from which all data is allocated. The compiletime analysis ensures that data from the
two conceptual heaps will not interact. Movable channels sent between actors must still
be adopted upon receipt; even without duplication, they must transfer ownership from the
sender to the receiver.
4.4 Adaptability
This section describes how adaptability is implemented - specifically, the ability to discover
actors and stages, use channels to communicate with other actors regardless of location, as
well as the ability to spawn, migrate and replace actors at runtime. As noted previously,
the shared-nothing semantics of actors, coupled with explicit message passing, presents the
perfect computational model for distributed and adaptive computing. While other actor lan-
guages support spawning actors, this work is the first to natively support the strong migration
of running actors between different types of hardware platform from within the language.
4.4.1 Discovery
The discovery of actors and stages at runtime is split into two parts: how these language
types are identified and referenced, and how the runtime supports interacting with different
platforms across different technologies.
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The Query Type
As described in Section 3.4.2, queries are used to identify sets of actors or stages at run-
time. To achieve this, the boolean expression within the query definition is converted into
a bytecode representation at compiletime. As only primitive values may be used, the byte-
code need only express simple arithmetic or boolean operations. The only exception is the
can run() operator, which is encoded as a bytecode itself. Hence, the interpreter for these
operations is much simpler than the interpreter of the actor’s behaviour.
Using the values and boolean operations from the query definition, a query instance is
created at runtime. This cannot happen at compiletime as a query may use variables, the
values of which are not known at compiletime. The compiler will generate a list of bytes
representing the boolean operations, in the order which they should be executed. Also, the
depth of the stack required to compute the query is calculated at compiletime, so that only
the required amount of stack space is allocated when the query is evaluated. The stack size,
the array of bytecodes, and the list of values used in the query are stored in the runtime query
representation. In this way, a query represents a closure.
Discovery Through the Runtime
When an actor attempts to locate another entity via the findActors(), findStages(),
or findReplaceableActors() operations, the specified query is sent to all stages in
range. If actors are being searched for, an interface is also sent. Network communication is
discussed later in this section. In the language, an interface type is specified, however, the
compiler will generate a string-based encoding of the interface, using the approach discussed
in Section 4.2.3.
Before the query is transmitted, it is encoded. To reduce the size of the transmitted informa-
tion, all data is encoded once, with each bytecode operation referencing this data. References
are 8-bits long, limiting the number of unique values in a query to 256; this limitation has not
yet proven restrictive. This optimisation is useful when the same value is compared multiple
times, for example, when comparing that a value lies between certain limits.
Once received by a stage, the discovery type is checked. If for actors, the interface encoding
is compared against all actors which have been published at this stage. Only actors that have
an interface containing channels which match the supplied interface may be queried. An
actor may have multiple interfaces, but only one need match. However, if looking for an
actor which may be replaced, the specified interface must match all the interfaces of an actor
for it to be queried. As the interfaces are represented as strings, the matching is a string
comparison. This does not apply to stages as they do not use channels or interfaces.
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Next, the boolean expression of the query is executed by a simple stack machine against
the values in the query, and either the properties of the local stage, or the properties of each
eligible actor depending on the type of discovery.
For actors, the properties are static entities which were explicitly published. A property
consists of a key and a value. The remote keys (Section 3.4.2) which are used in the query
are place holders for the keys of the properties of the actor currently being examined. If there
is a match between the name and type of a remote key and the key of an actor’s property, the
value of the actor’s property is used in place of the remote key in the query. If there is no
match, or the types do not match, that particular clause of the expression evaluates to false.
Hence, a valid result is obtained if the actor does not have properties which match those used
in the query. This is useful as an actor may have similarly named properties with different
types. Should the boolean expression which represents the query evaluate to true, a remote
reference is constructed for the actor and the channels of its matched interface. This is then
repeated for all other eligible actors.
For stages, only its name is a static value. All other values are determined at runtime as they
reflect resources which change at runtime, such as the amount of RAM currently available
at a stage. Section 3.4.3 describes the currently supported stage properties. In the query,
these runtime values are accessed in the same manner as remote keys. However, rather than
returning a static value, the runtime will be queried to produce the requested value. If this
stage meets the criteria of the query, a remote reference is constructed and returned to the
querying actor.
A stage’s properties are inherited by the actors who execute within it. Hence, actors may
be discovered using attributes of the current runtime environment, as well as their own in-
dividual properties. This is useful when looking for existing actors to perform tasks. For
example, if looking for an actor to perform processing, it would be useful to eliminate actors
on stages who have high CPU usage. Unlike the other static properties, the #DISTANCE
property is not implemented in the same manner across all platforms. This property is used
to represent the physical distance between stages or actors during a query. At present, this
is only implemented via Bluetooth, using the Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI). If
not implemented by a stage, the relevant clause will return false. This value can be used in a
coarse-grained way to detect locality to other stages, and could be expanded to accommodate
the RSSI of wifi, or even use GPS if available. This approach would require a standard def-
inition of distance which could be mapped to the underlying technology. The use of meters
would be the most likely choice as they are standardised.
Once all appropriate references have been constructed, they are sent back to the initial query-
ing actor. If there were no references, then no reply is sent. At the initial stage, an array is
created and populated with any received references. Note that this array may be empty if
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no replies are received before the discovery timeout fires, discussed in the following section.
This array is then placed on the call stack, and represents the return value of the search. As
this is a standard array, it may be used in the same manner as any other array in the language.
The VM will appropriately handle the reference counts of any arguments on the stack.
In addition to contacting remote stages, the VM will also query any local published actors
and the local stage. In this case, there is no need to encode or transmit any data. The same
query process is used as for remote actors. Any eligible actors are added to the list of actor
references.
Discovery Through the Ether
The discovery process in Ensemble is based on the idea of Zero Configuration Networking, as
discussed in Section 2.2.4. This approach was chosen for two reasons. Firstly, given the dif-
ferent equivalence classes of hardware devices, the different networking hardware that they
use, and the fact that some hardware platforms are physically mobile, it was not practicable
to assume that there would be a central oracle (name server/broker) which devices would
be able to query and register. Secondly, given that the goal of this work was to explore the
use of applications which are reconfigured at runtime, a centralised repository of data may
either become outdated quickly, or would require a large amount of network communication
to keep the information up-to-date.
To facilitate the discovery of actors and stages described in Section 4.4.1, the runtime uses
a range of communication technologies to discover and interact with different physical ma-
chines. For platforms using Ethernet or wifi, IP multicast [121] is used to locate the devices
concurrently. Each device will then respond via TCP if it has eligible references to commu-
nicate. The information required to create a connection is supplied in the initial multicast
information. Devices using Bluetooth require a discovery phase to locate all devices in
range, and then each device in turn is connected to and communicated with. The Zigbee
radio transceiver found on embedded devices uses primitive broadcast and receive actions.
These operations can be combined with flood [122] and AODV-based [122] protocols to
enable more advanced forms of communication.
Ensemble uses an on-demand approach to discovering other entities at runtime. When an
actor performs a publish, the list of properties and the visibility of the actor is recorded
at the local stage. No information is communicated to other physical machines. When one
actor attempts to locate another actor or stage, it will broadcast this request through one or
more communication media, depending on the radios which are supported on the current
device.
It is important to note that the language model does not dictate this approach to discovery,
and it would be equivalent to use a dedicated infrastructure. Indeed, for enclosed networks of
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computer hardware, such as clusters or data centres, it may be appropriate to have a hierarchy
of oracles in order to prevent the flood of discovery requests which may occur in the default
implementation. This would help as the number of stages increases.
4.4.2 Location Transparency via Channels
It is the responsibility of the runtime to enable channels to be used in a location transparent
way. This means that the blocking rendezvous communication model must be replicated in
a distributed context to maintain the same semantics as the local case.
The representation which is used for a channel is extended to indicate if it is a local channel,
or reference to a channel in a remote stage. In this way, there are few changes required to the
non-distributed version of the runtime. Each remote version of a channel keeps a record of
a unique runtime ID associated with this channel, the direction of this channel (in or out),
and the stage at which this channel is located. The type of the channel does not need to be
specified as there is no way in the language to gain a reference to a channel without knowing
its type, hence the compiler will ensure that all interaction with this channel is legal. The
rules for using such a channel are described in Section 3.1.3.
Distributed Channel Interactions
To minimise the impact on the runtime, the existing functions which implement the channel
operations were extended to accommodate remote channels: no change was made to any
function API. Instead, the C structs used to represent channels were modified to indicate if
they are local or not. This information is used to determine if a local or remote channel
operation is invoked.
In the language, two connected channels will stay connected until explicitly disconnected,
or an error occurs. In the runtime, when two remote channels are connected each channel
will create a proxy to represent the remote channel and store it locally. As well as informa-
tion about the other channel, the proxy will store information about the location of the other
channel. This includes the network address of the physical machine where the remote chan-
nel is located. Unlike the language, the runtime does not use persistent connections between
connected channels. Instead, each time an actor wishes to perform a channel operation, a
new connection must be made to the remote platform. The format of the network address is
used to determine which network technology should be used - i.e. TCP, Bluetooth, Zigbee.
Given the unreliable nature of both the hardware platforms and communication technologies
used in this work, it would be infeasible to guarantee persistent connections; this is also the
conclusion of the Ambient system [123]. Also, the presence of persistent connections in
the Erlang runtime between different nodes acts as a limiting factor to the scaling of Erlang
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applications [124]. Furthermore, migrating actors with open TCP connections would require
kernel modifications. Finally, by not being bound to a single communication technology,
others could be used if the primary choice is not available: e.g., there is no wifi signal, so try
Bluetooth.
Once a connection has been made between two channels, the semantics of send and receive
are the same for both local and remote communication. The only difference is that when the
runtime attempts to check the state of a remote channel, it must first create a connection
to the remote stage. Additionally, these channel actions may now generate an exception if
an error occurs. The possible exceptions are described in Section 3.1.7. If a channel has
multiple connections, remote and local channels have an equal likelihood of being chosen.
The logic of select is slightly different. The first phase of select is to build a list of
eligible channels from those specified to be selected from. Should one of these channels be
remote, the remote stage will be contacted to get the state of the remote actor. Normally,
if this list contained multiple channels which are ready to send, one would be chosen non-
deterministically and the data transferred. However, if in the first phase a remote channel is
found in a state that can pass information, it will automatically be selected as the channel to
be used and its data transferred, without considering other channels. This is required as there
is no distributed lock: if a remote channel is found in a usable state in the first phase, by
the time it is queried in the second phase, it may no longer be usable, even if other channels
are. By this point, the select will have blocked on that remote channel, assuming that it had
data. This could lead to deadlock, hence, a remote channel with data will be selected and
received from in the first phase. To ensure fairness between local and remote channels in the
first phase, the order in which the channels are examined is rotated in a round robin manner
between select operations. Again, remote and local channels are of equal priority.
Channel operations within a stage are protected by a lock (Section 4.3.4). Hence, it is nec-
essary to regulate the actions of distributed channel operations to avoid distributed deadlock.
Table 4.3 describes the interactions of channel operations in a distributed context, and how
such deadlock is avoided. Each row indicates the action being performed and how it reacts
when it encounters the action specified in the column. ** means that the encounter can not
occur.
Remote disconnection is different from other operations as it is a lazy operation. When an
actor invokes the disconnect operation on a channel, any connections to local channels
are removed, but only the local references to remote channels are removed; the remote chan-
nel is not informed that the connection has been dissolved. Instead, when the remote channel
attempts to communicate with this channel, the stage where the channel is expected will re-
ply, indicating that there is no longer a connection. In this way, the disconnection notification
is deferred, but still obeys the channel communication rules of the language.
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Daemon Actor
When created, a stage will instantiate a daemon actor. This actor has no channels. The
daemon actor is implemented in C and is responsible for handling incoming discovery, adap-
tation and communication requests.
As discussed previously, discovery is implemented using zero configuration, rather than us-
ing a dedicated infrastructure. The daemon actor is responsible for listening to such messages
from the network, processing them, and replying. It is the daemon actor who performs the
evaluation of queries against published actors.
For channel operations in general, the daemon actor is responsible for listening and accepting
connections. It then either invokes the requested channel operation on the correct channel,
or replies to the requester indicating an appropriate error, such as CHANNEL NOT FOUND.
For operations on channels which are found, the daemon uses modified versions of the
send, receive, select, and connect functions to complete the requested action. The
daemon actor is also responsible for accepting and processing incoming actor spawn and
migration requests.
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As the daemon actor is used to demultiplex incoming messages to the relevant actor, there
may only be a single stage per physical machine because the daemon will use the network
address (IP/Bluetooth) of the machine that it is at to be contacted. Hence, to support multiple
stages per machine some mechanism to demultiplex incoming messages to stages is required.
Then the daemon within each stage can deliver messages to the correct actors. This is a
similar problem faced by MPI [57]. In MPI, this is solved by the inclusion of a daemon
process where each new MPI process must register with this daemon at creation. The daemon
will then forward relevant messages to the appropriate process. In this way, a single network
address can be shared, and multiple stages may exist per physical machine. A similar scheme
is envisaged for this work.
Marshalling and Demarshalling
In order for data to be sent between remote actors it must be translated to a stream of bytes
and then reconstructed at the remote end. The runtime will automatically marshal and de-
marshal any data type in the language, language defined or otherwise, without intervention
from the user. There are many different approaches to this, including a number of libraries
for C2, Python3, and Java4. Rather than use an existing library, which may not even fit on
some of the targeted hardware platforms, custom data marshalling is used. This also benefits
from being tightly integrated with the VM.
Data marshalling is based on the existing reference counting system. When an object is to
be garbage collected, its references are visited. This will continue until a language defined
object is encountered. For each language type, there is a pre-defined destructor function. For
marshalling, an equivalent set of functions are defined which encode the type to a stream of
bytes. Hence the same graph traversal is used. This graph traversal is done twice: once to
calculate the amount of space required for the marshalled data, and once to encode the data.
At the receiving end of a remote channel, there is no reference graph to follow. Instead, the
string encoding of the data type the channel conveys (Section 4.2.3) is used to reconstruct
the object(s). This has the advantage that neither the type nor associated classes need to
be transmitted, as the compiler gives two guarantees. Firstly, two connected channels will
convey data of the same type, meaning that data will always be decoded correctly. Secondly,
as the data type conveyed by the channels must have been defined prior to the declaration of
the channels, the class files representing the transmitted data type will be available at both
the sending and receiving stages. Hence, class files need not be transmitted with the data
itself. This is a strong advantage of using typed channels, rather than sending all data types
2https://github.com/protobuf-c/protobuf-c - Accessed March 2015
3https://docs.python.org/2/library/pickle.html - Accessed April 2015
4http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/platform/serialization/spec/serialTOC.html - Accessed May 2015
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to a single actor’s mailbox directly, as in many actor languages.
This said, one complication is a channel which convey data of the any type. In this simple
case, the receiving channel will only need to know that the data is of the any type, hence
of type Object. However, should the application ever wish to access the inner data type,
it must be reconstructible. Consequently, when data of type any is sent, both the data and
an encoding of its type must be sent. The inner data type will then be reconstructed using
the encoded type information, rather than the type of the channel. Using this information,
the data will be reconstructed if an appropriate class can be found, otherwise, the data will
remain in an encoded state. The resulting data will be wrapped in an Object to create an
any type. This data type can be used as normal, including being used with the project
statement.
The project statement uses the instanceof instruction to determine if two objects are
of the same type. From a linguistic point, this guarantees that the application either has
a definition of the any’s inner type, and can be used safely, or the inner type cannot be
accessed. For the VM, this means that there is a class file for the inner data type. If no class
file is found, the instance of the any (Object) type can still be assigned to or sent to other
actors, but the inner type is inaccessible.
4.4.3 Actor Adaptation
Given the encapsulation of actors, they represent the perfect unit to enable modular program
composition, but also the perfect unit to enable runtime adaptation. Ensemble enables this
to be expressed natively as a part of the language (Section 3.4), hence the VM must support
this. This adaptation is split into spawn, migrate, and replace.
Spawn
The purpose of spawn is to create a new actor. Unlike the new operator, spawn is responsi-
ble for creating a new actor at a specific stage. This stage can either be the same as the current
stage, but more likely a different stage on a different physical machine. In either case, the
process is the same from a linguistic perspective, however differs within the runtime. Also,
unlike a new operation, a spawned actor may be created with or without a reference to it.
This either replicates the new operation in a potentially distributed context, or offers a fire
and forget approach to actor creation. The latter can be useful for a factory actor which is
asked to create an actor, but does not need to reference it.
The process of spawning an actor at a stage consists of transferring the class files of the actor,
any initial state, and the class files upon which the actor depends to a specified stage. Once
all state has reached the remote stage, a new instance of the actor is created.
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Initially, a connection is made with the specified stage using the information stored within the
stage object which is passed to the spawn statement. If a connection cannot be established,
an exception is generated at the spawn call site, and the spawn is aborted. If the connection
is successful, the classes which the actor is dependent upon, as described in the actor’s class
file (Section 4.2.3), are encoded for transmission along with the class for the actor.
To ensure that all transitive dependencies are met, the dependencies for all types must be
found and encoded for transmission, including those not directly referenced by the actor.
This is done recursively at runtime. As described below, Ensemble does not use on-demand
loading of classes like Java, instead requiring that all class files be present before an actor is
executed at a stage.
In addition to the class files, if an actor to be spawned is passed any values or variables via
its constructor, these will be marshalled using the approach described in Section 4.4.2. This
data will then be added to the encoding along with which particular constructor should be
invoked.
Assuming successful transmission, the remote stage will first decode and allocate space for
each transmitted class which does not already exist at the stage. Each stage maintains a list
of all loaded classes. The remote stage will then create a temporary stack. Any values or
variables which have been supplied for the actor’s constructor are pushed to the stack. The
constructor will then be invoked, and the actor created in a paused state. No type-checking
need be performed at this point, as the Ensemble compiler has already guaranteed that any
values are legal for the specified constructor. After the actor is created, the temporary stack
and its contents are garbage collected. The remote stage will then communicate to the actor
that invoked the spawn that the new actor was created successfully. Both local and remote
actors will then continue execution. Otherwise, the remote stage will indicate why the actor
was not spawned, perform the necessary garbage collection, and a relevant exception will
be generated at the spawn call site. The set of potential exceptions are the same as when
invoking a new operation, with the addition of the StageNotReachableException.
The above describes the process for actors which are spawned without any reference. For
actors which require references, once the new actor has been created in a paused state, the
remote stage will create a reference for it and its channels. This is the same type of reference
as is returned for actors found using the discovery mechanism. This reference is then trans-
mitted to the invoking actor together with the confirmation that the new actor was spawned
successfully, and both actors continue with their execution. Otherwise a relevant exception
is generated as before. Should the specified stage be the local stage, the runtime will treat
this as a special case and create the actor locally in a similar manner to a new operation.
An obvious optimisation would be to add an extra step before the transmission of the data
which conveys the classes which are about to be transmitted. Here, the remote stage could
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indicate which classes are already present, thus potentially reducing the number of classes
which need be sent. Unlike the JVM, which uses on demand loading of classes, the Ensemble
runtime ensures that all required classes are present at a stage before an actor is instantiated.
Although this approach may transfer classes which are not used, it ultimately simplifies the
system, and guarantees that all dependencies will be met at the completion of the spawn. This
is the same approach as in Emerald (Section 2.1). Given the unreliable runtime environment
being explored in this work, it may not be possible to load a class from across the network
at a later date, as the physical device may no longer be accessible. Also, it was decided that
exposing class loading errors would unnecessarily complicate the language.
Migrate
Migration of an actor is where an executing actor will pause its execution, relocate to a
specified stage, and then continue execution. As described in Section 3.4.4, this is supported
natively in the language, and enables fine-grained adaptation of Ensemble applications.
As in a spawn, the actor’s class files must be transmitted, but also the state that it possesses
and the stack upon which it is currently executing. It is important to note that this state
includes all channels and their connections. This is an example of strong migration.
To migrate an actor, the classes upon which the actor depends are encoded in the same
manner as for spawn. Next, the state of the actor, including its channels, are encoded using
the marshalling mechanism discussed in Section 4.4.2. This includes any messages which
are in the buffer of an in channel. After the classes and the state, the actor’s stack is serialised.
The stack represents the current execution state of the actor and consists of the call frames
of any invoked procedures plus a frame for the behaviour clause.
The data to migrate an actor is encoded as a data pool and a stack. The data pool contains the
marshalled data items, and the stack consists of the stack frames, with offsets into the data
pool for any object references. This saves space for objects which are referenced multiple
times.
Once the transmission is received, the data objects, including the actor, are reconstructed.
Also, the reference counts for each object must be restored. If the counts are not recon-
structed correctly, this will cause memory errors as the actor executes and attempts to release
memory to the heap naturally. At this point, the stack is rebuilt, with all values and variables
popped onto the stack in the correct places. The interpreter is then pointed to the bytecode
after the bytecode which invoked the migration, and the actor is placed in a paused state.
Once the initial stage has received confirmation that the actor has migrated successfully,
the final action is to delete the local actor, return any resources which it used, and tell the
migrated actor to continue execution.
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Note that migration must maintain any channel connections between both the actor being
migrated and the actor connected by the channel. This is the responsibility of the migration
operation after the actor has been reconstituted at the new stage. While the actor is being
migrated, it is placed into the MIGRATION state. This is done to prevent channel operations
reaching inconsistent states: for send attempts, the actor will not be in a state which is
eligible to receive data, hence the sending actor will either try another connection, or block.
For connection attempts, the actor will appear as being not found, and generate an exception
at the connecting actor (Section 3.4.5). In this case, the connecting actor must try a different
channel or perform another discovery to locate it at its new stage. Once the actor has been
reconstructed at the new stage, it is placed back into the RUNNING state, and must then
recreate any connections which existed before the migration. This uses the existing connect
mechanism. Should the actor now be co-located to any previously remote channels, both
ends of the connection will be given local channel representations to increase performance.
If an actor requests to migrate to the local stage, migration does nothing and execution con-
tinues locally.
If there are any exceptional conditions, such as connection failure or lack of RAM on the
new stage, the migration will be aborted and an exception will be raised at the migration call
site. Any allocated resources at the remote stage will be released.
Replace
Section 3.4.4 describes the process and requirements on locating and replacing actors. Al-
though this is implemented in the language, it is not completely implemented in the runtime.
Locating replaceable actors is supported, but the actual replacement is not.
Once appropriate actors have been found, replacement is envisaged as an advanced form of
spawn. As well as relocating the relevant class files to the new stage and creating the actor,
the new actor must also assume the channel connections of the existing actor. As described
in the language, no consideration need be made for the state of the existing actor.
The one potential flaw with this approach is regarding channels which have been created at
runtime, rather than declared in the interface. As these are not visible during discovery, even
with findReplaceble(), there is the potential to cause unforeseeable application level
logic errors. There are two points to consider here:
Firstly, any channel which is sent across another channel is not directly usable by the sending
actor. Either a duplicate of the channel is sent, in which case two distinct channels are
created, or the channel was movable and cannot be used until a new assignment is made. As
the sent channel is unusable by the sending actor in a meaningful way, replacement will have
no effect. Secondly, if two opposite channels are created at runtime from the heap, connected
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together, and one is sent to another actor, a problem would exist. In this case, the channel
which is not sent can be used to communicate in a meaningful way with the other channel
which has been sent. As such channels are not present in an actor’s interface, there is no way
to know of their existence using the current approach. Should such an actor be replaced, the
interaction with other actors could become broken. This can be avoided by always declaring
the channels to be used within the interface, and is a coding idiom of the language. However,
this represents a limitation of this approach.
As well as knowing which actors can be replaced, it is important to know when an actor can
be replaced, such that the logic of replacement can be reasoned about. When an actor invokes
the stop statement, it will exit the next time it completes all code in its behaviour clause, at
which point the actor’s resources are returned. By having the execution finish at this point,
it simplifies the reasoning of stopping the execution of this actor, and its interaction with
others. The same logic will be used for replacement. When an actor is to be replaced, it will
exit after having completed executing all code in its behaviour clause. At this point, a new
actor with the same channels and connections would be created before the original actor is
destroyed. Unlike stop, the replacement of an actor may be performed by another actor, as
well as by itself.
4.4.4 Stage Adaptation
Currently, stages exist in a single physical location and cannot be migrated. However, Sec-
tion 3.4.6 described the potential advantages to moving a stage. To this end, stage migration
can be considered as the migration of its constituent actors and its name from one physical
location to another. As the mechanisms exist to migrate actors, the process of migrating a
stage is mostly implemented and would only require some functional abstraction to carry out
the procedure. Given time constraints, this was beyond the scope of this project, however,
would be useful in future work to enable exploration of the migration of computation at both
the fine grained actor level, as well as the coarse grained stage or application level.
4.5 OpenCL Integration
As described in Section 3.3, Ensemble uses actors to abstract accelerator-based programming
of parallel hardware platforms, such as GPUs and multicore CPUs. Specifically, Ensemble
actors are used to represent OpenCL kernels (Section 3.3.1), with the explicit data movement
between the host and parallel hardware device (accelerator) being represented by channel
communication. The remaining boilerplate code is automatically handled by the runtime. In
this way, the actor model of computation is used to simplify kernel-based concurrency.
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In order to add OpenCL support into the Ensemble runtime, a number of modifications were
made. Firstly, support for OpenCL is optional, and conditionally compiled into the runtime.
This was necessary to ensure that RAM and ROM on resource-constrained platforms without
OpenCL support were not unnecessarily consumed. In this way, the same source tree is still
available for multiple platforms, reducing maintenance and update effort.
Secondly, during the initialisation of the runtime, a single matrix is created to hold refer-
ences to the different platforms and devices available in this system. This is done to en-
sure that there is only a single command queue per device, rather than each kernel actor
creating a new one. This was necessary as race-conditions were observed with multiple
command queues per device when reading data. The information passed in the declara-
tion (Figure 3.13, line 21) of an OpenCL actor is used to index into this matrix at runtime to
determine the appropriate context and command queue. If no information is given in
the declaration, default values are used.
Thirdly, OpenCL wrapper functions were created and made available to the interpreter to
simplify and abstract the interaction between the VM and the OpenCL API.
4.5.1 Interpreter
Within the interpreter, all OpenCL operations are implemented in C for performance. Each
operation described in Section 3.3.1 is implemented as a custom native operation in the VM
which is invoked by the invokenative bytecode. Also, each OpenCL actor is given
an OpenCLEnvironment variable. This is a runtime structure only visible within the
interpreter that is used to store metadata about the platform, device, and device type, as well
as the relevant command queue and context for a given OpenCL actor. This structure
is populated when the actor is created using the information contained in the previously
described runtime matrix.
4.5.2 Lazy Evaluation
In OpenCL, a common idiom is to leave data on a device for as long as possible, thus reduc-
ing the time spent copying data between the device and host, and ultimately the application’s
execution time; data movement is often the largest performance bottleneck. In actor-based
languages there is no shared state, hence when messages are sent between actors, a duplicate
is created and sent. This ensures no shared state between the actors, and that each actor
has a unique copy of the data. While this is correct, it costs time, requires greater memory
consumption, and precludes keeping data on the device.
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To prevent such duplication, Ensemble supports marking non-primitive types as movable
(mov), as discussed in Section 3.2. This approach has been applied to the OpenCL kernels
in Ensemble. Marking the in channel to the kernel actor used for data as moveable (mov)
has two effects. Firstly, once any non-primitive data is copied to the device it is marked as
no longer being on the host, and copies of relevant OpenCL data structures are associated
with the runtime representation of the data type. Secondly, the compiler will not generate
the code to read this data back from the device. Thus, when the data is sent onwards it will
hold a reference to the data which is still on the device.
At this point there are two possibilities for the data that is sent onwards. The first option
is that the data successfully arrives at another OpenCL actor executing on the same device
without being accessed by the host. In this case, the pointer to the device data is set as the
appropriate kernel argument, and the kernel is dispatched. Here, the data was kept on the
device at all times. The second option is that the data is either accessed directly by host code,
or the data is sent to an OpenCL actor associated with a different context. In both cases, the
runtime reads the data back from the device and returns the device memory. As Ensemble
uses automatic garbage collection, should the host reference count ever reach zero, both host
and device memory will be returned. In this way, the choice to use mov gives the user control
over memory usage.
One benefit of lazy evaluation is that the runtime can automatically determine, using the
OpenCLEnviroment, if the incoming data needs to be moved to the current context, and
then do so if required. Currently, OpenCL manages data movement between devices in a
single context, but not in different contexts.
4.5.3 Multiple Implementations
Currently, the ensemble compiler will only generate a C representation of the kernel specified
in an actor. This kernel is stored as a string in the actor’s class file. As a kernel actor
is represented as normal class file, it is possible to spawn kernel actors to stages which
support OpenCL. A kernel actor may not be migrated as OpenCL does not enable access
to the intermediate results of a computation, hence the state could not be captured and then
rebuilt on a different hardware device.
One avenue of future work would be to have the Ensemble compiler generate equivalent
kernel logic which could be interpreted as a normal actor by the VM. Thus, when a kernel
actor is spawned at a stage which does not support OpenCL, it could still execute. This
non-OpenCL implementation may be sequential, but could also be threaded in order to take
advantage of multiple CPU cores at the current stage without the need for OpenCL. This
would also enable research into runtime load balancing between different implementation of
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the same kernel. Here the runtime could find the most optimal implementation for a given
set of operating constraints.
4.6 Heavily Resource-Constrained Platforms
The previous discussion in this chapter has described how the actor-based computation of En-
semble applications is executed on a number of different hardware platforms. One hardware
platform class which is often ignored and unsupported by most other programming models,
actor or otherwise, are small, resource-constrained battery-powered computers. In order to
show that the actor programming model is appropriate in the smallest of execution environ-
ments, it was necessary to implement a version of the VM on a highly resource-constrained
hardware platform (mote).
This was done on the Tmote Sky platform [111] which has 10KB RAM, 48KB ROM, and
uses the MSP430 microprocessor (16-bit 8MHz). Given the small amount of RAM and
ROM available on this device, it was not possible to support all of the features of Ensem-
ble. Instead, only the base version of the language without adaptation, accelerator-based
concurrency, or location transparent channels is supported. Also, the compilation process
and execution model had to be modified. Despite these modification, realistic and useful
actor-based applications may be run, see Section 5.1.1.
The following describes the modifications which were made to the Ensemble VM in order
to accommodate these highly constrained platforms.
4.6.1 Compilation and Linking
To execute on embedded hardware, the Ensemble VM was modified to the use the split-VM
model, similar to the VMs discussed in Section 2.2.2. A traditional JVM uses lazy loading
of class files. Classes are compiled independently, and all references to other classes are
symbolic. The JVM loads a class file when it is first referenced, and resolves all symbolic
references before continuing execution. However, this is a demanding process, and class files
are often larger than the whole main memory of a sensor node.
The essence of the split-VM approach is to resolve all references offline, on a more powerful
machine, and link the class files into a single file which the VM can execute. This places
less demand on the embedded hardware. The linked file can be smaller than the original
class files by an order of magnitude or more. As the linker has resolved all dependencies,
the constant pool has been removed from Ensemble class files for this platform. Table 4.4
shows the savings gained by the new linking process. The removal of the constant pool
provides significant savings. Furthermore, in addition to the existing techniques used in
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Data Standard library Programs
(26 class files) (37 class files)
Constant pool 68.1% 64.0%
Class metadata used 0.3% 0.2%
Class metadata unused 5.9% 4.1%
Field metadata used 0.3% 0.2%
Field metadata unused 10.9% 2.5%
Method metadata used 1.9% 2.1%
Bytecode 2.4% 13.0%
Method metadata unused 10.3% 13.9%
Method total 14.6% 29.1%
Total used 4.8% 15.4%
Total unused 95.2% 84.6%
Table 4.4: Average percentage composition of class files. ‘Used’ and ‘unused’ indicate
whether information is present in the modified class file.
Figure 4.3: Steps to compile and execute an Ensemble application. The ‘split-VM’ architec-
ture is shown in the separation between PC and sensor node.
the linker (Section 4.2.2), the dependency list is no longer part of the class file. Finally,
even though actor and channel adaptation is not supported, string-based type encodings are
required at runtime to decode any types for inter-stage communication, but in a limited
fashion (Section 4.6.3). Channels may still be sent between actors, but only locally.
The split VM system used by the Ensemble VM has five steps, shown in the application
section of Figure 4.3.
1. Ensemble code is compiled to Java source code. Each actor and type is a Java class.
2. The Java source is compiled to Java bytecode using javac.
3. The linker is run twice; first to link the standard library, and second to link the bytecode
program against the standard library.
4. The VM is compiled using MSPGCC. The output of the linker is statically compiled
into the C program at this stage, and stored in program memory
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Table 4.5: Mapping from Ensemble to Java to MSPGCC data types.
Ensemble type Java type Size (slots) MSPGCC type Size (bits)
integer, unsigned, boolean int 1 int 16
byte byte 1 char 8
real double 2 float 32
long long 2 long 32
reference reference 1 void* 16
5. The resulting binary is installed on a mote or run in simulation.
The linker produces a second output: a symbolic information file which allows other appli-
cations to link against the corresponding binary. This is used to separate the standard library
from applications. The standard library contains classes which applications rely on, such as
Object and Integer, native method declarations, and wrapper classes for system actors.
Conditional Compilation
InceOS provides many standard library functions and actors, only some of which may be
used by a given application. The VM cannot simply ignore functionality which is not used
by Ensemble applications, and must reference everything, which uses most of the Tmote
Sky’s 48 kB program memory and leaves little space for bytecode.
This is overcome using conditional compilation in the linker and the VM. Only the core of the
system is enabled by default, and the user enables any additional actors required. These actor
provide access to sensors, physical storage, and radio communication. Because the standard
Java toolchain does not support conditional compilation, a custom @ifdef annotation is used
by the linker to mimic the behaviour of the C preprocessor directive. The VM build system
ensures that a matching set of system actors is compiled. Any interpreted program which
uses only these actors can then be run without having to modify the VM image or the standard
library installed on a mote. Currently, this process is manual, however, it could be automated
by using the compiler to analyse applications to determine which system actors it depends
upon, and include these in the compilation. As discovery is not supported on this platform,
system actors are visible in all scopes.
4.6.2 Memory Model
As the Tmote Sky is a 16-bit architecture, the Ensemble VM was modified from 32-bit to
16-bit to match the native word size of the MSP430 microprocessor. Table 4.5 describes the
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mapping between Ensemble, Java, and MSP430 types in terms of the number of VM slots
consumed and the number of bits required to represent them. Also, as the VM now has a
smaller word size, a stack frame only consumes 16 bytes of RAM, with each additional slot
or variable requiring two bytes. No changes were required to the bytecode instructions as
they are defined in terms of slots, and not words.
As with the other platforms, objects and stack frames are allocated from the heap as required,
and the reference counted garbage collection provided by InceOS is used.
4.6.3 Explicit Communication
Space limitations prevented the use of channels to abstract inter-stage communication. In-
stead, a well defined system actor is used to enable explicit communications with other
stages: the radio actor. The radio actor is an actor which is written in C, and executed
by a thread. Like the daemon actor, it is created when the runtime boots.
Before interacting with the radio actor, a user actor must first construct a radio packet.
This is a language defined structure which consists of an integer address field, and an any
payload field. A user actor must create such a structure and populate it with the network
address of the physical node to be sent to, and the data to be sent. For wireless sensor
networks, sensor nodes are commonly numbered using integers from 0 to the number of
nodes in the network.
Once constructed, a radio packet is sent to the radio actor via a channel. The radio actor
currently provides the broadcast, unicast, and received channels. The broadcast and unicast
channels accept radio packet types. Any data sent on the broadcast channel will be
broadcast to all motes in range. Any data sent on the unicast channel will be transmitted to
the mote addressed in the radio packet if it is in range. User actors may use the receive
channel to listen for either type of communication. In this way actors and channels can also
be used to provide explicit inter-stage communication. If necessary, a similar approach could
be used with other platforms.
Communication does not yet support reliable or multi-hop communication, however it may
be implemented in user space. Also, the number of channels which the radio actor presents
could be expanded to included implementations of reliable communication, or multi-hop
routing protocols to deliver packets to arbitrary points in the network. The radio actor itself
is well defined, meaning that it may be referenced by any Ensemble actor without needing to
first locate it.
Note that as the information in a radio packet is an any type, it must first be projected
in order to access the inner-data type. The string based encoding is used in a similar way to
the main Ensemble VM.
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4.7 Security
Security considerations were beyond the scope of this work. However, given the ability
to spawn/migrate/replace actors at runtime, as well as the concept of having actors from
different applications executing within the same stages, there is the possibility for foul play.
Hence, there is a need to have some consideration of security.
As the language is designed to be simple and usable by non-computer scientists, there was
a strong motivation not to complicate the language with security protocols: for example, it
may have been possible to annotate a channel to use a specific security protocol. Instead,
it is preferable to use the runtime to provide a safe operating environment, within which
applications can operate.
4.7.1 Communication
As Ensemble uses existing networking technologies, there are existing approaches to secure
IP [125], Bluetooth5, and Zigbee [126]. Instead, protection would be required at the stage
level. Both Erlang and MPI’s default security model is to use a shared password between
nodes which is supplied when a node is instantiated. Nodes which share a similar password
may communicate, where those who do not may not communicate. This technique can also
be used for stages in Ensemble. Should two stages not share the same password not only will
actors and stages not be discovered, but if a stage/actor is found by an eligible stage, and then
shared with an ineligible stage, the ineligible stage would not be allowed to communication
with the eligible stage.
4.7.2 Execution
There are a number of issues with regard to having actors which may be reconfigured at
runtime:
• Although the system enables actors from different applications to work together on the
same stage, they are all isolated in separate memory spaces by the VM. Hence actors
from different applications can safely execute in a stage.
• Java does not enable access to the state of running threads due to security concerns,
hence migration may not be implemented natively. Although Ensemble provides mi-
gration, it is a native operation. This state is accessed by the runtime, and will never
be accessible by user code.
5https://www.bluetooth.org/en-us/specification/adopted-specifications - Accessed February 2015
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• As actors are capable of spawning other actors, actor (fork) bombing is possible. This
can be mitigated by limiting the number of actors within a given stage, or the rate at
which actors are spawned/created.
• It is possible to create an actor in a stage which is performing useless intense computa-
tion with the purpose of preventing other actors from doing useful work. All Ensemble
platforms currently support pre-emptive multi-threaded execution, hence even if an ac-
tor is not manually blocking, the runtime will ensure fair execution for all actors.
4.8 Summary
In order to support the actor-based programming model in the Ensemble language across
heterogeneous hardware platforms, applications are first compiled to Java source code, and
then to bytecodes using the existing Java compilation process. The resulting class files are
then processed by a custom linker to reduce their size, and remove unused Java features.
These bytecodes are then executed on a custom-built virtual machine, which has been ported
to a number of different hardware platforms from different equivalence classes of system
scale.
In order to support the distribution and adaptability expressed in the language, the runtime
was expanded to enable discovery of actors and stages at runtime in a decentralised way, lo-
cation transparent inter-stage channel communication, as well as the creation and relocation
of actors between different physical hardware platforms. This also included reporting failure
in a meaningful way.
Additionally, the runtime was extended to include support for the OpenCL framework, where
actors represent kernels. As well as automating much of the boilerplate code required to
initialise OpenCL devices, the channel communication mechanism was modified to abstract
the movement of data to and from an accelerator. By using the existing compiletime analysis
for movability, lazy evaluation was employed to reduce the amount of data movement.
Finally, to explore the application of actor-based programming at the smallest scale of com-
puting, the VM was ported to a wireless sensor device. This required the use of the ‘split-vm’
approach, whereby an application is linked on a powerful machine, leaving a statically linked
binary which is loaded onto the sensor mote. Space constraints prevent actor reconfiguration,
but do allow a suitable environment for sensor network applications.
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Chapter 5
The Actor as the Unit of Abstraction
The previous two chapters have described a programming language based on the actor model
of computation designed to simplify programming of concurrent, distributed, and adaptive
applications across different equivalence classes of hardware platform, as well as the design
and implementation of a runtime to facilitate the model expressed in the language.
The purpose of this chapter is to apply the actor model, as expressed in the language and
runtime, to the areas of concurrent, distributed, and adaptive computation across different
hardware platforms in order to show that the actor is the correct unit of abstraction when
programming embedded, highly parallel, and heterogeneous systems either in isolation or in
concert.
Before the discussion, it is worth noting that any application written using actors can also be
written in any other Turing complete language. The power of actors is in the structuring of the
application. By forcing a developer to express their application in terms of autonomous loci
of computation that interact with explicit communication, the application is loosely coupled,
modular, and naturally suited to concurrency, distribution, and adaptation.
This Chapter is split into five sections. Section 5.1 discusses the actor as an appropriate unit
of abstraction for programming embedded systems, specifically WSNs. There is a compar-
ison between this work and TinyOS, the de-facto standard in the field, in terms of quantita-
tive linguistic complexity and runtime performance across a range of applications. There is
also an analysis of the runtime impact of movable types. In Section 5.2 the actor model is
shown to be an appropriate abstraction level for programming parallel hardware platforms,
by simplifying the use of the OpenCL framework. Again, there is a quantitative linguistic
comparison and performance evaluation on a number of applications. The use of the actor as
the unit of adaptive programming across heterogeneous hardware platforms is discussed in
Section 5.3. Its use is motivated by a number of examples where adaptation is required, as
well as a performance analysis showing that the advantages of adaptation is greater than the
cost. Finally, Section 5.4 gives a summary of the points made in this chapter.
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5.1 The Actor as the Abstraction for Embedded Pro-
gramming
Resource-constrained embedded systems are being increasingly embedded in our surround-
ing environments, to both collect data from and effect changes in such environments. Even
watches are now powerful enough to execute non-trivial computation, and are advancing the
definition of embedded hardware1. Wireless sensor networks are one category of resource-
constrained embedded system which exhibits all of the traits found in the domain; limited
battery power, RAM, ROM, and processing power. In this work, WSNs have been used as
a case study for the application of actor-based programming to embedded systems, with the
results being generally applicable to systems with similar constraints.
Wireless sensor networks enable a wide variety of activities to be performed autonomously,
and are currently being used in many diverse areas including measurements of mountain per-
mafrost [127] and grapevines [128]. Such networks take highly constrained hardware devices
(motes) and connect them via short-range radios to form useful monitoring tools, protection
systems, and research systems. In programming such devices, a number of unconventional
programming models have evolved. For example, the TinyOS [30] and Contiki [129] embed-
ded operating systems use an event-driven programming model, although realised through
different abstractions.
Event-driven systems respond to events. These events can be generated by the hardware, for
example by interrupts, or by software. An event triggers an associated event handler, which
handles the event and results in some computation being initiated that may, in turn, generate
further events. In event-driven systems, there is no single locus of execution; rather, there
are a number of them each triggered by an event. Such systems have become popular for
embedded systems since they do not require the same memory and processing overheads
as threads (e.g., for stacks and context switching), yet provide a concurrent computational
model. Another advantage is that concurrency control is simplified since, in many (single-
CPU) systems, multiple event handlers do not run simultaneously [30].
Widely-used operating systems for wireless sensor networks impose unusual programming
models to compensate for the limited resources available on embedded hardware platforms.
For example, TinyOS [30] uses the nesC language, with an event-driven ‘split-phase’ pro-
gramming model. In nesC, all operations are non-blocking, and programs use many call-
backs which can make the flow of control difficult to follow [22]. Equally, Contiki [129]
programs are written in C, but use macros and continuations to simulate a traditional threaded
environment on top of an event-driven core. Other approaches, such as MagnetOS [130] and
1http://www.apple.com/pr/library/2014/09/09Apple-Unveils-Apple-Watch-Apples-Most-Personal-Device-
Ever.html - Accessed May 2015
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SwissQM [131] also support unusual execution models. MagnetOS treats the whole network
as a single VM, and SwissQM treats it as a database. Programmers using these systems must
have extensive knowledge of low-level and embedded programming. Domain experts wish-
ing to use WSNs in their own fields – often described as the intended users of these systems
– are unlikely to have this knowledge.
These models are non-intuitive to programmers due to the introduction of unnecessary non-
intrinsic complexity. In particular, the introduction of the TinyOS split-phase execution
model is a barrier to understanding, writing and reasoning about WSN programs. The same
argument could also be levelled at programming with TinyOS threads [132] or Contiki pro-
tothreads [133], but is not included for brevity.
This work hypothesises that the use the actor-based programming model simplifies devel-
opment for resource-constrained embedded systems, removing much of the complexity of
even-based programming, while still affording the developer the power to create complex
applications. Also, the use of a VM specifically designed to execute such applications does
not prevent their use in resource-constrained environments. This is shown by implementing
such applications in Ensemble, and executing them both natively and by the Ensemble VM
on the Tmote Sky.
5.1.1 Applications
In order to evaluate the complexity and performance of an actor-based approach to WSN
applications, the following examples where chosen:
• BlinkA is a simple application that periodically blinks the three different LED’s of the
Tmote Sky at different rates. BlinkB performs the same operation using the TinyOS
thread library (TOSThreads [132]).
• TestSineSensor periodically samples a sensor, after which it forwards the obtained
value over the serial link. Under TinyOS, it is implemented using TOSThreads.
• RadioStress uses three threads to send messages to another mote where three threads
are listening for messages from their counterparts. Under TinyOS, it is implemented
using TOSThreads.
• RadioCountToLeds involves two motes, one maintains a counter which is transmitted
over the radio to the other mote which displays the lower three bits of the transmitted
value on its LED’s.
• RadioSenseToLeds is a similar application, except that it collects and sends sensor data
as opposed to a software counter.
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• Sense is similar to RadioSenseToLeds, but it only uses one mote and does not send
sensor values over the radio.
• TestRoundRobinArbiter is an example of an access control mechanism where three
resource users request access from a central controller, which grants access to each in
turn.
• Fourier performs a Fourier transform on an array of 40 integers repeatedly.
• Grid is based on the notion of using ad-hoc grids in sensor networks to mitigate the
power consumed by excessive radio transmission of data [134]. This application con-
sists of two types of node: leaders, who make requests, and slaves, who service re-
quests. Initially the leader broadcasts a request asking for any free slave. Once a slave
replies to this request, the leader collects enough sensor data to fill an array of size
10 and transmits it to the slave that acknowledged it. The slave performs a Fourier
transform on the received data, calculates the maximum value and returns this to the
leader.
• DataLogger is a prototype application to monitor the effects of fluid flow on riverbed
sediment. This require continuous measurement of four different sensors at 50Hz,
logging this data to storage, and radio communication between the sensor collecting
the data and a user controlled base-station for data collection and reporting. This
program uses many of the optional actors provided by the standard library, including
the acceleration and tilt sensors, the radio, the storage module, timers, and runtime
error checking.
The Grid, Fourier, and DataLogger applications were not provided by TinyOS, but all other
were. The combination of these applications cover intense computation, radio transmission,
interactions between actors on a single node and combinations thereof, and are representa-
tive of the typical actions of applications on this type of device. In particular, Datalogger
represents a typical embedded application, where data is sampled, stored, and reported over
the radio.
5.1.2 Experimental Setup
All experiments were performed on the Tmote Sky hardware with fully charged batteries
at the start of each experiment. Performance results were confirmed on the Cooja simula-
tor [135].
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Lines of Code Actors/Components Wiring Statements Interfaces
Application Ensemble nesC Ensemble nesC Ensemble nesC Ensemble nesC
BlinkA 28 40 2 6 3 5 1 5
BlinkB 30 54 4 7 1 6 1 6
TestSineSensor 13 45 2 7 2 8 1 7
RadioStress 50 94 5 13 9 12 1 12
RadioCountToLeds 55 103 5 7 4 7 2 7
RadioSenseToLeds 57 101 6 8 6 8 2 8
Sense 29 43 3 5 3 4 1 4
RoundRobinArbiter 49 180 5 11 10 15 2 24
Fourier 19 30 1 2 0 1 1 1
Grid 97 177 5 8 7 8 1 8
DataLogger 567 2552 5 22 20 37 5 68
Table 5.1: Comparison of Ensemble and nesC code.
5.1.3 Code Complexity
Both Ensemble and nesC applications are composed of components/actors, interfaces, and
wiring statements. Accordingly, these features were used as metrics to judge code complex-
ity. Table 5.1 shows the results. The table shows the application, number of lines of code
used, number of components/actors either written or referenced, number of wiring/connect
statements, and the number of interfaces used. Obviously each of these features could be
manipulated -e.g., every Ensemble application could be written in a single actor. To prevent
this, each Ensemble application uses an actor representing each activity of the program and
the system actors.
The table shows that the applications can be written in Ensemble with fewer elements from
each category, excluding the Fourier application where both languages require one inter-
face. Although it does not necessarily follow that fewer is better, the previous discussion
of the simpler composition of Ensemble and these results show that it is possible to write
functionally-equivalent programs in Ensemble which are simpler.
5.1.4 Memory Usage
The initial implementation of Ensemble directly generated C code which was compiled with
InceOS to generate a binary. This binary was then uploaded to a sensor mote. The RAM
and ROM requirements of using this method are described in Section C.1.1. As the purpose
of porting the Ensemble VM to the Tmote Sky was to provide a platform to enable runtime
adaptation, the following results are for the Ensemble VM.
The static memory usage of Ensemble applications has been examined in Section 4.6.1. En-
semble applications also allocate memory dynamically from the heap. Because the garbage
collector uses reference counting, memory is freed as soon as it is no longer referenced.
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Figure 5.1: Dynamic memory usage of the RadioSenseToLeds application.
RadioSenseToLeds
In Figure 5.1, the ‘VM’ plot shows the dynamic memory usage of the RadioSenseToLeds
application over time, running on the Ensemble VM. Time is measured in the number of
allocations and deallocations since the end of the OS initialisation sequence.
Memory tracking starts at the beginning of the boot clause, after system initialisation. Most
of the memory allocated before this is used for the C call stacks of the system actors and the
stage. The large increases at around times 50 and 60 are the creation of the sender and
receiver actors (again, most of the memory is used for the C stacks). The large drop at time
70 is the termination of the actor created to execute the code in a stage’s boot clause. Periodic
usage is observed after time 100, as the sender’s behaviour is executed repeatedly.
The ‘Native’ plot shows the behaviour of the same program, compiled using an Ensemble to
C compiler. The memory usage is considerably lower, mainly because the stack size needed
for each actor is calculated at compiletime and set in the C code. This is in contrast to the
VM, where the stack size of each actor must be large enough to run the interpreter, regardless
of which Ensemble application is being run. However, it should be noted that there is still
more than enough memory available to run the interpreted program, approximately 50%
of the 10 KB RAM on the sensor. Note that the important result here is that the runtime
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Figure 5.2: External fragmentation: number of free blocks in the interpreted RadioSense-
ToLeds application.
and application are able to fit within the limited amount of RAM available on the hardware
platform. The cost of higher RAM usage, when compared to the native result, is larger power
consumption. The ability to measure this was beyond the ability of the author, however, it
should be noted that the main consumer of power on such devices is the radio, not the RAM.
As memory is allocated and freed, the region of memory used by the allocator becomes
fragmented. Figure 5.2 shows the total number of free blocks, and Figure 5.3 shows the size
of the largest free block, in the interpreted RadioSenseToLeds program over the same time
period as Figure 5.1. Although memory is being allocated and freed throughout this time,
the level of fragmentation is bounded, and does not increase to the point where it becomes
problematic. Fragmentation is addressed in Section 5.1.6.
Table 5.2 compares the total static memory requirements for the interpreted and native ver-
sions of RadioSenseToLeds. For the interpreted version, ROM usage includes the linked
standard library, the bytecode program, and all C code. Again, the native version is con-
siderably smaller, but there is still enough memory available for the VM and interpreted
application.
Interpreted applications consume more memory than their native equivalents, however, the
VM is not intended to compete with the memory footprint of native execution. Instead, the
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Figure 5.3: External fragmentation: largest free block in the interpreted RadioSenseToLeds
application.
Type RAM (bytes) ROM (bytes)
Interpreted 632 38982
Native 590 22440
Table 5.2: Statically allocated memory for native and interpreted RadioSenseToLeds.
VM is intended to make Ensemble more flexible and robust, and to be a base upon which to
build useful features such as runtime adaptation. Higher memory consumption is considered
an acceptable tradeoff for these features.
DataLogger
Figure 5.4 shows the dynamic memory usage of a more complex interpreted program,
DataLogger. Between times 500 and 3500, the program is reading from the sensors. The
large spikes during this time are buffers filled with data being passed to the flash actor;
these are arrays which are copied when they are sent over a channel, in keeping with the
strict encapsulation of actors. Between about 4000 and 6000, data is being streamed from
flash to the radio. Table 5.3 shows the static memory usage for DataLogger and the base
station. Despite the complexity of the application, there is still more than 2 kB of RAM and
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Figure 5.4: Dynamic memory usage of the DataLogger application.
Program RAM (bytes) ROM (bytes)
DataLogger 636 42866
Base Station 724 41566
Table 5.3: Statically allocated memory for DataLogger and the base station.
6 kB of program memory free. This demonstrates that the Ensemble VM is capable of
running a realistic and potentially useful application.
5.1.5 Performance
As with Section 5.1.4, the following discussion is in relation to the Ensemble VM.
Section C.1.2 has a performance comparison between native Ensemble and nesC code. The
following discusses the most relevant results for the VM.
Instructions per Second
One measure of the VM’s performance is the number of bytecode instructions executed per
second. The VM was instrumented to capture this data, and several programs were run.
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Program Runtime No runtime
checks checks
RadioSenseToLeds 128 132
Fourier 29051 29176
Arithmetic 42894 42871
Table 5.4: Instructions per second.
These measurements were taken on a Tmote Sky sensor node running at 8 MHz. Table 5.4
shows the results.
Different bytecode instructions take different times to execute. The number of instructions a
program executes per second depends on which instructions it uses. Arithmetic simply
performs integer arithmetic in a loop; this is perhaps unrealistic, but it demonstrates the
VM’s highest speed.
Table 5.4 also shows the effect of runtime error checking on instruction throughput. With
runtime error checking enabled, the VM detects various problems as they occur, and throws
an appropriate exception. Checks include testing for null pointers, testing for out-of-bounds
array accesses, and reporting out-of-memory conditions. If exceptions are not caught by the
interpreted program, the offending actor is restarted. With runtime checks disabled,
execution continues after an error with undefined behaviour.
As shown in Table 5.4, runtime error checking does not have a significant performance
overhead. Thus the only reason to disable error checking is if the memory saved by doing
so is needed for bytecode storage.
Execution Time
Counting instructions per second is an artificial measure of performance. A more important
measure is the time taken for an application to do something useful; it is unimportant how
many instructions are executed in the process. Table 5.5 shows the running times for several
applications, both as interpreted applications running on the VM, and as native applications.
The figures are the average running times of one hundred executions of each application’s
behaviour. For each of the interpreted applications, runtime error checking is enabled.
For a computationally intensive task such as the fast Fourier transform, native code is more
than an order of magnitude faster than interpreted code. In contrast, for an I/O bound
program such as RadioSenseToLeds, the overhead of interpretation is negligible.
A sensor node VM would be expected to run mainly I/O bound applications. It is unlikely
that computationally intensive tasks, such as the fast Fourier transform, would be written in
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Program Time (s) Standard
Deviation (s)
RadioSenseToLeds (VM) 0.233 0.001
RadioSenseToLeds (Native) 0.230 0.001
Fourier (VM) 2.420 0.001
Fourier (Native) 0.161 0.000
Table 5.5: Running times of interpreted and native programs.
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Figure 5.5: Memory usage graph for the movable version of the DataLogger program.
interpreted code. In fact, the C implementation used by the native Fourier example is
available to interpreted programs as a native method in the standard library. Similar
computationally intensive tasks, where the overhead of interpretation is large, could be
implemented in C and exposed to the high-level interpreted program in the same way. This
demonstrates that the VM is fast enough for its intended use.
type IDataGather is interface( in bool controller;
out bool sas;
in mov integer[] sasDone;
out integer[] writeChan)
Listing 5.1: Modification Required to DataLogger Example for Movability
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(a) Memory usage graph for the forwarding example program simu-
lated in Cooja.
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(b) Memory usage graph for the forwarding example program on
physical Tmote Sky.
Figure 5.6: Memory usage graph for the forwarding example program.
5.1.6 Movability
In order to show the effectiveness of movable types (Section 3.2), the effect of memory
allocated from the local and movable heaps was evaluated at the WSN scale against a
number of real and contrived Ensemble applications. A comparison is made in terms of
absolute memory consumption, memory fragmentation, number of memory allocations, and
the largest available block of contiguous memory at a given point in time.
Figure 5.4 shows the memory consumption of the DataLogger application using normal
memory allocation, whereas Figure 5.5 show the memory consumption for the same
application using movable memory. Again, the x-axis shows time in terms of the number of
malloc and free operations performed, rather than wall clock time. By comparing the results
we see that the spikes observed between allocations 500 to 3500 are less severe in the
movable version. This was achieved by marking the in channel to the data logger as
receiving movable memory, hence, there was no duplication of data when sending data to
the storage actor. Listing 5.1 highlights (in yellow) the only change to the DataLogger
application necessary to provide the efficiency savings of the movable version over the
non-movable version.
This application was amenable to the use of movability, requiring only a single addition of
the mov type to specify that an in channel receives movable memory. This removed the
need to deep-copy the received data which is subsequently sent on.
The forwarding application (Section 3.2) has been used to generate the results in
Figures 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8. These figures show the amount of memory consumed, the number
of free memory blocks available, and the largest free block available as the application
executes, respectively. For convenience, the latter two figures were generated from data
produced by the Cooja simulator. The simulator gives acceptable results when
approximating real hardware as shown by the similarity of the results on both real hardware
and the simulator, as seen in Figures 5.6a and 5.6b, respectively.
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(a) External fragmentation for non-movable version of forwarding ap-
plication.
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(b) External fragmentation for movable version of forwarding appli-
cation.
Figure 5.7: External fragmentation for the forwarding example program.
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(a) Largest free block over time non-movable version of forwarding
application.
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(b) Largest free block over time for movable version of forwarding
application.
Figure 5.8: Largest free block over time for the forwarding example program.
By examining the results in Figures 5.6a and 5.6b it can be seen that the use of movability
has not only reduced the total amount of memory consumed by the application, but also the
number of allocations made. Comparing the results in Figures 5.7a and 5.7b shows that
movability has reduced the number of free blocks available, and hence the fragmentation in
the heap. This is confirmed by Figures 5.8a and 5.8b which show the largest available
contiguous memory block at a given point in time for the non-movable and movable
versions of the application, respectively.
5.1.7 Real World Deployment
At the time of writing, the Ensemble language and runtime are being used to create a
system for the purpose of data collection. This is being done by the Urban Big Data Centre
at the University of Glasgow2. The application consists of reading values from the light,
temperature, and humidity sensors, and then both logging this information locally, and
periodically transmitting this information to a central sink node. This sink node will be
connected to a desktop machine, which will upload this information to a server. The
2www.ubdc.ac.uk/ - Accessed March 2015
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application will run on the Tmote Sky hardware platform, and is similar to the
radioCountToLeds, and the DataLogger examples.
The real world deployment will both validate the example applications used to evaluate
Ensemble at this level of scale, and when complete will enable an evaluation both of
Ensemble in the wild, and provide an opportunity to subjectively evaluate the practicality,
suitability, and usefulness of actors in this application domain for the developers
themselves. As the focus of this work has been on the development of the language and
runtime, as well as an evaluation from an objective perspective, a subjective evaluation has
been beyond the scope of this work.
5.2 The Actor as the Abstraction for
Accelerator-based Concurrency
Due to power consumption, heat dissipation, and clock propagation limits, modern
hardware architectures are now designed with many, concurrent processing elements, as
opposed to single processing elements with increasing clock rates; examples of such
architectures include GPUs and multicore CPUs. These hardware platforms are designed to
provide the user with multiple physical threads of execution, thus enabling many
computations to occur simultaneously.
Software threads have traditionally been used to enable parallel execution on CPU
architectures. However, due to the different nature of GPU hardware architectures, a
number of different programming techniques are used. OpenCL is a standardised
programming framework available for the main GPU vendors (NVIDIA and AMD), as well
as other parallel hardware architectures including FPGAs.
While the OpenCL API enables access to these architectures and others, there are three
main limitations. Firstly, the user is required to write large amounts of boilerplate code to
create the OpenCL environment for a particular calculation. Secondly, the programming
style requires explicit data movement between the host CPU and the OpenCL device; this
requires manually flattening multi-dimensional arrays and structures of non-primitive types.
Thirdly, the language and style used to program the device is often different from the
programming language being used on the host. A similar argument can be made against the
CUDA framework; since CUDA is only available on NVIDIA hardware, this work is
focused on the more broadly applicable OpenCL.
Alternatively, OpenACC is a pragma-based approach to concurrent programming, where a
developer explicitly annotates sections of code to be parallelised, as well as the data which
should be moved between host and device (Section 2.3.2). While this approach abstracts
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Figure 5.9: Topology of the LUD Application
much of the boilerplate code of OpenCL, applying the simple annotations to single threaded
code does not guarantee good performance and is not effective for all application classes.
This section describes the application of actor-based programming to accelerator-based
concurrency at the language level by including the OpenCL framework within the
Ensemble programming language. The hypothesis is that moving from low-level C code to
a concurrent, shared-nothing, high-level actor programming model simplifies the use of
OpenCL by providing appropriate structuring, thus enabling greater access to
high-performance and heterogeneous computing. This work demonstrates that applications
written using actors exhibit less complexity via quantitative metrics compared to
handwritten OpenCL in C (C-OpenCL), and that these applications run efficiently on
different hardware platforms, with low overhead when compared to C-OpenCL and
equivalent or better performance to OpenACC annotated C (C-OpenACC). This is shown
for a number of different types of application, including a real-world document ranking
example.
5.2.1 Applications
Using the modifications to the language described in Section 3.3, a range of applications
were created to evaluate the linguistic complexity and performance of actor-based OpenCL
in Ensemble as compared to equivalent C and OpenACC implementations. The applications
covered include matrix operations, multiple kernels, parallel reduction and a real world
application.
• Matrix Multiplication multiplies two 1024 x 1024 matrices in a single kernel.
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Lines of Code Cyclomatic Complexity ABC
Application C Ensemble OpenACC C Ensemble OpenACC C Ensemble OpenACC
Matrix Multiplication 154 -8 5 -1 -2 0 134 2 1
Mandelbrot 96 -4 12 -1 1 0 22 -6 2
Reduction 266 72 3 19 4 1 103 10 0
LUD 144 7 7 5 -8 1 200 -11 0
Document Ranking 45 -16 3 53 -1 0 405 -29 0
Table 5.6: Difference Between Single Threaded and Concurrent Code per Approach
• Mandelbrot computes a 1000 iteration Mandelbrot set in a single kernel.
• LUD (Lower Upper Decomposition) factorises a square matrix of 2048 elements,
and is a common operation in matrix calculations: this example uses three kernels in
series. Figure 5.9 show the topology and connections of the actors in this application.
• Matrix Reduction finds the minimal value in an array of 33,554,432 elements using
parallel reduction in a single kernel.
• Document Ranking takes a set of documents and using a template determines if
these documents are wanted, or unwanted: this uses a single kernel.
5.2.2 Code Complexity
Table 5.6 shows the (arithmetic) difference between the concurrent and non-concurrent
code versions for each approach. For example, the C-OpenCL version of Matrix
Multiplication required 154 more lines of code than the single threaded C version, whereas
the Ensemble-OpenCL version required 8 fewer lines than the single threaded Ensemble
version. As well as the lines of code written, the table also shows McCabe’s cyclomatic
complexity [136] for the applications. This metric quantitatively assesses the number of
different paths through a program. Also shown is the Assignments, Branches, and
Conditions (ABC) metric that assesses the size/complexity of code [137]. In each case, the
number shown is for the entire application; negative values indicate a decrease in the
specified metric.
By comparison to C-OpenCL, both Ensemble-OpenCL and C-OpenACC require fewer
lines of code, and are simpler by both metrics, with the only exceptions being the matrix
multiplication and Mandelbrot cyclomatic complexity examples. The negative values seen
are due to the kernel code/actor effectively replacing the outer for loop in the
single-threaded version, thus reducing code and complexity. Annotating code with
OpenACC pragmas generally has little effect on the code size or metrics. The main impact
is from having to explicitly specify the sizes of the data to be moved, requiring variables to
be accessed.
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Figure 5.10: Performance between C-OpenCL, Ensemble-OpenCL and C-OpenACC Nor-
malised to Ensemble GPU
The implicit kernel for loop, plus the actor and channel abstractions accounts for the better
results generally shown by Ensemble-OpenCL compared to C-OpenACC. The main
discrepancy being the reduction example, which required very different kernel logic to the
single-threaded equivalent in both Ensemble and C, however, this mindset is advocated by
both approaches, unlike OpenACC.
5.2.3 Performance
Figures 5.10a-5.10e show the comparative performance of Ensemble-OpenCL, C-OpenCL
and C-OpenACC for the applications described above. Here the CPU and GPU suffix
indicates the if the result is for a CPU or GPU, respectively. C-OpenACC refers to both
GPU and CPU results, as the PGI compiler was used for both OpenACC and OpenMP
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pragmas. Each column in each figure displays the time taken to complete the given
application, normalised to the Ensemble GPU results. This is done to highlight relative
application performance, rather than absolute execution performance. The columns are split
to show the relative amount of time taken to move data to a device, move data from a
device, to execute a kernel, and the overhead which represents the total relative application
execution time minus these values. This does not apply to C-OpenACC as it was not
possible to correctly identify the distinct operations due to the pragma-based abstraction.
Figures 5.10a and 5.10b show the results for the matrix multiplication and Mandelbrot
applications, respectively. The OpenCL actions (data movement and kernel calculations)
are nearly equivalent between the C and Ensemble versions. The higher overheads in the
Ensemble version are due to interpreter overhead for the non-kernel code. C-OpenACC
shows similar performance on the GPU for Figure 5.10a, however much worse performance
in Figure 5.10b, even when using the fine-grained gangs and worker annotations to
explicitly specify the groupsize and worksize to be used on the GPU. Whereas an
explicit kernel can take advantage of each thread’s position within the 2D architecture of the
GPU, the C-OpenACC abstraction cannot, hence the poor performance.
Figure 5.10c is of particular note as it highlights one of the advantages of using channels. In
this application there are three kernels, each performing a different operation. In the
Ensemble version, a controller actor plumbs the channels of the kernel actors together,
creating a pipeline of kernels, Figure 5.9. The controller then sends the data, and waits for
the final result. By comparison, the C-OpenCL version sequentially invokes each kernel
from the host. As C-OpenACC is annotated single-threaded code, it also invokes the
relevant code sequentially.
This application highlights the advantage of movability within Ensemble. Without
movability, LUD took approximately three minutes (not shown) to complete on the GPU
due to all the data movement involved; with movability, it takes approximately five seconds
on the GPU. Here we can see that by using movable types, the time taken by Ensemble is
comparable to the C version. Again, the higher overheads are caused by the non-OpenCL
code being interpreted by the unoptimised Ensemble VM, not data movement.
In order to obtain comparable performance from OpenACC, annotating the outer loop of
the relevant code was not sufficient, requiring use of the non-trivial gangs and worker
annotations. This makes the distinction of host and device explicit, with the added
disadvantage of being inline in the code, rather than having distinct sections of code. Again,
worse performance is seen from the CPU.
Figure 5.10d shows that Ensemble-OpenCL closely tracks the performance of C-OpenCL.
C-OpenACC performs poorly for this application on both the GPU and CPU due to this
type of application requiring different logic to take advantage of parallel hardware. Again,
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annotating the sequential version is not enough for this type of application.
Figure 5.10e shows results for a real world example and indicates that the kernel execution
time in Ensemble-OpenCL is greater than in C-OpenCL. This is due to some fundamental
differences between the host languages, rather than the programming models. Firstly, in
Ensemble there are no NULL values. This means that all data types must be initialised at the
point of creation. This has the advantage of making the language safer, but can lead to
increased execution time when the first actual use of a variable it to write to it - i.e.
initialisation was not required. In this application, two arrays are initialised in the kernel,
within a loop with many iterations. A similar action is taken in the C version, however the
two initialisation loops are combined, effectively halving the amount of work done by the C
version. Loop unrolling in the code generated from the Ensemble compiler could help with
this.
Secondly, the ability of C to use an integer value as both a boolean indicator and numerical
value leads to faster code when compared to Ensemble, which has no such overloading.
Ensemble uses separate types for numeric and boolean values, which in this application
requires a number of control structures to be used, and causes greater execution time.
Thirdly, the C-OpenCL version uses short vector types and operations. Ensemble does not
yet support OpenCL specific types such as short vectors, and the associated vector
operations upon such types. This limitation is due to time constraints, rather than
implementation or theoretical barriers. Such types and operations will be added to the
Ensemble type system, and will reduce the execution time. Again, this is a limitation of
Ensemble, not actors.
The second observation is the smaller data movement time in Ensemble-OpenCL compared
to C-OpenCL. This was an unexpected consequence of movability (Section 3.2). In this
application, the kernel execution was run multiple times during each individual run to
collect sufficiently large time values. In the C-OpenCL version, the data is copied to and
from the device each time. No changes or modifications are made to the data between
movements. This is also true in the Ensemble version, however due to the lazy evaluation
logic the data on the device is never moved back to the host, as it is not required to do so.
The PGI compiler was not able to compile this code, hence no results were obtained for the
GPU or CPU from C-OpenACC. The CPU results were generated from the OpenMP
pragmas and the gcc compiler. Even with the gcc compiler, the results still show slower
CPU results by comparison with the other methods.
From the results shown, the general trend is that the performance of hand coded C-OpenCL
is comparable to Ensemble-OpenCL. As both C and Ensemble are using the OpenCL
runtime, the main difference in time between these approaches comes from the overhead of
the Ensemble VM. There are optimisations that can be applied to the implementation, as
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discussed previously, however the fact that Ensemble is an interpreted language accounts
for the majority of the overhead when compared to the C version, as opposed to issues with
the language’s actor-based structure.
Given these results and the previous discussion, it has been shown that:
• Ensemble-OpenCL always enables simpler, functionally-equivalent code with many
fewer lines of code compared to C-OpenCL, and generally simpler, equivalent code
with fewer lines when compared to C-OpenACC;
• Ensemble-OpenCL applications present commensurate performance to C-OpenCL on
GPU & CPU;
• Relative performance of Ensemble-OpenCL to C-OpenACC ranges from equivalent
to significantly better on GPUs, and from better to vastly better on CPUs.
5.3 The Actor as the Abstraction for Adaptive
Programming
The combination of improved battery technology and more power-efficient computing
hardware has resulted in the proliferation of heterogeneous distributed systems. This
internet of things consists of embedded devices, wearable devices, hobbiest devices, parallel
devices, and commodity devices. Given the different resource and power constraints found
in such systems, it is important that applications be able to reconfigure or adapt their
runtime execution environment in order to make best use of the resources available.
Adaptable systems can be used in interesting and useful ways for personal, industrial,
academic, or educational purposes. The deployment of WSN hardware in hazardous
environments [127], makes retrieving hardware to update the software challenging,
requiring adaptation or over-the-air programming at the firmware level [33], or the module
level [46, 38]. At the opposite end of the spectrum, data centres use adaptation to facilitate
load-balancing. Virtualisation systems, such as Xen [51], provide coarse-grained adaptation
at the OS level. A similar argument can be made for the computing clusters which are used
in HPC, often for large scientific computations.
In the consumer domain, industry is beginning to take advantage of adaptable software and
the different computers in the surrounding environment. For example, Google’s
Chromecast3 enables Android enabled devices to cast images or videos to a nearby
television or screen, instead of the small screens found on tablets or mobile phones. Apple’s
3https://www.google.co.uk/chrome/devices/chromecast/index.html - Accessed April 2015
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Continuity4 goes further and lets you move active software between Apple devices for a set
of office-focused applications. In both systems, customised hardware is required, and only a
specific set of purpose-built applications work.
Despite the potential advantages of adaptable computing, the different categories of
hardware often come with domain-specific programming styles and technologies. For
example, event-driven programming in embedded systems, and accelerator-based
programming in parallel systems, presenting a barrier for adoption of non-experts.
Additionally, there are two main limitations of the above adaptive approaches. The
image-based approach requires the replacement of the entire software runtime environment,
while the more fine-grained replacement requires the use of APIs. The API-based approach
offers no integration with the programming model, requiring the user to have correctly
created de-coupled code, and offers no assistance in reasoning about the overall logic of the
application or how it will be affected by adaptation.
The goal of this work is to support and ease the use of adaptive computing in the general
case. Having the actor as the unit of adaptation simplifies the creation of applications which
are naturally provisioned for adaptation, in particular runtime migration, without the
requirement for specialised libraries, specialist programmer knowledge, or specialist
knowledge of the different hardware platforms on which an application may execute, or
even the networking technologies which connect them. Providing the ability to adapt actor
applications, by default, will make adaptable computing available in the general case,
enabling the exploration of programming multi-platform software adaptation. Whereas
traditional programming models see distributed systems as distinct hardware locations
explicitly interacting with other distinct hardware locations, the actor model abstracts
physical locations, enabling users to focus on solving problems.
Given the previous discussion on the design and implementation of the language and
runtime in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively, this section describes the application of
actor-based computation to adaptive applications. The hypothesis is that the shared-nothing
message passing semantics of actors is the appropriate structuring mechanism to create
adaptive applications, without restrictive performance costs. This is shown by a
combination of raw performance results for the primitive actions of adaptation in the
Ensemble language, as well as the performance of two representative applications.
5.3.1 Applications
In order to test the hypothesis that actors are a simple and appropriate unit of abstraction for
adaptive applications, two applications were created: an application which enables a human
4https://support.apple.com/en-gb/HT204681 - Accessed April 2015
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Figure 5.11: Command Line Draughts Interface
to play draughts against a computer player, and a media player which follows a user around
a physical space.
An Adaptive Draughts Engine
One advantage to adaptive computation is the ability to offload data processing to a remote
site. Motivation for this includes power constraints, more appropriate hardware, or cost.
This idea has been explored via techniques such as RPC/RMI (Section 2.2.5). To show how
actors can be used to facilitate offloading, a draughts engine using alpha-beta pruning [138]
has been created in Ensemble. The core computation of the application is when the
computer player decides on which move to make. To do this, the tree of possible future
legal moves is generated from the current board, and the computer player uses heuristics to
decide the best move. Generally, the deeper the search tree, the more challenging the
computer opponent. The game is played via a command-line interface, Figure 5.11. The
application consists of two actor types, one to interact with the user, and one to calculate the
computer player’s next move.
There are two possibilities for runtime adaptation:
• spawn - Before the computer player begins the calculations for its move, it may
decide that the calculations are to be performed locally because the game is on easy
mode, or remotely, because the game is on hard mode. In the remote case, the
computer player searches for a more powerful stage, and spawns an actor remotely,
passing the current game board. Once the remote actor has explored the search tree
and made a decision, it transmits the choice back to the computer player. This style is
similar to the use of RPC/RMI.
• migrate - If the computer player has decided that the calculations should be
performed locally, but the search is taking longer than some predefined time
associated with user response, it may choose to migrate the relevant actors to a
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different machine to complete the search faster. These stages can either be discovered
a priori or on demand. Here, the use of migration can transparently enable the
existing work to be transferred to another stage(s) to be completed, rather than
restarting the calculations, or abandoning the search and returning the best result thus
far.
These two approaches highlight that there are different solutions to this problem. In both
situations, the partitioning of the application into actors provides the necessary decoupling
for either spawn or migrate. As the language supports these operations natively, their
use is trivial from the users perspective.
A Mobile Media Player
This application is designed to show how adaptability can be used in a mobile context. This
has been done by creating an application which displays images similar to a slide show.
These images will be displayed on different hardware devices as a user moves through an
area. As Ensemble does not yet have a graphical environment, these images are
ASCII-based. While this is clearly not a modern media example, it represents the salient
features of such an application.
The experiment consists of three actors. One actor is responsible for displaying the images
(display), one actor is responsible for controlling access to the file system (file) at the
starting stage, and one actor is responsible for locating geographically close stages, and
instructing the display actor to either move to the stage closest to the initial stage, or to
return to the initial stage if it is about to go out of range (locator).
This experiment consists of a laptop and three RaspberryPis, each in a different room. The
actors begin on the laptop, and images from the laptop’s file system are shown periodically
on its display. As the user enters a room, the application will detect the RaspberryPi, and
automatically migrate the actor responsible for displaying the image to this device if within
a certain distance. This distance is determined using the #DISTANCE property for a stage.
After this point, the images will be displayed on the RaspberryPi’s output. The assumption
being that the display of the RaspberryPi is more appropriate. As the user leaves the room,
the locator actor will instruct the display actor to migrate back to the laptop. If the user
enters another room with a RaspberryPi, the display actor will migrate directly from the
previous RasperryPi to the new one.
As the files are located on the laptop, access to them is gained through a file system actor,
which accepts paths to files, and returns bytestreams representing images. This interaction
is done via channels which transparently stretch as the display actor migrates, providing
access in the same manner regardless of the stage at which the actor is located. No third
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party libraries or restructuring of user code beyond that normally expected of the
actor-model is required to achieve this adaptation.
This example is a prototype. Given more time, a Java implementation of the Ensemble VM
would have been created to enable Ensemble applications to execute on a wide number of
mobile phones. Also, the creation of media codecs in Ensemble would enable the
application to support more advanced media representations.
5.3.2 Evaluation
Given the previous discussion of how adaptation is represented in Ensemble (Section 3.4)
and the limitations or restrictions of adaptation in other actor-based languages in
Section 2.1, the following discusses the performance results of using adaptability in
Ensemble across heterogeneous hardware platforms. The combination of time constraints
and the limitations of other approaches prevented a comparative evaluation. To quantify the
cost of adapting actors, the size and time taken to spawn and migrate actors was measured
with respect to the applications described above. Also, Appendix C characterises the
performance for each adaptation operation in the language in isolation.
The following graphs show turkey box plots. The bottom and top of the boxes represent the
first and third quartile ranges of the data, with the band inside the box representing the
second quartile, or median. The diamond represents the average. The whisker represent the
range of values within 1.5 times the inter quartile range, and the circles represent outliers.
Each box is generated from 100 runs of the specified experiment; this value was chosen as
the results were stable after this many runs.
In the following, the specification of the devices used is discussed in Section 4.3.3.
NXT Platform
Although the NXT platform does support the channel-based abstraction of the network and
runtime adaptation, it was not included in the draughts and media player experiments due to
a limitation with its communication mechanism. Specifically, the Bluetooth radio chip that
it uses attempts to create connections on a restricted Bluetooth channel, hence it cannot
create connections to non-NXT platforms. As Ensemble does not use persistent connections
and must create connections often, this is a limitation on this platform. It is important to
note that this restriction is specific to the NXT hardware platform, and is not an issue with
this work.
Given this limitation, the following results are designed to show that it is possible to provide
the functionality required for adaptation in a highly resource-constrained environment.
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Figure 5.12: Time Taken to perform adaptation on the NXT
Figure 5.12 shows the time taken to discover a stage located on a NXT device, as well as
spawn and migrate an actor on to an NXT device from a desktop machine across Bluetooth.
The actors used in these experiments contained a mixture of data types, including channels
and arrays; although channels with existing connections can not be recreated, the runtime
can create remote references, as this is a lazy operation. In this case, the use of the channel
generates an exception as the hardware will not be able to create the connection
successfully.
The large time seen for discovery is a combination of the seven second timeout for
TCP-based connections (of which there are none in this experiment), plus the 10.28 seconds
required to discover all possible Bluetooth devices. The remaining 11.07 seconds is
required to connect to and communication with the stage on the NXT platform. In general,
these times are larger by comparison to the results in the following sections due to the use
of Bluetooth, which is unreliable and requires large buffering time periods, and the slower
hardware found on the NXT. Considering this, the migration time is expectedly larger than
the spawn time. 1540 bytes and 870 bytes were required for migration and spawn,
respectively.
5.3.3 Adaptable GPU Programming
As actors are used to represent kernels (Section 3.3), they are naturally able to take
advantage of adaptation in the language. The only exception is migration, as explained in
Section 4.5.3. Communication with a kernel actor is achieved by channels, hence the
performance results in Section C.2.3 are also true for kernel actors.
To show the ease of adaptation of kernel actors, the logic shown in Listing 3.13 was
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Figure 5.13: Local and Remote Creation Times for a Kernel Actor
modified to create a kernel actor at a remote stage, instead of creating one locally.
Listing 5.2 shows the modifications in yellow. It is important to note that all calculations
and channel configurations and operations are unchanged. The only changes are the
definition of a query, the location of remote stages, and the creation of a kernel actor at that
stage.
Figure 5.13 shows the time taken to spawn a kernel actor at a local and remote stage. The
experiment was performed between a desktop and a GPU-enabled laptop connected by
Ethernet, where actors were spawned on the laptop. On average, local creation takes 46 ms,
and remote creation takes 113 ms. The large skew in remote creation is caused by variance
in the OpenCL compiler, not the runtime. Although the cost of remote creation is
(expectedly) higher than local creation, the average cost is likely to be significantly less
than the potential benefit of using a parallel hardware architecture5. By constructing
applications in this manner, stages without GPU support can easily take advantage of GPU
enabled stages.
The next step in this work is to refine the discovery mechanism to provide more
fine-grained detail about the types of parallel hardware architectures available, as well as
looking at load-balancing using this feature.
5.3.4 Draughts
Figure 5.14a shows the time to spawn and migrate the actor which is responsible for
calculating the computer player’s move. The application began on the RaspberryPi, and
5The experiments in Section 5.2 showed performance increases of between 7 and 50 times of parallel code
compared to single threaded equivalents
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1 ...
2 stage home{
3 opencl <device_index=0, device_type=GPU> actor Multiply presents mulI {
4 constructor() {}
5 behaviour {
6 receive req from requests;
7 receive d from req.input;
8 x = get_global_id(0);
9 y = get_global_id(1);
10 dim = get_global_size(0);
11 c = 0.0;
12 for i = 0 .. (dim-1) do {
13 c := c + (d.a[y][i]) * (d.b[i][x]);
14 }
15 d.result[x][y] := c;
16 send d.result on req.output;
17 }
18 }
19 actor Dispatch presents dispatchI{
20
21 query gpu query(){
22 $OPENCL == true and $OPENCL DEVICE == GPU;
23 }
24
25 constructor() {}
26 behaviour {
27 s = 1024;
28 ws = new integer[2] of s;
29 gs = new integer[2] of 0;
30 i = new in data_t;
31 o = new out real[][];
32 connect dout to i;
33 connect o to din;
34
35 ocl_struct = new settings_t(ws,gs,i,o);
36 d = generate_data(s);
37
38 stages = findStages(gpu query());
39 m = spawn Multiply() at stages[0];
40 connect requests to m.requests;
41
42 send ocl_struct on requests;
43 send d on dout;
44 receive result from din;
45 }
46 }
47 boot{
48 d = new Dispatch();
49 <<Remove the kernel actor creation and connection>>
50 }
51 }
Listing 5.2: Modifications to Make Matrix Multiplication Adaptable
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(a) Adaptation Performance of the Draughts Application
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(b) Adaptation Performance of the Mobile Media Player Application
Figure 5.14: Adaptation Performance of the Draughts and Mobile Media Applications
either spawned or migrated an actor to the desktop. It also shows the time taken to transmit
a representation of a board, which includes the time taken to marshal and demarshal the
data at either stage.
The time taken to migrate is obviously larger than the spawn as the migration must capture
the running state of the actor, in addition to the class files transmitted during a spawn. The
key point here is that the cost of these operations is not onerous by comparison to the
potential benefits of offloading. Given a search depth of three levels, the computers player’s
move will be calculated on the order of seconds in the opening to mid stages of the game.
The cost of adaptation is approximately 100 times faster than the time to complete a search,
while the potential benefit is on the order of seconds, depending on the capabilities of the
stage being migrated to.
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Image Size (KB)
1 13
2 7.3
3 7.2
4 8.2
5 7
6 9.2
Table 5.7: Media Player Image Sizes
5.3.5 Media Player
In order to be useful as a media player, the migration delay of an actor within the media
application must be minimal to prevent the user noticing the transition. For video playback,
a succession of images are displayed at a rate of 24 frames every second to provide the
illusion of movement. This displays a frame every 41.6 ms, hence the migration time must
be less than this. Figure 5.14b shows the time taken to migrate the display actor between a
desktop machine and a RaspberryPi, including any images currently referenced by the actor.
The worst case delay is approximately 29 ms, with the average time being approximately 18
milliseconds. This delay includes the time to reconstruct the actor, its state, and all channel
connections, meaning that after this time the actor will be able to continue operation.
Six images are used in the media player example; the sizes of each image is shown in
Table 5.7. Figure 5.14b also shows the time taken to send the largest image remotely to the
migrated actor. The combination of the average migration time (18 ms) with the average
transmission time (5 ms) is lower than the 40 ms frame rate delay. It is important to note
that this transmission time is less than that seen in Figure C.8 in Appendix C for a similar
data size. This is because the latter figure uses a more complex data type which takes longer
to marshal/demarshal.
5.4 Summary
Given the large number of heterogeneous computing platforms which are currently
available, a number of esoteric programming styles have emerged. The work in this chapter
has argued that the actor-model of computation can be used to present a simpler
homogeneous programming model both within and across different computing domains,
and that executing such a model on a VM does not compromise performance and enables
fine-grained adaptation.
By comparison with nesC and TinyOS, the current de-facto choice in WSN programming,
Section 5.1 shows that the actor-based model of computation has been shown to be both
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simpler and as performant on highly resource-constrained embedded hardware, across a
number of representative and realistic applications. The execution of Ensemble applications
on the Ensemble VM facilitates this without being onerous in either space or time. The use
of a movable memory space enables the shared-nothing semantics of the actor model and
automated garbage collection, without incurring increased memory consumption and
fragmentation.
By noting the parallels between shared-nothing actors, which communicate via explicit
message-passing, and accelerator-based computation, which requires explicit data
movement, actors have been used as an abstraction for accelerator-based programming.
Section 5.2 describes that by marking an actor as a kernel, with its behaviour clause
becoming the logic for the kernel, and using channels to convey data between the
kernel-actor and other actors, the actor model can completely abstract the large amount of
boilerplate code require for OpenCL, and provide a more natural programming model for
such computation. The use of movability provides a type-safe way for developers to take
advantage of common GPU programming optimisations, while again maintain the
encapsulation of actors. The performance of using this approach is comparable to hand
written C code using OpenCL.
Finally, given the numerous operating conditions which are presented by heterogeneous
hardware platforms connected by different networks types, it is no longer sufficient to think
in terms of static software configurations for homogeneous devices. By using the actor as
the unit of adaptation, Section 5.3 has described the performance cost of adapting
actor-based applications across a set of heterogeneous devices. These results show that this
is possible on highly resource-constrained devices, as well as showing minimal cost for
medium to highly provisioned devices, including GPUs.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
Two major trends in computing hardware in the last decade are the increasing number of
processing cores, both in single CPU chips and in dedicated peripheral devices, such as
GPUs and co-processors, and the increase in ubiquitous heterogeneous distributed systems.
While these advances present significant potential benefits to performance and enable new
forms of digital interaction over traditional desktop computing, programming these devices
is challenging at best. To aid the use of these platforms for non-experts or non-computing
scientists who seek to benefit greatly from these hardware advances, it is essential to
provide better programming abstractions and runtime support.
The goal of this dissertation is to provide such support by showing that an actor-based
programming abstraction can greatly simplify programming such hardware devices and
systems, without incurring any notable performance penalty, enabling developers to focus
on solving problems.
6.1 Thesis Statement Revisited
This section revisits the thesis statement presented at the start of the dissertation to assess
the impact of the work presented in this dissertation. The thesis is as follows:
The use of encapsulated, shared-nothing loci of computation and explicit
message passing, found in the actor programming model, will both enable and
simplify the programming of concurrent, distributed, and adaptive applications
across heterogeneous platforms at different levels of computing scale.
To prove this assertion, the following work has been done:
Chapter 3 describes the design of an actor-based programming language. The decision to
create a new language was due to the limitations of other actor-based approaches. This
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language supports the creation of applications based on shared-nothing loci of computation
which interact via explicit, typed message-passing. As well as automated garbage collection
of heap allocated memory, the language supports the idea of a simple movable heap space
to address the increased heap usage and fragmentation caused by the use of shared-nothing
semantics and automated garbage collection. Furthermore, this chapter describes language
support for accelerator-based computation via an actor-based abstraction. This model fits
well due to the parallels between these two idioms.
Chapter 4 describes the process of compiling Ensemble applications into a custom class
file format, as well as the implementation of a runtime which interprets these applications.
The runtime natively supports the concepts expressed in the language, such as actors and
channel-based communication, but also the actor-based abstraction and execution of
OpenCL kernels, and the discovery and runtime adaptation of actors and stages, as well as a
channel-based abstraction of network communication. There is also a discussion of porting
the runtime to a number of different hardware platforms, including resource-constrained
embedded systems.
The main justification of using an actor-based abstraction for programming concurrent,
distributed, embedded, and adaptive applications is made in Chapter 5. The chapter is split
into three sections:
Firstly, a justification of the actor as the unit of abstraction for embedded programming is
made. To show this, a number of applications which covered the different equivalence
classes of activity found in embedded applications were used to compare this work with the
popular TinyOS/nesC system. In terms of linguistic complexity, Ensemble applications
express much simpler, functionally equivalent code when compared to nesC equivalents.
Performance comparisons show that when Ensemble is compiled to C code directly, it
provides at least equivalent performance to TinyOS, and still had plenty of RAM and ROM
available on the embedded hardware. This chapter also discussed the runtime cost of
interpreting Ensemble applications by the custom Ensemble VM on resource-constrained
hardware. The results show comparable performance for typical embedded applications to
the native performance, and do not show excessive resource consumption. Hence,
interpreted applications are a valid base to explore runtime adaptation on embedded
devices. Also, this section proves that the movable memory space can be used to reduce the
increased heap fragmentation and allocation costs incurred by the use of automatic garbage
collection and shared-nothing semantics.
Secondly, a justification that using an actor-based abstraction for programming
accelerator-based concurrency is made. Specifically, by noting the parallels between the
two programming models, an actor is used to abstract the representation of a kernel, and
channel-based communication abstracts the explicit data movements between actors, kernel
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or otherwise. The use of objective software complexity metrics have shown that the
actor-based abstraction is significantly simpler when compared to equivalent C and simpler
when compared to equivalent OpenACC implementations across a range of applications.
Also, performance results show significant improvements when compared to OpenACC,
and comparable performance to C. By using the movable heap space, developers are able to
leave data on an accelerator (a common optimisation) to improve performance, without
violating the shared nothing semantics of the actor model.
Thirdly, a justification of using actors as an abstraction for adaptive computation is made.
Given the description in previous chapters of how adaptation, as expressed in Ensemble,
overcomes or addresses the limitations in other actor-based languages, this section focuses
on performances results. There are performance results for an embedded device
communicating over Bluetooth to show that such adaptation is both possible and feasible;
limitations in the hardware prevented a full set of experiments. Also, there was reference to
a suite of micro benchmarks in Appendix C showing the minimal cost of individual
adaptation operations, as well as a discussion and results showing the ease of applying
adaptation to kernel-actors and the limited cost of doing so. To motivate the argument of the
actor as the unit of adaptation, two applications were created to represent a number of use
cases for adaptation: a draughts computer game and a mobile media player. The results
showed that little effort was required to apply adaptation to these applications, and that the
performance costs for discovery, spawn, or migration were minimal compared to the
potential performance improvements that runtime adaptation offered.
6.2 Contributions
This work contributes towards the programming of concurrent, distributed and adaptive
systems in the following ways:
• Actor language support for runtime adaptation
In order to test the hypothesis, a new actor-based language was created called
Ensemble. As well as shared-nothing semantics and explicit message-passing, the
language natively supports location transparent communication and runtime
adaptation with appropriate mechanisms for handling both local and distributed
failure.
• The creation of a language-specific VM
To compliment the language, a new VM was created, with the specific purpose of
executing Ensemble applications. As well as natively supporting the operations
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expressed in the language, such as adaptation, the VM also executes on a number of
different hardware platforms; this includes resource-constrained embedded hardware
devices. Also, the runtime supports a channel-based abstraction of two different
network technologies.
• A language-level discovery mechanism based on user-defined properties
Unlike other actor systems which have limited or no support for runtime actor
discovery, Ensemble enables both actors and stages to be located at runtime based on
user-defined properties. This enables users to customise how and when different
language entities can be discovered, independent of predefined language or runtime
choices.
• Application of actors to accelerator-based programming at the language level
By taking advantage of shared-nothing actors which communicate via message
passing, and then applying this to accelerator-based computation, this work has
shown not only that actors reduce and simplify the code which has to be written, but
also that the performance of such a system is comparable to hand-crafted C-OpenCL.
• Simple Optimisation of Memory Usage via Movability
Through a combination of a single addition to the type systems, and compiletime
analysis, this work has shown that the requirements imposed by the shared-nothing
semantics of actors and automatic garbage collection need not cause increased
consumption and fragmentation of the heap at runtime.
6.3 Future Work
The work described in this dissertation has answered the questions posed by the hypothesis,
and in doing so has laid the foundation for significant future work. This section outlines a
number of directions to be followed.
6.3.1 Formal Verification
Formal verification is the process of ensuring correct, robust, and reliable software through
mathematical analysis of program code. The work in this dissertation has a formal
grounding, as the flavour of actors used are strongly influenced by the pi-calculus.
Consequently, there are two potential research direction: bi-graphs and session types.
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Bigraphs
Bigraphical Reactive Systems (BRS) are a recent formalism for modelling the temporal and
spatial evolution of computation. It was initially introduced by Milner [139] to provide a
fully graphical model capable of representing both connectivity and locality. A BRS
consists of a set of bigraphs and a set of reaction rules, which defines the dynamic evolution
of the system by specifying how the set of bigraphs can be reconfigured. The development
of bigraphs has been directed toward the modelling of ubiquitous systems by focusing on
both mobile connectivity and mobile locality [140, 141]
The hypothesis is that bigraphs can be used to give some guarantees that the use of
actor-based adaptation to evolve an application can be done in a safe manner. By creating a
new backend for the Ensemble compiler, an Ensemble application can be automatically
translated into a bigraphical representation. At this point a developer can approach an
expert with a formalisation of their application, and discuss potential issues, without the
need to understand formal methods; the developer need only write their application as
normal. Given the natural mapping between actors and bigraphs, this code transformation
should be tractable. Initial work has already explored this idea, using hand crafted
transformations on static applications [142].
Session Types
Session types [143] are data types which enforce patterns of interaction between loci of
computation - specifically, the data types which are communicated, as well as the order in
which they are sent. This is most commonly applied to distributed applications, where the
interaction is embodied by messages sent on a network. Session types have already been
applied to several languages including C [144] and Java [145]. Encapsulated actors with
explicit message passing are the perfect candidate for session types. Specifically for
Ensemble, which already uses typed channels.
This would be achieved by extending the language to include a session type. This type
would be defined in a similar manner to a query, and would contain the protocol of the
session. A channel would then be defined in the normal way, using the defined session
type as the data type that it conveys. An extra phase would then be added within the
compiler to ensure that the use of such a channel in an actor’s behaviour clause does not
violate the protocol in the channel’s session. As with movability (Section 3.2), this would
all be done at compiletime, and not require any manifestation in the runtime.
The use of session types would provide guarantees that actors are interacting with each
other in the manner specified in the session type. This would be useful for replacement
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(Section 3.4.4), providing a strong guarantee that the new actor would interact with others
in a well defined manner.
6.3.2 JIT Compilation
As shown in Section 5.2.3, the main limiting factor in Ensemble performance is the
overhead of host code interpretation. This problem is common in interpreted languages and
is overcome with the use of JIT compilation. While the creation of a JIT is not a new
research question, the creation of a JIT compiler for resource-constrained platforms in the
general case is, and even more so for actor-based systems. Initial work [146] has shown that
this is possible for a modified JVM on single node performing numeric computations.
6.3.3 Mobile Phones
The Ensemble VM is not currently supported on mobile phones. This platform is important
as it is truly pervasive, and porting the Ensemble VM to such a device would enable
research into adaptation in numerous daily situations.
The Ensemble VM is implemented in C. Although such devices do execute C applications,
these are not cross compatible between multiple mobile phone models due to certain driver
dependencies. Instead, a Java-based version of the VM would be created which would run
as a mobile phone app. This would enable the VM to execute on multiple mobile phone
models, without hard dependences built into the VM implementation. Having the Ensemble
VM executed by the JVM would introduce a memory and performance overhead; however,
as the resources available on modern mobile phones are greater than that of RaspberryPis,
this should not be onerous.
6.3.4 Load Balancing
High Performance Computing Clusters
As Ensemble uses adaptation to both deploy and relocate actors from within the language,
the programming of clusters of either homogeneous or heterogeneous machines should be
simpler than current practise.
To explore this hypothesis, an existing set of cluster programming applications will be
written in Ensemble, and compared to existing implementations in terms of linguistic
complexity and performance. Examples include weather simulation [147], ant colony
optimisation [148], and n-body simulation [149].
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Apart from being desirable in the general case, the simplification of such programming is
required as the creators of such applications are often non-computing scientists. Their goals
are to solve their problems, not write code.
Distributed Heterogeneous Systems
The work described in this dissertation provides the tools for fine-grained application
adaptation at runtime. The next logical step is to use these tools in the most appropriate way.
Load balancing is an obvious starting point. Currently, schedulers in data centres and work
stealing algorithms on clusters focus on observed behaviour of running applications to
inform decisions about when and where to relocate execution. While this is objective, it
completely removes the involvement of the user. As Ensemble exposes these tools to the
user directly, it is well placed to enable an exploration of in-language control of adaptation.
Equally, it may be useful to express some requirements for an actor or stage that can be
used automatically by the runtime to determine if an actor should be relocated to a more
appropriate stage.
A more unconventional approach is an on-demand strategy, using the computer hardware
embedded in the world around us. Based on the examples of products from Google and
Apple (Section 5.3), it is clear that there is a motivation to take advantage of the computing
hardware found in the environment in an on-demand fashion. What if a mobile phone
became a person’s server? Then a hotel room television could continue playing the game
that you started on your phone and migrated just before the battery died. Combining
generic application migration and ubiquitous computing is an interesting and fruitful area
for systems research.
6.3.5 Summary
There are a number future directions that can pursued, based on the foundations provided
by this work. As this work is based on the principals of the pi-calculus, the rigours of formal
methods can be applied. Specifically, bigraphs and session types can be used to ensure that
the interaction of actors is correct, and that the runtime adaptation of actors does not lead to
higher-level application logic errors. As the language is interpreted, the use of JIT
compilers can help alleviate some of the performance overheads. This is particularly
interesting in an embedded context. Finally, perhaps the most interesting avenue of future
work is to explore the use of runtime adaptation in different contexts. The need to balance
computing loads in clusters of high-powered computers is well understood, but current
approaches are often automated, excluding the developer. Equally, as computers are
increasingly found in the world around us, the ability to create adaptive applications which
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can take advantage of these computers in an on-demand fashion presents an interesting
research direction, in both systems and language research.
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Appendix A
Formal Specification of Movability
This appendix describes the formal definitions used in the movability analysis, and
represents the formal specification of the approach described in Section 3.2.
This section is split into two sections. The first describes the analysis of how data sent
between actors is represented, and the second describes the tracking of data and the
variables which alias them.
A.1 Formulating the Move Analysis
This section presents the data flow equations required to track movability of heap objects
within an Ensemble application. In particular, we first define the intraprocedural data flow
equations for handling movability, abstracting away the handling of aliasing which is
subsequently presented as another set of data flow equations in the following section, then
we extend the equations to the interprocedural setting using the theory presented earlier in
Section 3.2.4.
A.1.1 Intraprocedural Move Analysis
The equations act on a data flow framework defined as (L, F,∪), where L is the bounded
meet semilattice of data flow values, F is the set of flow functions operating on elements of
L, and ∪ is the meet operator to handle control-flow merge points. This bounded meet
semilattice of data flow values is the set of variables which cannot be moved at a specific
program point, therefore the greatest element is ∅ and the least element is the number of
reference variables to movable memory in the program, M . Furthermore, M ≤ V , where V
denotes the set of all variables in the program. Recall, that a use is defined to be any
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reference to a variable that does not re-define that variable. If an instruction n is x = y, then
we can say that n is use(y) (“n contains a use of y”).
Next, the flow function fn must be defined. The flow functions for move analysis must take
into consideration the aliases of references, including global, actor member and local
variables, and reference formal parameters. For the moment, assume the aliases of all
references, and reference formal parameters have been computed for all program points u
such that for all references (including reference formal parameters) x, ALIAS(x, u) is the
set of references that may be aliases of x upon entry to program point u (see Section A.2);
that is, x may reference the same memory location as the variables in ALIAS(x, u). Then
our equation can be formulated as:
fn(x) = (x−Killn) ∪Genn if n is use(v), and v ∈ x, then generate an error (A.1)
where
Genn =

{v} ∪ALIAS(v, n) if n is a send operation sending v, v ∈M
{y} ∪ALIAS(y, n) if n is a send operation sending y, y is a reference formal parameter
∅ otherwise
(A.2)
Killn =

{v} if n is an assignment v = r, v ∈M , r ∈ V − (v ∪ALIAS(v, n))
{y} if n is an assignment y = r, y is a reference formal parameter, r ∈ V − (y ∪ALIAS(y, n))
{v} if n is a receive operation receiving v, v ∈M,
∅ otherwise
(A.3)
The side-effect of fn(x) is our error checking on the data flow values reaching program
point n. Thus, for x ∈ L and v ∈ x, if at program point n we send v across a channel, an
error should be generated since v has already been moved in some path from the entry node
of the CFG under consideration to n.
For each program point n, we associate an In and an Out set denoting the data flow values
at the entry and exit of program point n, respectively:
Inn =

∅ if n is the entry node of the CFG⋃
p∈pred(n)
Outp otherwise
Outn = fn(Inn)
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A.1.2 Interprocedural Move Analysis
To extend the move analysis to the interprocedural setting we utilise the call-strings
approach described in Section 3.2.4, and extend the data flow equations to qualify data flow
values based on the calling contexts. Call and return nodes affect propagation of movability
through aliasing of actual and formal parameters, this issue is discussed in Section 3.2.4.
A.2 Alias Analysis
Consider a control flow graph, G = (N,E), with entry node nentry. At some node n ∈ N ,
two program reference variables, x and y, are may-aliased to each other at n if they refer to
the same object in at least one path from nentry to n. If x and y refer to the same object in
all paths from nentry to n, then we say x and y are must-aliased. This work focuses on
may-alias information.
In order to track all references that could potentially refer to movable memory, a data flow
framework for computing aliases is defined. The framework for alias analysis is loosely
based on the flow-sensitive may-alias analysis work [150]. This approach differs is in the
use of the control flow graph rather than the sparse evaluation graph (SEG), and performing
interprocedural alias computation using the call-strings approach as opposed to realisable
execution paths and alias instances. Our approach has the advantage that the extension to
the interprocedural case is simpler than propagating alias instances, requiring minimal
changes to the definitions of Gen and Kill. While using the SEG would be less
computationally expensive than using the CFG, the size of Ensemble procedures, and hence
the number of nodes in a CFG, in general, is likely to be very small. The following
discusses the intraprocedural and interprocedural cases separately.
A.2.1 Intraprocedural Alias Analysis
We define an alias pair, < x, y > for program reference variables x and y, to denote the
possibility that x and y may refer to the same memory location at some program point. The
data flow equations for alias analysis act on a data flow framework defined as
(LAA, FAA,∪), where LAA is the meet semilattice of data flow values, FAA is the set of flow
functions operating on elements of LAA, and ∪ is the meet operator to handle control-flow
merge points. The elements of the meet semilattice are sets of alias pairs at a specific
program point, therefore our greatest element is ∅ and our least element is the Cartesian
product of the number of variables in the program, V × V .
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Following [150], the analysis can be defined using In and Out sets for each program point,
noting that only assignment statements to references and call sites modify the sets.
Discussion of call sites is deferred, as this is handled by the interprocedural phase of the
analysis.
Let g : LAA 7→ LAA be the flow function for tracking aliases. Then
gn(x) = (x−Killn(x)) ∪Genn(x) (A.4)
where
Genn(x) =
{(v, u)} if n is v := u, u, v ∈ V∅ otherwise (A.5)
Killn(x) =

⋃
w∈V
{(v, w), (w, v)} if n is v := u and (u, v) /∈ x, where u, v ∈ V
∅ otherwise
(A.6)
Equation A.5 says that upon reaching an assignment or declaration statement, n : v := u,
the alias pair (v, u) is added to the gen set for program point n. Note, the aliases of v before
the assignment do not become aliased to u since v := u is equivalent to a pointer
assignment in C. Equation A.6 says that upon reaching a statement, n : v := u, the analysis
adds all alias pairs involving v to the kill set for program point n. If v is involved in any
other alias pair as a prefix, it is replaced by one of its former aliases in the alias pair.
In Section A.1.1 we defined the set ALIAS for each pair, program point n and variable
v ∈ V ; it is the set of the access paths that are may-aliased to each heap object at the
particular program point. For Ensemble, an access path is an expression combining variable
names, subscript operators, and field selectors such that the expression evaluates to a
reference. Equation A.4 does not provide the set ALIAS, but the set of alias pairs valid at a
program point. The move analysis requires the alias mapping, hence ALIAS is defined
formally from the set of alias pairs provided by our meet semilattice LAA.
Defintion A.2.1. The set ALIAS(v, n) returns the transitive closure of the alias pairs of v
upon entry to program point n. Formally, u ∈ ALIAS(v, n) if and only if there exists alias
pairs (v, y1), (y1, y2), . . . , (yn, u) ∈ x at program point n, where x ∈ LAA and represents the
set of data flow values entering program point n, and v, y1, y2, . . . , yn, u ∈ V .
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A.2.2 Interprocedural Alias Analysis
Using the call-strings approach, we extend the alias analysis to handle call and return nodes
created for each call site; these nodes generate and kill aliases, between actual and formal
reference parameters, respectively. We amend Equations A.5 and A.6 to handle these
interprocedural cases. IntraGenn and IntraKilln handle the intraprocedural cases
described in Section A.2.1. Given actual and formal parameters, ai, fi ∈ V for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
(n ∈ N), and u, v ∈ V , we have:
Genn(x) =

n⋃
i=1
{(ai, fi)} if n is a call node for procedure call p(a1, a2, . . . , an),
n⋃
i=1
⋃
(fi,u),(v,fi)∈x∧v 6=u
{(u, v)} if n is a return node for procedure call p(a1, a2, . . . , an),
{(v, p(a1, a2, . . . , an))} if n is return statement returning v for procedure call p(a1, a2, . . . , an),
IntraGenn(x) otherwise
(A.7)
Killn(x) =

n⋃
i=1
⋃
w∈V
{(fi, w), (w, fi)} if n is a return node for procedure call p(a1, a2, . . . , an),
IntraKilln(x) otherwise
(A.8)
Equation A.7 generates alias pairs between actual and formal parameters upon entry to the
call node for a procedure call site, propagates any aliases created (to formal parameters)
during the analysis of a call upon entry to the return node for a procedure call site, and
handles aliasing of returned references with their respective call sites.
Equation A.8 kills all alias pairs involving formal parameters upon entry to the return node
for a procedure call site. For cases where there are no parameters to the procedure call, no
alias generation or killing is performed.
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Appendix B
Class File Description
This appendix describes the layouts of the class files generated from Ensemble applications
for the default and embedded cases. It also describes the runtime encoding of Ensemble
types used for adaptation.
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1 Class {
2 // unsigned integer representing the length of this class
3 u4 class_length;
4 // version of the class
5 u4 version_number;
6 // length of the constant pool in bytes
7 u4 constant_pool_length;
8 // the constant pool
9 ConstantPool[constant_pool_length];
10 // Reference in the constant pool to the name of this class
11 u4 name;
12 // Reference in the constant pool to the super class;
13 // this is 0 only for Object
14 u4 superclass;
15 // number of bytes to allocate for fields, including those
16 // of all superclasses, recursively
17 u1 fields_size;
18 // number of entries in the dependencies list
19 u1 num_dependencies;
20 // List of references to the constant pool classes
21 // representing the dependencies
22 u4[num_dependencies] dep_values;
23 // The number of 1-byte entries in the field types array
24 u1 num_field_types;
25 // char values to decribe the layout of the class field entry
26 u1[num_field_types] field_types;
27 // the length of this is not needed at runtime
28 method[] methods;
29 }
Listing B.1: Default Ensemble Class File Format
1 Class {
2 // offset of the superclass definition;
3 //this is 0 only for Object
4 u2 superclass;
5 // number of bytes to allocate for fields,
6 // including those of all superclasses, recursively
7 u1 fields_size;
8 // number of 2-byte entries in the vtable,
9 // including those of all superclasses, recursively
10 u1 vtable_size;
11 // values to initialise all the vtable entries to
12 u2[vtable_size] vtable_values;
13 // number of fields which are object references
14 u1 num_object_fields;
15 // indices into the fields array for
16 // fields which are objects
17 u1[num_object_fields] object_fields_indices;
18 // only in subclasses of Component
19 [ u1 num_channel_fields];
20 // only in subclasses of Component
21 [ u1[num_channel_fields] channel_field_indices];
22 // the length of this is not needed at runtime.
23 // These are all ints
24 u2[] named_constants;
25 // the length of this is not needed at runtime
26 method[] methods;
27 }
Listing B.2: Embedded Ensemble Class File Format
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1 slot_size = 4 bytes
2 // ’uN’ means an unsigned integer N bytes long
3 // offsets are absolute byte positions in the file
4 // starting at 0
5
6 Literal = int // (slot_size)
7 | float // (slot_size*2)
8 // (null-terminated char array; 8-bit ASCII, no UTF)
9 | string
10
11 ConstantPool {
12 u1 position; // the current position in the constant pool
13 u1 type; // the type of the constant pool entry
14 Literal value; // the value in the constant pool
15 }
16
17 Method {
18 // Number of local variables, in slots.
19 // Doubles take up two slots
20 u1 num_locals;
21 // Number of stack slots
22 u1 stack_size;
23 // Number of parameters to the method, including ’this’,
24 // in slots. Needed for virtual invocation.
25 u1 num_params;
26 // in bytes
27 u2 code_len;
28 u1[code_len] code;
29 u1 num_exception_tables;
30 exception_table[num_exception_tables] exceptions;
31 }
32
33 // See the JVM spec for an explanation of these fields.
34 // They are all absolute offsets here, but used as in the spec.
35 Exception_table {
36 u4 start;
37 u4 end;
38 u4 handler;
39 u4 type;
40 }
Listing B.3: Default Ensemble Class file Auxiliary Structures
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1 slot_size = 2 bytes
2 // ’uN’ means an unsigned integer N bytes long
3 // offsets are absolute byte positions in the file,
4 // starting at 0
5
6 Program {
7 u2 version num
8 [ u2 main; // only in user programs ]
9 literal[] literals;
10 class[] classes;
11 }
12
13 Literal = int (slot_size)
14 | float (slot_size*2)
15 | string (null-terminated char array; only 8-bit ASCII)
16
17 Method {
18 // Number of local variables, in slots.
19 // Doubles take up two slots
20 u1 num_locals;
21 // Number of stack slots
22 u1 stack_size;
23 // Number of parameters to the method, including ’this’,
24 // in slots. Needed for virtual invocation.
25 u1 num_params;
26 // in bytes
27 u2 code_len;
28 u1[code_len] code;
29 u1 num_exception_tables;
30 exception_table[num_exception_tables] exceptions;
31 }
32
33 // See the JVM spec for an explanation of these fields. They
34 // are all absolute offsets here, but used as in the spec.
35 Exception_table {
36 u2 start;
37 u2 end;
38 u2 handler;
39 u2 type;
40 }
Listing B.4: Embedded Ensemble Class file Auxiliary Structures
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Data Type Encoding
integer i
string s
real r
unsigned integer u
long l
byte b
B boolean
a any
](type encoding) array where number of ’]’ indicate dimension
I(type encoding)} in channel begin and end marker
O(type encoding)} out channel begin and end marker
S(type encodings)’)’ struct begin and end markers
A(type encodings)} actor begin and end markers
F(type encodings)} interface begin and end markers
; top level interface separator
Table B.1: Description of the Runtime Type Encodings
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Appendix C
Adaptation Performance Evaluation
C.1 Native Ensemble Results
This section describes comparison between nesC code executing on TinyOS and Ensemble
code executing on InceOS in terms of resource consumption and performance. Unlike the
approach described in Chapter 4, here Ensemble applications are compiled to C code
directly. This code is then compiled with InceOS to generate a static binary.
C.1.1 Resource Consumption
Figure C.1a shows the amount of flash which is consumed on the Tmote Sky by TinyOS
and InceOS when compiled with an application. Figure C.1b shows the amount of RAM
consumed by the data and bss sections of the compiled InceOS and application, and Figure
C.1c shows the equivalent for TinyOS. It can be seen that there is variation between the
applications on TinyOS compared to the relatively static figures for InceOS. InceOS
consumes more flash than TinyOS partially due to the optimisations of the nesC compiler,
but mostly due to the extra support mechanisms found in InceOS.
InceOS dynamically allocates the structures used to represent channels and actors at
runtime. Dynamic allocation accounts for the small values seen in Figure C.1b, and the lack
of conditional compilation causes them to be uniform across the different applications. The
use of dynamic allocation and stacks exacts a runtime cost in RAM. The cost for Ensemble
and InceOS is highlighted via two examples. The first uses a Null actor with no channels
and no code in the behaviour section. This null component requires 188 bytes. After the
system and Null actors are initialised, with both actors and channels being allocated, there
are 4363 bytes of RAM available. The second example uses the actor from the Sense
example. Here the sense actor requires 364 bytes, leaving 4187 bytes of RAM available.
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(a) Flash consumed by applications and specified OS. (b) Space consumed by InceOS applications.
(c) Space consumed by TinyOS applications.
Figure C.1: Comparison of TinyOS and Native Ensemble Size Consumption on Tmote Sky
Taking the sense actor as an example of an average actor, there is enough space on the
Tmote Sky to create 11 such actors. 120 bytes are added to the compiler computed stack
size for an actor to accommodate system calls and interrupts.
InceOS consumes more flash and RAM than TinyOS, however there is still adequate space
available on the motes for even larger and more complex applications; the largest and most
complex application in this evaluation, grid, leaves just under 24 KB of flash and nearly 3
KB of RAM available, 50% and 31% of the total space available, respectively.
C.1.2 Performance
To ascertain if support for the channel and threading mechanisms exact some cost in
performance, the performance of a representative cross section of the applications on both
TinyOS and InceOS was measured. In the following graphs, each data point is the average
of 100 iterations of the application. For example, each point in Figure C.2a is the average
time required to increment a software counter and broadcast this value in a packet over the
radio 100 times. The error bars on each point represent the standard deviation, however
most are not visible as the results are often consistent within the measurement accuracy.
Both TinyOS and InceOS are using a csma/ca protocol for radio transmission - i.e., before
attempting to send, the radio hardware is queried to detect the presence of other radio
transmissions; if radio signals are detected, the transmission is delayed, otherwise the
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(a) Comparison of RadioCountToLeds application. (b) Comparison of RadioSenseToLeds application.
(c) Comparison of the Sense application. (d) Comparison of the Fourier application.
(e) Comparison of the Grid application. (f) Comparison of the TestRoundRobinArbiter application.
Figure C.2: Comparison of TinyOS and Native Ensemble Performance on Tmote Sky
packets are sent.
In both Figures C.2a and C.2b, the measurements reflect the sender’s action of collecting
the data to be sent and sending it. Both figures show a similar performance increase of
approximately 4 ms for InceOS as compared to TinyOS. This can be attributed to the fact
that the Ensemble behaviour clause is repeatedly executed, rather than in TinyOS where
events must be generated before the application can continue to its next iteration. Figure
C.2c shows the comparison of the Sense application. We can see that InceOS performs a
further 2 ms better than it did in Figures C.2a and C.2b. This is because unlike
RadioCount/SenseToLeds, the InceOS Radio actor is not being used (or being scheduled),
thus giving more time for the Sense actor to execute.
Figure C.2d shows an example of intense computation; the measurements reflect the time
required to complete a fast Fourier transform on a forty element array, and then calculate the
maximum. Again InceOS outperforms TinyOS. This is due to the use of tasks in TinyOS to
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process the Fourier computation. When the task is finished, it must be reposted, requiring an
invocation of the scheduler, whereas the behaviour clause in Ensemble is naturally repeated,
not requiring any intervention by the scheduler, or extra code from the developer. This
highlights that a purely event-driven model is not well-suited to straight computation [129].
The results for the grid application are shown in Figure C.2e. Here the time for a complete
iteration of the application is taken: request a slave, give it work and collect the reply. We
see that InceOS performs substantially better than TinyOS. The 35 ms difference is caused
by a simpler flow through the logic of the Ensemble application and the relatively small
number of actions required to access the sensor and radio components. This is in contrast to
the disjoint flow necessitated by control switching between the event handlers of the
application in nesC, as well as the posting of a task to compute the Fourier transform.
The TestRoundRobinArbiter application results are displayed in Figure C.2f, again showing
an InceOS performance gain when compared to TinyOS. Here the 36 ms gain is because the
Ensemble channel abstraction is used in InceOS to arbitrate access to the shared resource,
whereas additional functionality is required for such arbitration using TinyOS. This
particular application is well-suited to the Ensemble blocking channel interaction which
naturally handles arbitration.
C.2 Micro Benchmarks
In order to characterise the cost of the different adaptive operations that are provided in
Ensemble, performance measurements were made of these operations, and are discussed
below. In the following, each experiment was performed on a desktop machine and a
RaspberryPi which were connected by Ethernet.
C.2.1 Adaptation of Actors
Null Actors
Figure C.3 shows the cost to adapt a Null actor. This refers to an actor with no channels, no
state, and the minimum amount of code required to perform the specified adaptation. This
test is done to show the cost of the technology, before the addition of developer state,
channels, or logic. The results show that in the worst case, 204, 204, and 200 Null actors
may be remotely spawned with a reference, spawned without a reference, or migrated per
second, respectively.
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Figure C.3: Adaptation Performance for Null Actors
Actors with Varying Quantities
Figures C.4, C.5, and C.6 show the time taken to adapt actors as the number of channels,
amount of code, and amount of per actor state changes. Adaptation has been decomposed
into spawning an actor without gaining a reference to the new actor, spawning an actor with
a reference to the newly created actor, and migrating an actor. Actors were sent from a
desktop machine to a RaspberryPi across an ethernet connection. In general, the results
show either sub-linear, or linear scaling as the complexity of the independent variable being
tested in each case grows.
In these results it can be seen that the increase in code size of an actor has relatively little
effect on the median results for each of the three actions in Figure C.4. This is also true as
the amount of actor-state changes, Figure C.5. The exceptions being for the 1000 element
arrays of integers or structs. As well as the larger amount of data being sent, the data has
been fragmented at the network layer, hence the larger times and number of outliers in these
cases. As the number of channels grows in Figure C.6, a curve is seen during spawn
actions, which follows the pattern expected as the number of channels doubles. For
migration, a slightly more noticeable jump is observed for 32 channels.
C.2.2 Discovery of Language Types
Figures C.7a and C.7b shows the time taken to discover a stage or actor respectively. In
each case, the number of boolean expressions used in the query was varied to show the cost
of simple and complex queries. There were four stages, each with one actor within range
which would match the specified query in either case, but the figures show the time for one
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Data Size (bytes)
Integer[1] 21
Integer[10] 57
Integer[100] 417
Integer[1000] 4017
Struct[1] 29
Struct[10] 137
Struct[100] 1217
Struct[1000] 12017
Table C.1: Transmission Size of Different Data Types
to respond. The figures show that the cost of increasing the complexity of a query is almost
negligible in terms of performance.
C.2.3 Transmission Times
Figure C.8 show the time taken to transmit different amounts of data between two actors.
One is located on a desktop machine, the other is on a RaspberryPi, and the two are
connected by Ethernet. Table C.1 shows the size of the transmitted data in each case.
The results shows that the transmission times scale as the size of the data. Again, the large
jump for a 1000 array of structures is due to the data being fragmented at the networking
layer. This means that the time taken to transmit data is primarily impacted by the
performance of the networking layer, and not by overheads in the runtime system or
language model.
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Figure C.4: Adaptation Performance as the Code Size (Number of Procedures) per Actor
Changes
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